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History Testifies of
THE PURSUIT
The Pursuit of a Miracle began in the late 1800's with the
dream of five men and their vision of a college to train people to
serve the Lord. In 1887, the first real fruits of their dream appeared
in the form of a college charter. The real pursuit began as the need
for financial backing emerged. Almost ready to give up after several
years of trying to obtain support for the college, a gift of $25,000
enabled the opening of the doors.
The dream continued in the 1940's as the Baptist Bible Institute
of Cleveland was outgrowing its facilities; the faculty and student
body were searching for the Lord's direction. At the same time,
Cedarville College was suffering hard times financially. In order for
this small Presbyterian college to continue, it would definitely take a
miracle and the leading of God. These two institutions, brought
together through the providence of God and the insight of Dr.
James T. Jeremiah, continue today as a Baptist college with a
renewed commitment to "the Crown and the Covenant" and "the
Word of God and the Testimony of Jesus Christ."
A MIRACLE 1989
2/N PURSUIT OF A MIRACLE
Freshmen start off the year by participating in the "Getting
Started" program.
111111.1111.11111
"The only explanation
for Cedarville College is
God!"
--Dr. Paul Dixon
Director of the Campus Activities office,
Dick Walker, provides refreshments for
another party.
IN PURSUIT OF A MIRACLE 3
Above left: Dr. Dixon
presents a framed pic-
ture of the Clifton Mill lit
by thousands of Christ-
mas lights to the Mill's
owners, the Satarianos
Above right: Rick
Mackey participates in
Barney's Week by
painting.
Right: Many students
attended a campaign
rally for George Bush in
Xenia.
Page 5 top: Students
wait outside the
fieldhouse in Xenia to
see George Bush.
Middle: A
representative from the
Federal Food and Drug
Administration spoke in
chapel on Charter Day.
Bottom: Wendy Miller
and Kara Yant paint in
the Cedarville firehouse
during Barney's Week.
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Community Involvement Reflects
THE PURSUIT
The Pursuit of a Miracle continues today through the consis-
tent community involvement of all those at Cedarville College. From
a community night basketball game to gather food for the needy of
Cedarville, to a 22-hour softball marathon in order to raise money
for a crisis pregnancy center, the faculty, staff, and student bo4
participate in activities to help the community and to show their
concern for the community.
The college family participates in community governmental func-
tions as well. Students attended a campaign rally for presidential
candidate George Bush in Xenia, while others went to see President
Ronald Reagan in Columbus. Faculty and staff are actively involved
in Cedarville, working with the Village Council and the fire depart-
ment. Everything that is done in the community shows the college's
commitment to improving a good relationship with the community.
A MIRACLE 1989
Barney's Week" improved community relations by
getting students involved in the community.
IN PURSUIT OF A MIRACLE 5
Student Life Witnesses
THE PUSUIT
The Pursuit of a Miracle calls for a balance in the activities of
the students. Training of the mind is done partially in the classroom,
but the training would not be complete if it were not for the activities
of the body. Many opportunities are afforded to the students to
become involved in a variety of activities.
A well rounded sports program offers both intercollegiate and
intramural competitions to keep the body physically fit. A variety of
sports as well as levels of competition are offered in the intramural
program in an effort to give everyone an opportunity to become
involved. For those who are talented in a particular sport, there is
the intercollegiate program for the major sports. The Christian
Ministries office provides a wealth of opportunities for spiritual
enrichment. Ministering to children, visiting senior citizens, preach-
ing to prisoners, encouraging the sick, and witnessing to the pass-
ers by are just a few of the opportunities that are offered through
this program. Organizations are a source of mental and emotional
refreshment. Offering memberships to different majors or interest
groups, these groups offer friendship and fellowship to all who
participate.
The balanced lifestyle of the students in college prepares them to
live a balanced life in their careers after graduation.
A MIRACLE I989
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Students arrive early for a concert at the King's Place io
Columbus.
Page 6 top: The C. C.
is a center of activity
at the college.
Middle: Intercollegiate
sports like tennis are a
part of the diversity of
activities offered at
Cedarville.
Left: The "Village
Players" present one
drama production each
quarter.
Below: 1988
Homecoming Queen
Sue Moyer and the
Senior Attendants
Kristine Watson, Becky
Davis, and Kim Sweet.
IN PURSUIT OF A MIRACLE 7
Above left: Professor Ron Walker
shares a favorite Christmas experience
in Chapel
Above right: Kirk Keller is the director
of Compassion Ministries on campus.
Page 9 middle: Professor Tim Heaton is
busy at work in the Education
Department.
Bottom: Dino Tsibouris concentrating
on an exam in one of his business
classes.
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The Future Anticipates
THE PURSUIT
The Pursuit of a Miracle will continue into the future. What the
college does today is in preparation for its future. Cedarville antici-
pates the introduction of a four year engineering program in the fall
of 1990 and a social worker program in the near future. New
educational programs are only one facet of the plans for the future.
Cedarville College is also in an active building program, having
recently completed the Centennial Library and presently building a
new men's dormitory, Brock Hall. The faculty and staff of Cedarville
are an integral part of the program for the future. Not only does the
college hire those who have the knowledge and ability to prepare
the college for the future, but also the faculty and staff are prepar-
ing the students for the job place of the 21st century. As the pursuit
continues into the future, Cedarville College seeks to maintain and
improve the quality of education it provides to its students.
7.  1
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Dr. Paul Dixon
President
Quality has been the standard of
comparison for Cedarville College
since the first day Dr. Paul Dixon
arrived on campus as president.
Quality is also a part of the miracle
for which Cedarville College is pur-
suing. Under Dixon's
Dr. Duane Wood
Academic Vice President
Coming to Cedarville College in
1987, Dr. Wood assumed the posi-
tion of Academic Vice President.
His knowledge and experience in
the academic arena will help the
college in the future as it continues
its pursuit for excellence in educa-
tion, and his enthusiasm and en-
couragement will continue to moti-
vate students to do their best.
Dr. Martin Clark
Vice President
for Development
Leading the Development de-
partment by his strong example,
Dr. Clark came to Cedarville
College 15 years ago. After be-
ing the Director of Counseling
for several years, he moved on
to become the Vice President
for Development. Clark is re-
sponsible for the annual fund
which raises money to cover
whatever is not met by student's
tuition.
10 Administration
ursuing Quail
administration, Cedarville has
grown to see several new build-
ings including the Centennial Li-
brary and the Business Adminis-
tration Building; the colleg h
also grown in number: both stu-
dents and faculty.
As the president of Cedarville
College, Dr. Dixon has many re-
sponsibilities, but he always has
t.i. e to.
concern for students is evi-
denced by his weekly Monday
morning chapel messages and
by his offer to take phone calls
from students any time they
Donald Rickard
Vice President
for Student Services
Serving as educator and ad-
ministrator alike, Dean Rickard
assumed the position as Vice
President for Student Services
19 years ago. Rickard acts as
advisor to the Student Govern-
ment Association, as disciplinar-
ian to those who disregard the
rules, and as mediator between
the administration and the stu-
dent body.
Harold Green
Vice President
for Christian Ministries
A student body actively in-
volved in Christian service
caused the need for a full time
leader to be called to Cedarville
College. For nearly 2 decades,
Pastor Green has been in
charge of the Christian Ministry
program at Cedarville. Known
as "PG," Green leads Campus
Fellowship every Sunday, as-
suming the role as pastor and
friend to the student body.
John Anglea
Vice President
for Business
The newest member to
the Cedarville College ad-
ministrative team, John
Angles joined in 1988. As
Vice President for Business,
Angles is responsible for all
of the business related af-
fairs of the college including
the bookstore, the post of-
fice, the food service and
more.
Administration 11
Direction for the
Although many are not familiar with
the responsibilities and activities of
the Board of Trustees, they are in-
volved in all of the major events and
decisions that affect the Cedarville
College family.
Making plans, examining policies,
and reviewing programs are activities
that take place at each of the quarter-
ly meetings of the board. Each of the
board members travels to campus
once every 3 months to take part in
these meetings.
The Board of Trustees is also re-
sponsible for every financial endeavor
that is undertaken by Cedarville Col-
lege. It is this group of men that de-
cide whether it is financially
James T. Jeremiah
Eugene Apple, Treasurer
Francis Bresson
Gil 0. Brueckner, Chairman
James Carraher
Jack Cline
William Commons
John Draxler
George Engelmann
Larry Fetzer, Secretary
The Challenge of Service
Dr. William A. Brock 1926-1988
Dr. William A. Brock went home to be with the Lord early in the morning of
August 21, 1988. He left behind his wife and six children, but he also left a
challenge: a challenge to a life of service for every Christian. Dr. Brock
pastored two churches in the Columbus, Ohio area. At Immanuel Baptist
Church he ministered for ten and one half years; he then spent sixteen years
at Maranatha Baptist Church before being called to the position of Ohio State Representative of
the General Association of Regular Baptist Churches. While at Maranatha Baptist, Brock started
Maranatha Christian School, earning him recognition in the field of education. As state represen-
tative, Dr. Brock served as the "pastor's pastor," as well as serving on the Council of Eighteen of
the G.A.R.B.C. In 1957, Brock began serving on the Board of Trustees at Cedarville College. At
the time of his death, he was the chairman of the board. Although he was committed to a life of
service to God, Dr. Brock was also committed to his family. His example is a challenge to us that
we should have God honoring families. In memory of this godly man, Cedarville College has
named its new men's dormitory Brock Hall.
12 Board of Trustees
PURSUIT
feasible for the college to add a new
major, build a new building, or hire a
new faculty or staff member. They
also decide if the money is to come
from student tuition or from fund rais-
ing efforts done by the college.
The college is greatly indebted to
this group of godly men for their in-
sight and knowledge and the direction
they give to the college.
Joseph Godwin
David Graham
R. Glenn Guenin
James Henniger
Jack Jacobs
C.Eugene Miller
James Misirian
J.Dale Murphy
George O'Bryon
Irwin Olson
Randy Patten
Lynn Rogers
Gerald Smelser
Albert Stevens
Paul Tassell
Donald Tyler, Vice Chairman
Earl Umbaugh
Paul Vernier
W.Thomas Younger
Board of Trustees 13
Student Government
Pursues Involvement
Activity, involvement, and support marked the service of this year's Stu-
dent Government Association. Homecoming and the Winter Banquet, Opin-
ion Boxes and Special Cafeteria Nights, Project Angel Tree, and the Used
Book Sale all reflected SGA's desires to provide extracurricular activities for
the students, represent the student body, and minister to both members of
the college and people outside the college.
David Mooney
Vice President
SGA Chapels highlighted the year and accomplished much in
the way of unifying the student body, one of SGA's major goals.
The creation of a "chapel committee" by Chaplain Steve Dye to
generate ideas, help plan, and pray for SGA Chapels provided
interesting chapels with a good deal of variety. The special "un-
saved family members" chapel and the final outdoor chapel
stood out as products of innovative thinking for chapel programs.
Scott Beattie
President
Stephen Dye
Chaplain
14 Student Government Association
Katrina Plourde
Secretary
Ronald Hayes
Treasurer
The Student Missionary Project also received great student support
in providing Christmas toys for children of parents in prison through
Project Angel Tree and helped encourage Cedarville graduates teach-
ing in China by sending care packages.
SGA made a significant move in expanding the student body's
involvement with the village of Cedarville with the creation of the Com-
munity Relations Committee. The committee experienced a good start
during Campus Activities' "Barney's Week" which provided service
opportunities to the community.
Guided by the leadership of Scott Beattie and Dave Mooney, SGA
was able to make positive contributions to the college both in ministry
Executive Commitee Chairs: Kelleen Kennedy, Jamie Brown, Kelley Gill,
Steve Elkins, Ken Fleetwood, Dino Tsibouris, Arnold Lovin, Scott Miller, Mark
Brown, Steve Ross.
Senior Class Officers: Steve Ross, Pete Pantzer, Trenton Stokes, Dr. Lopez,
Richard Ernst, Susan Rogers, Sally Compton, Don Drozd.
Junior Class Officers: Dino Tsibouris, Kevin Howells, Michelle Bumgardner,
Bob Koch, Linda Garrigan, Dave Hoecke, Jim Gerakinis, Scott Poling, Kirk
Belmont.
through the substantial support of the Christian Ministries Office and in
student life. Student life was enhanced through Student Body Project
which made possible the realization of a ten-year-old student dream by
establishing the Student Radio Station.
Sophomore Class Officers: Paul Reichart, Sue Rogers, Tamara Halsey, Kelly Freshmen Class Officers: Amy McDonald, Clinton Rice, David Doyle, Michelle
Fath, Chris Heller, Carl Meyers, Todd Hudnall. Gaffner, Paul Wetzel, Kelly Scott, Beth Hartman, Brian Hibbs.
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DEDICATED TO THE PURSUIT
In Pursuit of a Miracle, is the predominant theme throughout the 1988-89
edition of the Cedarville College Yearbook. This pursuit has progressed
throughout this institution's history and will continue as Cedarville College
grows and prepares for the future. To choose a single person that typifies this
pursuit is to give one honor where many faculty and staff are deserving. Many
members of the Cedarville College family have served faithfully for many years,
giving of themselves to students and to the college, actively involving their time
and talents in community and Christian service, and continually contributing to
the furthering of the college's mission. But the honor of this year's dedication
goes to one who has striven for the last 24 years to make this college what it is
today.
J. Murray Murdoch, Ph.D., is Professor of History and Chairman of the
Social Sciences and History Department. He has enthusiastically taught U. S.
History, 111-112, since he came to Cedarville in 1965 and has successfully
coached the men's tennis team. Under his 21 seasons' coaching experience,
the teams have won District 22 championships 19 times and he has been
named "Coach of the Year" each of those times.
Even though he has served as interim pastor to a number of local churches,
he has also maintained an active publishing life. Two of his books are highly
regarded histories for the GARBC fellowship and friends: Portrait of Obedience 
and The Centennial History of Cedarville College. 
His family life proves the capstone for this busy professor, pastor, coach,
and author. His wife of 31 years, Ruth, and his sons, Jim and Mark, provide the
impetus for him to continue to pursue his goal, "Bretheren, I do not regard
myself as having laid hold of it yet; but one thing I do: forgetting what lies
behind and reaching forward to what lies ahead, I press on toward the goal for
the prize of the upward call of God in Christ Jesus" (Philippians 3:13,14).
Dr. Murdoch is the chairman of the Social Sciences and History
Department.
Professor,
Pastor,
Coach, and
Author
16 Dedication
A", ,)1 Ifie.
J. Murray Murdoch, Ph.D.
Dedication 17
LeAnn Barenscheer
Portraits Editor
LeAnn Barenscheer is a Junior English Edu-
cation major. She has designed the layouts
and written the copy for all of the portrait
pages in this book.
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COMMENCEMEN
From Senior to Alumni
The seniors presented "Parents' Night, 1989" on Friday evening, June 2nd
Communication Arts major Donna Payne wrote and directed a play "That':
Cedarville" that allowed the parents and friends to reminisce over the past fou
years' happenings in the 'ville. President and Mrs. Dixon hosted a reception to
the seniors and their families after the program.
The next morning, the college family and guests gathered in the Athletic
Center to witness the completion of a pursuit: 372 college degrees "with al
the rights and privileges pertaining thereto" were conferred upon the 198.
senior class. The 93rd. Annual Commencement music and addresses focusec
on the class verse: "Being confident of this very thing, that He who hal
begun a good work in you will complete it until the day of Jesul
Christ" (Philippians 1:6). Among the beautiful musical selections presentee
by the Concert Chorale and Symphonic Winds was the senior class song, "HE
Began...He Will Complete," written and composed by seniors Martha Murphy
Richard Ernst, and David Ray.
Before the conferral of degrees, the classes of 1989 and 1939 presentee
class gifts. Don Drozd, the 1989 class president handed Dr. Dixon a bricl
signifying the future campus plaza to be built for the immediate enjoyment o
the college family and a check for the Second Generation Fund for the futur(
students of college alumni. The class of 1939 was represented by its president
Mr. Clyde Walker, who presented gifts for the President's Dining Room:
beautiful grandfather's clock, crystal punch bowl and a tapestry.
After the conferral of degrees, President Dixon announced the "President'
Trophy Award" winners, Susan Moyer and Trenton Stokes; and presente(
James Pawelski the "Faculty Scholarship Trophy."
20 Commencement
1989
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COMMENCEMEN
The senior class of 1989 commenced their nex
individual pursuits with the exhortation from Pres
ident Dixon's address: "Don't quit on God. Don
quit on your marriage, and don't quit on yoursel
Making a difference means making it to th
finish."
A,NARA 4Ir
22 Commencement
1989
The 1989 Nursing Class
The commencement events began with the
Nursing Convocation ceremony on Friday after-
noon. The Department of Nursing faculty, seniors,
and their family and friends gathered to witness 39
seniors receive their pins and awards. Every senior
received at least one award, "The Certificate of
Character." This award identifies its bearer with a
specific character quality of kindness, faithfulness,
etc. Other annual awards were given by Dr. Alyn:
"Academic Achievement Award," Sally Jo Sager;
"Character Awards," Melissa Graham and Amy
DeCook Royer; "Clinical Practice Awards,"
Amanda McIntyre and Amy Holtmann.
Commencement 23
The 1989 Who's Who members sing in chapel.
The Collins School was established around the
year 1875. It has been restored and rededicated
to education by Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Brantley.
Tim and Amy Royer participate in chapel.
Not pictured at schoolhouse: Matthew Creamer,
Angela Dennis, James Evans, Joy Fagan, Michelle
Fratus, Kendra Herrold, Cynthia Hoover, Douglas
Loescher, Mark McClain, Amy Royer, Timothy
Royer, Norman Russell, Kirtley Wilson.
Scott Beattie, Shaun Hannay, Andrew Snider,
Michael Wittmer, Alastair Wright
24 Who's Who
eft: Richard Ernst, Steve Ross.
below: Jolene Merck, Susan Moyer, Brent Lydic, Trenton
Stokes, Vinod John.
WHO'S WHO
Leadership, outstanding academic perfor-
mance, extracurricular involvement, and char-
acter are all requirements for induction into the
national Who's Who among American Col-
leges and Universities. Cedarville annually
chooses about 40 members to this organiza-
tion with the added requirement of quality
Christian character. Each spring quarter one
chapel service is given to honor these mem-
bers. The new inductees participate in skits,
testimonies, and singing during that chapel
service.
left: Lisa Davidson, Wendy Miller, Susan Dye, Sally
Jo Sager, Brian Ethridge, Kimberly Mitchell, Bryan
Schroll.
below: Gene Kaercher, Christine Wenger, Rebecca
Davis, Esther Hunt, Greg Hopwood.
left: Julie Titus, Jeffrey Sanders, Glen Bowman,
Gregory O'Dell, Robert Donowa.
Who's Who 25
LOVE
The ministries of Preseminary and Comprehen-
sive Bible majors manifest love for God as these
students follow Christ's leading to full-time service.
Working in outreach ministries, participating in in-
ternships in local churches, and even preaching at
services on the Cedarville College campus provide
opportunities to demonstrate and develop a real
love for people. The liberal arts education broad-
ens the horizon of Bible majors as they learn to
interact with other students and other disciplines in
"speaking the truth in love."
Timothy Nelson Armstrong
Preseminary
Lexington, OH
Timothy Lee Canterbury
Bible Comprehensive
Lancaster, OH
Kevin Lee Carpenter
Bible Comprehensive
Websterville, VT
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Derek J. Cheek
Preseminary
Muncie, IN
Matthew Culbertson
Bible Comprehensive
Columbus, OH
Gary Lynn Day
Preseminary
Cedarville, OH
Richard Dean Dray
Preseminary
Bluffton, OH
Brad Marshall Hood
Preseminary
Gallipoils, OH
Stephen David DJ
Preseminary
Cable, OH
Gregory James Hopwood
Bible Comprehensive
Andover, MA
Brian J. Ethridge
Bible Comprehensive
Freeport, IL
Sandra Marie Hudon
Bible Comprehensive
Manchester, NH
Christian Mark Gifford
Preseminary
Urbana, IN
Donald R. Hughes
Bible Comprehensive
Blanchester, OH
Kymberly Timberlake James
Bible Comprehensive
Stoutsville, OH
Douglas W. Loescher
Preseminary
Clarks Summit, PA
Brent M. Lydic
Preseminary
Mentor, OH
Anthony Lonzo McPeters
Preseminary
Youngstown, OH
SENIORS 27
Paul Allan Norman
Preseminary
Millersville, MD
Mike J. Roberts
Preseminary
Kennewick, WA
Gregory M. O'Dell
Preseminary
Cape Coral, FL
William Allen Rodebaugh
Preseminary
Ayden, NC
Jeffery N. Oswald
Bible Comprehensive
Millersburg, OH
Jeffrey Alan Sanders
Preseminary
Montoursville, PA
Robert Wayne Paswaters Jr.
Preseminary
HONG KONG
Eugene Schmidt
Bible Comprehensive
Hallstead, PA
Brian Keith Sjoquist
Preseminary
Highland, IN
28 SENIORS
Robert Lee Smith
Bible Comprehensive
Lancaster, PA
Trenton Todd Stokes
Preseminary
Roanoke, VA
Loren Gregory Tucker
Bible Comprehensive
Tacoma, WA
Timothy Scott Wagner
Bible Comprehensive
Bay Village, OH
Kevin Robert Warstler
Preseminary
South Bend, IN
James Clifford Welch
Preseminary
Norway, ME
Michael Eugene Wittmer
Preseminary
Hartville, OH
• 
Business
GOODNESS
"What doth the Lord require of thee but to do
justly?" (Micah 6:8) Integrity is a quality to which
those in the Business Department strive. Pursuing
integrity in business is something Cedarville wishes
to develop in all students especially those who
work in business with the outside world. Cedarville
prepares them through classes like "personal fi-
nance" and principles like "stewardship manage-
ment." Dr. Ron Walker, department chairman,
states, "In order for our students to conduct their
professional responsibilities ethically, it is neces-
sary to provoke and nurture personal integrity."
Timothy Wayne Abramowitz Ronda L. Altman Jeanette Lynne Ayers Michael Edward Ayres
Accounting Accounting Business Administration Computer Information Systems
Freeport, IL New Richmond, OH Ft. Worth, TX Cincinnati, OH
SENIORS 29
Joel B. Barker
Computer Information Systems
Rochester, NY
Judith Lynn Bradway
Computer Information Systems
Port Norris, NJ
Brent Timothy Baird
Business Education
Sanford, FL
Janie Marlene Bresson
Business Administration
Xenia, OH
Michael James Bonning
Business Administration
Essex Junction, VT
Philip Nathan Brunner
Business Administration
Perkiomenville, PA
Calvin B. Burke
Business Administration
Stottville, NY
Stanford A. Charlton
Business Administration
Nassau, BAHAMAS
30 SENIORS
Robert Stephen Coffman
Accounting
Tiffin, OH
Jodie Dane Creditt
Business Administration
Wilmington, OH
Carla ea Curry
Business Administration
Brownsburg, IN
Emily Sue Davenport
Accounting
Bay Village, OH
John Paul Dawes
Business Administration
Indianapolis, IN
Sarah Lynn Drake
Business Administration
Sparta, NJ
Susan Marie Dye
Accounting
Ravenna, OH
Nancy Ann Ebel Kimberly Shawn Eimers Richard Dale Ernst Jr. Craig Michael Fee
Business Administration Business Administration Computer Information Systems Accounting
Grove City, PA Jamestown, OH Beech Grove, IN Cincinnati, OH
enneth Patrick Fleetwood
Business Administration
Indianapolis, IN
Cheryl Lynn Gilbert
Business Administration
New Carlisle, OH
Philip Charles Grafton
Business Administration
Troy, MI
Julia Annette Gregory
Business Administration
Hudson, IN
SENIORS 31
Dallas Owen Gulley Joe C. Hanssen Jenny Leigh Havens Cheri L. Hayes
Business Administration Accounting Business Administration Accounting
New Boston, OH Ankeny, IA Lewistown, IL Cedarville, OH
Ronald M. Hayes
Accounting
Cedarville, OH
Ann Lucretia Heers
Business Administration
Austin, MN
Sarah R. Heidorn
Business Administration
Marietta, OH
Cheryl Ann Holt
Business Administration
Dayton, OH
Cynthia Dawn Hoover Stephen John Johnson Susan Lynne Kauer Glen R. Klett
Business Administration Business Administration Accounting Business Administration
St. Albans, WV Centerville, OH Hudson, OH Joliet, IL
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Danny Kevin Kloha
Accounting
Beach City, OH
Martin Alric Larson
Business Administration
Xenia, OH
John Mark Kohlmeyer
Business Administration
Wheaton, IL
Andrew J. Lewis
Accounting
Aurora, CO
David James Kush
Business Administration
Cleveland, OH
Robert Michael Lankford
Accounting
LaGrange, KY
A Student's Ministry on
Campus
Carla Curry, a Business major from Indiana, has brought a
sign language ministry to Cedarville College. During winter and
spring quarters Carla taught an evening sign language class,
and she frequently signed for students in chapel.
Carla learned sign language her freshman year in high school
for a dramatic interpretation to get the audience's attention.
Sitting in the deaf section of her church perfected her ability. For
the next five years, Carla had the opportunity to sign for the
deaf. Last year Carla worked at a camp for the deaf where her
deaf roommate helped her communicate even more effectively.
In the sign language class at Cedarville, Carla's goal was to
teach others to share the gospel. She emphasized the possibili-
ties of unexpectedly meeting deaf people or having deaf friends
that will need to know God's love. Carla has been a real encour-
agement to many on campus and hopes to use her sign lan-
guage full-time in her profession.
Craig W. Libby
Business Administration
Houlton, ME
Timothy Scott Livesay
Business Administration
Beavercreek, OH
SENIORS 33
Timothy Lowing Mark Harold Luce Joel Keith Lum Bruce Wayne Martin
Business Administration Business Administration Computer Information Systems Public Administration
Linesville, PA Ottawa Lake, MI Boonsboro, MD Cherry Hill, NJ
Dennis Paul McMichael
Business Administration
Streetsboro, OH
Bethany Rochelle Most
Accounting
Lansing, MI
Karen J. Meloche
Business Administration
Osseo, MN
Joyce Virginia Nazarian
Business Administration
Wyckoff, NJ
Michael Andrew Miller
Accounting
Onalaska, WI
Michelle Denise Nestor
Accounting
Bridgeport, WV
David Samuel Mooney Jr.
Business Administration
Greensburg, PA
David Rowell Nichols
Business Administration
Chepachet, RI
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Jack Allen Nischik
Accounting
Munster, IN
Julie R. Patton
Computer Information Systems
Hillsboro, OH
Rebecca Lynn Pearson
Accounting
Troy, OH
Derek Brian Pierce
Business Administration
Dublin, OH
Gwendolyn Beth Pierre Cheryl Ann Plooy Katrina Lee Plourde Jonathan Craig Popa
Business Administration Business Administration Business Administration Business Administration
Oberlin, OH Waukesha, WI Brunswick, ME Randolph, OH
James Lee Preston
Business Administration
Xenia, OH
Brian Lee Popentoose
Accounting
Warsaw, IN
Paul Brian Reid
Business Administration
Romeo, MI
Carlini; Ann Roig
Accounting
Grafton, OH
SENIORS 35
Michael Lee Rose Debra Kay Rotramel Daniel Joel Smith Andrew William Stevens
Accounting Business Administration Business Administration Computer Information Systems
Norwich, NY Elkhart, IN San Antonio, TX Galloway, OH
Demetria Lynn Strickland
Business Administration
Tucson, AZ
Craig Steven Terrell
Business Administration
Huber Heights, OH
Kevin Joseph Tupps
Computer Information Systems
Anderson, IN
Scott William Wedlake
Business Administration
Clearwater, FL
Jennifer Lynn Whittaker
Business Administration
Corning, NY
36 SENIORS
Jill Lizabeth Williams
Public Administration
Tacoma, WA
Jennifer Gene Williamson
Accounting
Midlothian, VA
Robert Matthew Zender
Business Administration
Clay, NY
WISDOM
The Communication Arts Department is in the
process of training speech and broadcasting ma-
jors whose futures involve speaking to the public in
some way. "A word fitly spoken is like apples of
gold in pictures of silver" (Pr. 25:11). One not only
should be confident but also knowledgeable when
speaking to people. Wisdom is of prime impor-
tance when discerning the proper speech neces-
sary for sharing and exemplifying Christ. Communi-
cation Arts include a variety of experiences that aid
in gaining this attribute: forensics, dramatic pro-
ductions, and radio broadcasting.
Catherine L. Anderson
Communication Arts
West Springfield, PA
Dannah K. Barker
Communication Arts
State College, PA
Communication Arts
Scott Andrew Boyer.
Broadcasting
Clinton, OH
Glenn Wayne Carpenter David Patrick Cook Stacey M. Davis Deena Joy Dunsmore
Broadcasting Communication Arts Communication Arts Communication Arts
Normal, IL Lake Orion, MI Half Moon Bay, CA GoodeIl
s, MI
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Gary Franklin Fernandez Lisa M. Garabadian Bonnie Lynn Grimstead Laurie Jo Gross
Communication Arts Communication Arts Communication Arts Communication Arts
Amherst, OH Seneca, SC Warren, MI Harrisburg, PA
Brian Todd McConnell Susan Lynette Moyer Donna Marie Payne Laura Ann Potter
Broadcasting Communication Arts Communication Arts Broadcasting
Covington, KY Blooming Glen, PA Medina, OH Allegany, NY
Lisa A. Riopell
Communication Arts
Cutler, ME
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Norman F. Russell
Broadcasting
Jefferson, OH
James David Smelser
Communication Arts
Jenison, MI
Andrew Victor Snider
Communication Arts
Waynesboro, PA
Troy James VanLiere
Broadcasting
Wolcott, NY
Kirtley H. Wilson
Communication Arts
Grand Rapids, MI
Angela Dawn Wright
Communication Arts
Gallipolis, OH
Lisa Christine Zimmerle
Communication Arts
Medinah, IL
SELF-CONTROL
Dr. Merlin Ager emphasizes, "What a teacher
becomes is far more important than what a teacher
does." A teacher outwardly may need to control
his classroom because it is infinitely required when
working with 25-30 "little angels"; but inwardly the
teacher's own life is where this characteristic
builds. At Cedarville this inward quality is not hard
to cultivate. Through a consciousness of Biblical
standards, the Education Department guides the
teacher education student into becoming the self-
controlled person his students' eyes will be on
everyday.
Elementary Education
Amy Lynn Armstrong
Elementary Education
Dayton, OH
Brenda Gwen Baird
Elementary Education
Sanford, FL
Carolyn Elaine Biggs
Elementary Education
Honey Brook, PA
Donna Lynn Blumenstock
Elementary Education
Paramus, NJ
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Kimberley J. Byrom Jennifer Lynn Carroll Julie C. Carter Elizabeth Helen Church
Elementary Education Elementary Education Elementary Education Elementary Education
Beavercreek, OH LaGrange, OH Tracy, IA Parma, OH
Crystal Clarke
Elementary Education
Hudsonville, MI
Ed Curry
Elementary Education
Naperville, IL
Angela Jean Dennis
Elementary Education
Memphis, TN
Dave Alan Driskill
Elementary Education
Dola, OH
Kimberly D. Duren
Elementary Education
Orchard Park, NY
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Sylvia Surena Evans
Elementary Education
DeGraff, OH
Tracy Ann Evans
Elementary Education
Centerburg, OH
Karen Renee Faulkner
Elementary Education
Xenia, OH
Sandra Jean Gilbert
Elementary Education
Haddon Heights, NJ
Jeri Lynn Hastman
Elementary Education
Brighton, CO
Mitzi Hanks
Elementary Education
Jamestown, OH
Kathleen L. Hawley
Elementary Education
Auburn, OH
Corrine Faye Hornbacher
Elementary Education
Hartland, WI
Deborah Lynne Howard
Elementary Education
Columbus, OH
Penelope K. Howder
Elementary Education
Kagoshima City, JAPAN
Kimberly Jo Killian
Elementary Education
Arcade, NY
Kristin Marshall Martin
Elementary Education
Sterling Heights, MI
Elizabeth Hope Moon
Elementary Education
Haymarket, VA
JaneHe Lynn Maxwell
Elementary Education
Lima, OH
Beth Ann Morse
Elementary Education
Moravia, NY
Michele Lea McGarry
Elementary Education
Olanta, PA
Connie Lynne Paradis
Elementary Education
Gansevoort, NY
Kimberly Kay Mitchell
Elementary Education
Fletcher, OH
Holly Lynne Patterson
Elementary Education
Perrysville, OH
Lynne Marie Pitonyak Angela Suzette Ramsey Lori Anne Reiter Linda Whaley Rice
Elementary Education Elementary Education Elementary Education Elementary Education
Altoona, PA Chillicothe, OH Tipp City, OH Byron, MI
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Leah Rae Robbins Gary Alan Rohrs Janae' Michelle Smart Kimberly Burton Sweet
Elementary Education Elementary Education Elementary Education Elementary Education
LuVerne, IA Stryker, OH Portland, OR Burke, VA
Eileen Marie Thompson
Elementary Education
Grand Island, NY
Sharon Jean Tinkler-Reede
Elementary Education
Norristown, PA
Brenda Kay Weber
Elementary Education
Edgerton, OH
Margaret Lynn Wildman
Elementary Education
Jackson, OH
Lara M. Wilt
Elementary Education
Vincentown, NJ
Charisse Ann Wolf
Elementary Education
Painesville, OH
Shawna Janice Wright
Elementary Education
Littleton, CO
Lynette Joyce Yousey
Elementary Education
Castorland, NY
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Health And Phys. Ed.
LONGSUFFERING
The development of skills, the building of bodies,
and the giving and taking of competition with oth-
ers certainly tests one's longsuffering. Cedarville's
Physical Education Department seeks to build in
the students an understanding of the frailty as well
as the potentiality of the human body. Chris Reese
is one student who demonstrated longsuffering
through pain and rehabilitation when he fought his
way back from a near crippling injury. The potential
of the human body is truly limitless when realizing
we can do all things through Christ who strength-
ens us.
Lisa Marie Bryant
Physical Education
Jamestown, OH
Krista Dawn George
Physical Education
Clarksville, OH
R. Scott Kratche
Physical Education
Willoughby Hills, OH
Tamara Marie Mascari
Physical Education
Columbus, OH
Christopher Anthony Reese
Physical Education
Saugus, CA
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Timothy Michael Sites
Physical Education
Ironton, OH
Derek D. Whalen
Physical Education
Royersford, PA
Alastair Neil Wright
Physical Education
London, ENGLAND
TRUTH
Professional writing is one program in the En-
glish Department that constantly must analyse
words and thoughts to truth. Writers should be
careful to choose accurate and clear words.
"The preacher sought to find out acceptable
words and that which was written was upright,
even words of truth" (Ecc. 12). Mrs. Sandy
Harner, head of the Professional Writing pro-
gram, explains that Solomon did not just write
"off the top of his head." He pondered,
searched out, and arranged his thoughts and
words so as to write truth correctly, using just the
right terms.
Deborah Ann Ager
English
Cedarville, OH
Sherri A. Bauer
English Education
Akron, OH
Language And
Literature
Julia Michelle Beimly
English
Pompano Beach, FL
Pamela Joy Commons
English Education
Cherry Hill, NJ
Luis Cruz
Spanish
San Juan, Puerto Rico
Jill Lynne Cunningham
English
Brunswick, ME
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Lisa Faye Davidson
English
Park Forest, IL
Stephen Hobart Fisher
English
Delaware, OH
Joy Ruth Fagan
English Education
Ypsilanti, MI
Roger Leslie Foreman
English Education
Gardiner, ME
An Added
Adjustment
Several foreign students attend Cedarville. These students
adjust to not only the new college lifestyle but also to the new
language and culture. Bea Moraes is one student who has
successfully adjusted to a new language and culture.
At age fourteen Bea traveled from her home in Brazil to visit
the United States. It was then she developed an interst in the
English language. She continued her high school education at a
Christian Academy in Brazil; but because of the influence of
friends and teachers, she moved to the United States to pursue
her college career.
Though Bea's native language is Portugese, her interest in the
English language has led her to major in English: "It took me a
while to learn the meaning of home run, Jack Frost, and pump-
kin pie; however, almost nothing else stood in my way of accom-
plishing the studies." Bea plans to teach a few years and even-
tually become a copy editor.
Kelley J. Gill Sharyn Kay Hambley Teresa Jean Huber Donald Stephen Humphre
English Education English English English
Columbus, OH Freeport, IL Xenia, OH Howard, PA
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Mark Wayne Latorella
English
Pittsfield, NH
Stephanie Jo Stevens
English
Delaware, OH
Beatriz B. Moraes
English
Sao' Paulo, BRAZIL
David George Stoner Jr.
English
Sharon, PA
Susan G. Rogers
English
Hudson, OH
Amy Jo Titus
Spanish
Columbus, IN
Jennifer Lenhart VeStrand
English
Geigertown, PA
Kristine Ann Watson
English Education
Coshocton, OH
Brian Paul Weber
English
Marietta, OH
Wendy Kay Wheeler
English Education
Radnor, OH
Suzanne Marie Widder
English Education
Milwaukee, WI
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Music JOY
From the great hymn "Joyful, Joyful, We Adore
Thee" to the uplifting chorus "The Joy of The Lord
Is My Strength," music does much to lift our spirits.
The Music Department has the unique privilege of
investing its hard work and time consuming prac-
tices to produce performances that will not only
bring self-satisfaction but also praise to the Lord.
Those with a vocal or instrumental performance
major train to bring a sound that in some way
ministers to the hearers. Those with a music educa-
tion major strive to produce a praiseful hearts in the
lives of their students.
Renee' C. Clor
Music Education
East Bethany, NY
Linda Jean Frye
Music Education
Cedarville, OH
Mark Edward George
Music Education
Tipp City, OH
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Bradley Goodrich Gregory
Music Education
Hudson, IN
Karen Lynn Haynes
Music Education
Perry, NY
Brenda K. Hollopeter
Music Education
Rockton, PA
Linda R. Leshan
Music Education
Norwalk, IA
Stephen Mark Panther
Music Performance
Kennewick, WA
John Frederick Shirley
Music Education
Dayton, OH
Beth Hughes Yeager
Music
St. Joseph, MI
I 
GENTLENESS
Gentleness is shown as a nurse's hand touches
patients directly or indirectly. This requires the
thoughts behind those hands to be appropriate to
particular needs. The mind must be on guard to
serve as an advocate for patients and families by
listening to both the patient and family. The Nurs-
ing Department teaches students to administer
nursing care to patients in a manner that provides
cure and comfort.
Nursing
Dawn Leona Beach
Nursing
Waynesboro, VA
Brenda Jane Bowman
Nursing
East Earl, PA
Cindy Sue Cleaver
Nursing
Slater, IA
Darla Ruth Cline
Nursing
Tulsa, OK
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Pamela Faye Conrad Lynn Ellen Costley Rebecca Lynn Davis Ann Marie Dykes
Nursing Nursing Nursing Nursing
Fort Plain, NY Apalachin, NY Bedford, OH Des Moines, IA
Louanne Cruz Erlandson JoAnn M. Freyermuth Kimberley Marie Gilmour Melissa Ann Graham
Nursing Nursing Nursing Nursing
Coudersport, PA Iowa City, IA Hollywood, FL Ridley Park, PA
Sherie Lynn Grove
Nursing
Manassas, VA
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Lisa Diane Herroon
Nursing
Madison, OH
Amy Sue Holtmann
Nursing
Cleveland, OH
Kimberly Ann Hughes
Nursing
Charlotte, NC
Jill Ann Johnson Melissa Dawn Kimmel Danielle Kathleen Dana Sue Lachmiller
Nursing Nursing Kirkpatrick Nursing
Galion, OH Greenville, OH Nursing Orlando, FL
Fort Wayne, IN
Christopher S. Link
Nursing
Xenia, OH
Gloria Esther Mahr
Nursing
Cedarville, OH
Amanda Dawn McIntyre
Nursing
fronton, OH
Jolene Beth Merck
Nursing
Deep River, IA
Friends To Remember
Kerry Baumgartner and Jodi Sprunger left Cedarville on
March 16,1989, for their spring break in Indiana. Five miles
from their home state, they were struck by a tractor trailer
and were killed instantly. This tragedy will linger in the
hearts of all who knew Kerry and Jodi, and so will the new
perspective they brought to the Cedarville College cam-
pus. Although Kerry served in several ministries, much of
his time was spent on campus encouraging and discipling
his peers. He was an American Studies major from Colum-
bia City, Indiana. Jodi desired to serve God and Cedarville
College by working in the admissions office. She was an
Office Technology major from Berne, Indiana. Both Jodi
and Kerry will be remembered for the changes they made
in the lives of others and for their eagerness to serve God.
Kerry Baumgartner Jodi Sprunger
Christine LOUIS@ Renberg
Nursing
Anchorage, AK
Dea L. Shaw
Nursing
Staunton, VA
Deborah Lin Warnshuis
Nursing
Edinboro, PA
Amy Lynn Royer
Nursing
Holland, MI
Susan Carolyn Swann
Nursing
Highland, MD
Sally-Jo May Sager Lois Jean Schofield
Nursing Nursing
Urbana, OH Moose Pass, AK
Tamra Sue Terrill
Nursing
Xenia, OH
Rebekah J. Tucker
Nursing
Columbus, OH
------ -
Carol Diann Wiggins
Nursing
Mineral Ridge, OH
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NoeIle Marie Watson
Nursing
Springfield, OH
Christine Clair Wenger
Nursing
Berne, IN
MEEKNESS
Dr. Stanley Ballard, Chairman of the Psychology
Department, stated, "Meekness is an inner quality
that is to be evidenced in external relationships."
Students learn to show love and build up hurting
people by developing in themselves this empathet-
ic spirit. Through the meekness of psychologists
and social workers, God can reach and develop
other individuals. Psalm 25:9 says, "The meek will
he guide in judgement and the meek will he teach
his way." God's guidance and instruction are the
future products of meek Christians helping a hurt-
ing world.
Psychology
Julie Beth Box Renee' Sharon Brown Connie S. Cline Sally Ann Compton
Behavioral Science Behavioral Science Psychology Behavioral Science
Mitchell, IN Sylvania, OH Rockbridge, OH Kenton, OH
Laurie Ann Cooper
Psychology
New Braintree, MA
Donald Allen Drozd
Psychology
Columbia, SC
Stephen Forrest Elkins
Psychology
Birmingham, MI
Dan Gonzalez
Psychology
Frankfort, IN
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Jay Patrick Greene
Psychology
Belpre, OH
Pamela June Johnstone
Psychology
Winfield, IL
Jennifer Sue Haupt
Psychology
Alto, MI
Mary Cay Jordan
Behavioral Science
Huber Heights, OH
Michelle Christine
Hinnergardt
Psychology
Newtown, CT
Kathleen Ann Kenney
Psychology
Fitchburg, MA
Rebecca Lynn Howell
Behavioral Science
Louisville, KY
Lauren Ruth Larsen
Psychology
Homdel NJ
Shelley Ruth Lopez
Psychology
Springfield, OH
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Martha Kelly Murphy
Psychology
Pittsburgh, PA
Lori Patton
Behavioral Science
Hillsboro, OH
Timothy Grayson Royer
Behavioral Science
Cherry Hill, NJ
Daniel James Scott
Behavioral Science
Des Moines, IA
Margie B. Smallman
Psychology
Strongsville, OH
FAITH
Faith is a belief in the things that are unseen but
can be proved in the things that are seen: human
life, the universe, and nature. The sciences that
show consistent universal laws can strengthen
faith. Dr. Lee Eimers, associate professor, says
that the Science and Math Department wants to
show faith to students by observing the fact that
mathematical models (the product of a human
mind) apply so well to nature (the product of a
divine mind). Cedarville produces students who
can claim God's promise of consistency and un-
changeability.
Bruce Vincent Taranger
Psychology
Saskatoon, CANADA
Molly Susan Williams
Behavioral Science
Maudlin, SC
I 
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J. Scott Auwarter
Biology
Cincinnatus, NY
Jeffrey Alan Barber
Mathematics
Valparaiso, IN
Mary L. Benjamin
Mathematics
Cassville, NY
Byron L. Bennett
Chemistry
Riverdale, GA
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Tedd Michael Cassidy
Biology
Edina, MN
James E. Eutaw
Mathematics
Mt. Pleasant, PA
Deneen Tracey Cole
Mathematics
Simcoe, ONTARIO
Michelle Suzanne Fratus
Biology
Kettering, OH
Robert Marc Donawa
Biolgy /Premed
Bridgetown, BARBADOS
Christine E. Fri
Mathematics
Redding, CA
David w Doud
Biology/Premed
Lawrenceville, PA
Michelle R. Fulbright
Mathematics
Brownsburg, IN
Stephen Craig Gerhardt Kendra Joyce Harrold Robert Scott Joiner R. Gene Kaercher
Mathematics Mathematics Mathematics Chemistry
Lansing, MI Boyertown, PA Sterling Heights, MI Cedarville, OH
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Elicia Louise Kleinpeter
Biology
Anchorage, AK
John Philip Law
Mathematics
Moneta, VA
Mark R. Lamb
Biology
Lancaster, OH
Kevin Lain McAlvey
Biology
Carson City, MI
Interferences of Illness
Most students enter Cedarville as a freshman, complete four
years of schooling, campus life, and activities, and finally gradu-
ate; yet there are those students whose lives do not fall into such
neat "little packages." Esther Hunt, a mathematics major from
Lawton, Michigan, made it through her college career despite
the interferences.
In October of 1987, Esther left school to return home where
she lay in bed, for two months. Unsure of her illness, she came
back to school winter quarter existing on five to six naps a day.
By spring quarter she could barely see enough to read but
continued with her studies. Esther explains, "All my life I be-
lieved I could do anything I wanted. I based my life on accom-
plishments. When I was flat on my back, I realized God was
more interested in working in my life than having my
accomplishments."
Esther graduates not only with a 3.8 grade point average but
also with a dependence on God that an education cannot bring.
After graduation, Esther plans to attend graduate school and
become a teaching assistant at Western Michigan University.
Her ultimate goal is to reach to those who hurt because she
knows from experience that this is the best time to show God's
love.
Mark David McClain Cheryl Ann °Mott Peter Pantzer James Ohmer Pawelski
Chemistry Chemistry! Premed Mathematics Mathematics
Clarks Summit, PA Blackwood, NJ West Swanzey, NH Dayton, OH
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Stephen C. Ross
Biology
Dayton, OH
Barbara Ann Wells
Mathematics
Brownsburg, IN
David C. Sommers
Comprehensive Science
Osceola, IN
Laura Lee Whaley
Mathematics
Byron, MI
I
Penney Leigh Stackhouse
Chemistry
Gallipolis, OH
John David Willer
Biology/ Premed
Worthington, OH
James Lee Taylor
Mathematics
Des Moines, IA
Matthew John Wojnarow0
Biology/Premed
Cleveland, OH
Kathleen Ann Wright
Mathematics
Warners, NY
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PEACE
"Let him seek peace and ensue it" (I Peter
3:11). Plans to minister to the public make the
characteristic of peace very vital to those in the
Social Sciences and History Department. Sociolo-
gy, criminal justice, public administration, pre-law,
and political science are some of the majors. A
quiet confidence and an open mind to the ideas of
others is necessary to those involved in the social
issues of today. The Christian perspective provided
by the liberal arts at Cedarville can help add the
absolute foundation needed to point the world to
Christ.
Scott James Beattie
Political Science
RunnelIs, IA
Nathan Dewey Bell
Political Science
Mars Hill, ME
Lisa Marie Bengtson
History
West Hartford, CT
Amy Lynn Chandler
History
Dacula, GA
Jody Paula Eckert
Political Science
Burlington Flats, NY
Brenda Diane Gard
Sociology
Griffith, IN
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Paul B. Grosvenor
Social Science
Brooklyn, PA
Dennis Ray Johnson
Political Science
Johnson City, TN
Russell William Kime
Criminal Justice
Fairview Park, OH
John Edwin Krueger
Political Science
Franklin, WI
Stephen Francis Michonski Michelle Marie Prince Bryan Carl Schroll Stephen H. Shroyer
American Studies Comprehensive Social Science History Prelaw
West Simsbury, CT East Tawas, MI Phoenixville, PA Dunkirk, IN
Shirley Robin Souryal
American Studies
Falls Church, VA
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Diana Kay Turner
Comprehensive Social Science
Cedarville, OH
Terry Allen Whetstone
Comprehensive Social Science
Springfield, OH
Dawn C. Zeigler
Sociology
Williamstown, NJ
OFFICE TECHNOLOGY
Kriel' Lyn Anderson
Office Technology
Santa Maria, CA
Nancy Lynne Gillingham
Secretarial Administration
Forreston, IL
Melinda Kay Brandenburg
Secretarial Administration
Springfield, OH
Bethany A. Goeppner
Office Technology
Durham, NH
Susan Kay Francisco
Office Technology
Jamestown, OH
Denise Marie Holly
Office Technology
Perkiomenville, PA
Donna Louise Froehlich
Secretarial Administration
Brookfield, WI
Paula Jean Howard
Office Technology
Mt. Vision, NY
Dawn Marie Jantzi
Secretarial Administration
AuGres, MI
Susanne Lynn McMichael
Secretarial Administration
Newark Valley, NY
Sheila Marie Murdoch
Office Technology
Upper Black Eddy, PA
Sheila Sue Steury
Office Technology
Berne, IN
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ateei Up016 A Tage,
Once upon a time, in the land ofCedarville, a banquet was heldto which everyone was invited.
Early on the morning of the banquet,
which was to be held on the Nine-
teenth day of May in the year nineteen
hundred and eighty-nine, men and
women busily began preparing them-
selves for this festive occasion. Vehi-
cles from Volkswagen bugs to stretch
limousines were cleaned and waxed;
tuxedos were rented, gowns were
purchased, and flowers were chosen
without a thought of price. The people
of Cedarville then traveled to the land
of Cincinnati where the banquet was
to take place. As the guests entered
the Cincinnati Convention Center, the
gathering room was filled with the
sounds of a harpist playing and with
the smells of many delectable foods.
Suddenly, with the sounds of trum-
pets, the guests were ushered into the
dining room and were escorted to
their tables. The food was scrump-
tuously prepared and was accompa-
nied by the entertainment. With tux-
edos bulging and gowns feeling a little
more snug, they continued to enjoy
the evening of food and entertain-
ment. A madrigal group sang a variety
of songs, but their singing of "When
the Saints Go Marching In" is what
captured the attention of the audi-
ence. The enchanted evening ended
with a tribute to the honored guests,
the senior class of 1989. What a won-
derful Junior-Senior Banquet, what a
glorious night to remember! Thank
you, Greg Gibbs, Julie Titus and Ju-
nior class for such a splendid evening.
The, Ed
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1989 SENIOR
CLASS SONG
"He began.. He Will Complete"
Verse 1
Moving on with the Memories that have molded our lives.
Holding Friends close together with invisible ties.
There's a start and there's a finish in you and me.
And what He has begun here,
He will complete.
He will complete.
Chorus
He began. He will complete.
The day my life's over I will stand at His feet.
Then I will reign with God's own Son,
'Cause His good work in me will be done.
He began.
He will complete.
Verse 2
There are years that now bind us -- Treasures captured in time.
There's a path that He's laid before us paved with this part of our lives.
There's a gift He has given to be given away.
As we open each one,
Lives will be changed.
Lives will be changed.
Chorus (repeat)
Bridge
There's a work He has started And He'll see it through.
There's a plan He has born Here in me and you.
Chorus (repeat)
Words by: Daniel Ray, Richard Ernst, Martha Murphy
Music by: Martha Murphy, Calvin Seidel, Daniel Ray
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CLASS GIFT
On the day of the Senior Class Chapel, the
gift that the seniors were leaving as a memory
to the college was presented. A brick was
presented to Dr. Dixon representing the build-
ing of a plaza on campus for the enjoyment of
the students. A check was presented as well,
representing a donation made by the senior
class to the Second Generation Fund for the
use of the children of alumni.
The seniors presented several skits and testimo-
nies on the day of Senior Class Chapel. Memories
of each year were acted out through skits and in
testimonials. Memories of changes on campus and
in themself of events, and of classes were all part of
the presentation. A multi-media presentation
brought visual remembrances of the past four
years, and the singing of the class song was a
perfect capstone for those years of memories: "He
Began...He Will Complete."
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HONORS DAY
Honors Day is an annual chapel event. It is meant
to show honor to students who have achieved the
Dean's List or the Dean's Honor list. Many awards
and scholarships are given to students who have
done exceptionally well academically and who have
met standards set for each award. Closing out the
Honors Day Chapel, the Student Academic Advisory
Board announces the Faculty and the Staff Members
of the Year.
Staff Member of the Year:
David Samuel
gan
'tfilk
m.1
Greg Hopwood received the Jimmy O'Quinn Evangelism Grant.
66 Honors Day
Mark George was granted the John E. Kohl Music Award.
SENIOR AWARDS
The David G. Canine Award  Anthony Mc Peters
The George W. Lawlor Greek Award  Trenton Stokes
William Rodebaugh
The Oxford University Press Awards  Robert [Smith
Michael E. Wittmer
The Arthur Franklin Williams Award  Michael E. Wittmer
The Wall Street Journal Award  Richard Ernst
The Business Administration Faculty Scholar Award Danny Kloha
The Rietveld Fine Arts Awards  Donna Payne
Linda Frye
The Irma M. Dodson Award  Angela Dennis
June F. Kearney Scholar Athlete Award  Amy Royer
The Erich W. Ebert Award  Kendra Herrold
The Arline Littleton Autio Award  Robert Mullet
The John E. Kohl Music Award  Mark George
The Pat Yoder Amstutz Nursing Award  Kathryn Howard
The Lillian Kresge Memorial Scholarship  Lois Schofield
The Creation Research Award in Biology  Elicia Kleinpeter
The Creation Research Award in Chemistry  Penny Stackhouse
The Creation Research Award in Math  James Pawelski
The Edmund Burke Award  Stephen Shroyer
The Martha Louise Brown Memorial Award  John Law
Jolene Merck
Jimmy O'Quinn Evangelism Grant  Gregory Hopwood
The Ruby Jeremiah Scholarship Award  Susan Moyer
Faculty Member of the Year:
Larry Smith
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Faculty
Abbas, Robert, Ph.D.
Psychology Department
Ager, Merlin, Ph.D.
Education Department Chair
Alyn, Irene, Ph.D.
Nursing Department Chair
Anderson, Lyle, Ph.D.
Music Department
Baker, J. Wesley, M.A.
Communication Arts Department
Baker, Lois, M.S.N.
Nursing Department
Baker, Sue, D.Ed.
Education Department
Baldwin, Richard, Ph.D.
Business Administration Department
Ballard, Stanley, Ph.D.
Psychology Department Chair
Bartholomew, Raymond, Ph.D.
Language and Literature Department Chair
Bauer, Janet, Ph.D.
Nursing Department
Bauman, Donald, Ph.D.
Science and Mathematics Department Chair
Bennett, R. Allen, M.S.
Business Department
Bergen, Harmon, M.A.
Language and Literature Department
Bonenberger, Omer, D.Ed.
Education Department
Braithwaite, Edwin, Ph.D.
Science and Mathematics Department
Brown, Elaine, M.S.Ed.
Health and Physical Education Department
Callan, Donald, Ph.D.
Health and Physical Education Department
Chair
Clevenger, Charles, D.M.A.
Music Department
Cremean, David, M.A.
Language and Literature Department
DiCuirci, Michael, M.M.
Music Department
Diehl, Pamela, Ph.D.
Health and Physical Education Department
Dixon, Pat, M.Ed.
Language and Literature Department
Dolph, Charles, Ph.D.
Psychology Department
Durham, Richard, Th.D.
Biblical Education Department
Eimers, Lee, Ph.D.
Science and Mathematics Department
Eimers, Sharon, D.Ed.
Education Department
Ellington, Charles, Ph.D.
Music Department
Elmore, Floyd, Th.M.
Biblical Education Department
Estes, Daniel, Ph.D.
Biblical Education Department
Fawcett, Clifford, D.B.A.
Business Administration Department
Fawcett, Jeff, M.B.A.
Business Administration Department
Fires, Robert, M.A.
-lealth and Physical Education Department
Fisher, Jean M.A.
Biblical Education Department
Flentge, Dennis, Ph.D.
Science and Mathematics Department
Frank, Dwayne, D.Ed.
Education Department
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Faculty
Greenwood, Edward, D.A.
Language and Literature Department
Gromacki, Robert, Th.D,
Biblical Education Department Chairman
Hatfey, Deborah, M.M.
Communication Arts Department
Halsey, Joseph, M.Ed.
Social Sciences and History Department
Harner, Sandra, M.A.
Language and Literature Department
Hazen, Marinus, M.B.A.
Business Administration Department
Heaton, Tim, M.A.
Education Department
Hellwig, Evan, B.S.
Health and Physical Education Department
Helmick, Larry, Ph.D.
Science and Mathematics Department
Henderson, Marilyn, B.A.
Business Administration Department
Hilie, Anna Ruth, M.A.
Education Department
Johnson, Martha, M.A.
Business Administration Department
King, Elvin, M.Ed.
Health and Physical Education Department
Kirtland, Wilbur, M.S.
Science and Mathematics Department
Klimek, Mark, M.S.N.
Nursing Department
Leightenheimer, James, B.A.
Communication Arts Department
Loach, Barbara, M.A.
Language and Literature Department
Lopez, Michael, Ph.D.
Communication Arts Department
Matson, David, Ph.D.
Music Department Chair
McClure, Philip, M.M.
Music Department
McGillivray, John, M.S
Health and Physical Education Department
McGoldrick, James, Ph.D.
Social Sciences and History Department
Miller, Douglas, Ph.D.
Science and Mathematics Department
Monroe, Allen, Ph.D.
Social Sciences and History Department
Monroe, Beverly, Ph.D.
Education Department
Moreland, Kurt, M.A.
Communication Arts Department
Murdoch, J. Murray, Ph.D.
Social Sciences and History Department
Chair
Nicholas, David, M.A.
Business Administration Department
Oberer, Debra, M.S.N.
Nursing Deparment
Pagnard, Charles, M.M.
Music Department
Parr, Robert, Ph.D.
Social Sciences and History Department
Percesepe, Gary, Ph.D.
Biblical Education Department
Phipps, James, Ph.D.
Communication Arts Department Chair
Phipps, Terry, Ph.D.
Science and Mathematics Department
Rich, Anne, M.Acct., C.P.A.
Business Administration Department
Riggs, Jack, Th.D.
Biblical Education Department
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Faculty
Robey, David, Ph.D.
Communication Arts Department
Sa!lady, Maureen, M.P.H.
Nursing Department
Seaman, Lila, Ph.D.
Education Department
Silvius, John, Ph.D.
Science and Mathematics Department
Slocum, Ruth, M.S.
Nursing Department
Smith, Galen, M.S.
Business Administration Department
Smith, Larry, M.Div.
Language and Literature Department
Smith, Sarah, Ph.D.
Business Administration Department
Snowden, James, J.D.
Language and Literature Department
Spencer, Edward, M.A.
Language and Literature Department
St. Clair, Kenneth, M.S., C.P.A.
Business Administration Department Walker,
Ronald, D.B.A.
Business Administration Department Chair
Warren, David, Th.M.
Biblical Education Department
Wetzel, Daniel, Ph.D.
Science and Mathematics Department
Not Pictured:
Killian, Larry, M.S.
Science and Mathematics Department
Carlson, Carolyn, Ph.D.
Nursing Department
Administrative
Personnel
Ashby, Patricia, M.L.S.
Cataloging Librarian
Bosma, Janice, M.L.S.
Ass't. Lib.- Collection Development
Bosworth, Timothy, M.A.
Dean of Men
Brock, Lynn, M.L.S.
Director of Library Services
Brown, Stephen, M.L.S.
Assoc. Dir.-Library Systems
Dillon, Charles, M.S.
Ass't. Dir.-Media Services
Entner, Sandra, M.S.
Dir. of Counseling Services
Johnson, Clifford, D.Ed.
Ass't. to the President
Johnson, Judy, M.L.S.
Ass't. Dir-Reader Services
Ormsbee, David, B.A.
Director of Admissions
Rotman, David, M.A.
Director of Computer Services
Not Pictured: Bates, Patricia, M.A.
Dean of Women
Faculty and Staff Assist in the Pursuit
Without the consistent, godly instruction and support from the college's faculty and
staff, the students' pursuit of an education would be deterred. These men and women
give of themselves in time and talents to build into the students' lives directly and
indirectly. Their years of service range from one to thirty years plus. Longevity of service
to the college and its mission marks their service.
Over three hundred people participate in this partnership between faculty and staff.
To broaden the teaching versatility of the full time faculty, adjunct instructors fill a major
teaching role in the classroom. Part time staff round out the body's number by filling in
important positions around campus. Some part time staff positions are held by present
college students who gain practical experiences in working for the college. Many lasting
friendships occur between these students and staff when they work together. What
proves to be a viable reinforcement to this "Timothy principle" is that many CC
graduates return and become part of the college faculty and staff. Thus the pursuit
continues.
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Not pictured:
Beikert, Grace
Casto, Debbie
Clark, Amy
Danube, Timothy
Davis, Beverly
Dean, William
DeSilva, Ozzie
Dunn, Kelly
Frazier, John
Gleason, Jerry
Harner, Rebecca
Helmuth, Barbara
Hubbard, Brenda
Kaercher, Martha
Kempton, Mark
Kordic, Mark
Phillips, Doug
Pierce, Dawn
Randolph, William
Ruby, Susan
Smith, Kevin
Smith, Roscoe
Tacket, Rebecca
Tarter, Betty
Turner, Cooley
Vickman, Kenneth
Staff
Ager, Ruth
Allen, Cynthia
Andrews, Frances
Auckland, Mary
Baise, Barbara
Baise, Louann
Baldis, Susan
Baldwin, Martha
Basler, Melissa S.
Beikert, Sr., Robert
Bergen, Audrey
Bertschinger, Betty
Beste, Jeff
Biddle, Agnes
Blair, Brian
Bliss, Carol
Bowersox, James
Bowersox, Richard
Bradds, Connie
Bresson, Brad
Brock, Jeffrey
Brown, Mark
Brown, Pamela
Burrichter, Margaret
Cagwin, Debbie
Campbell, Fran
Campbell, Jack
Carr, Alberta
Cato, James
Clark, Edward
Clark, Russell
Cooke, Angela
Cope, Paul
Coriell, Ronald
Cornish, Diane
Coy, Ronald
Cremeans, Angela
Cunningham, Jeffrey
Day, Jeannie
Deranek, Norma
Divan, Linda
Dunn, Ruby
Elmore, Pamela
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Staff
Faulkner, Susan
Fields, Virginia
Filson, Mary
Fires, Judith
Fissel, Nancy
Fritz, Shannon
Gaffner, David
Gathany, Paul
Gidley, David
Gidley, Irene
Gottwals, Diane
Green, Margaret
Halk, Michael
Henderson, Barbara
Howder, Scott
Howell, Chris
Huber, Patricia
Hunt, Leigh
Hunt, Robert
Johnson, Shirley
Johnson, Timothy
Jones, Donald
Keller, Kirk
Kendall, JoAnne
King, Toinette
Kizer, Danielle
Knauff, Nancy
Kuhn, Gary
Lakes, Corinne
Lee, Patricia
Link, Jr., Francis
Longo, Michelle
Love, Rebecca
Mathews, Mark
Maxie, Wayne
Meyer, Steven
Miller, Cheryl
Mitchelle, Mary
Montford, Brett
Nicholas, Luann
Phillips, Edmond
I là
Staff
Potter, Susan
Ranger, Nancy
Robey, Beverly
Rohm, Lynn
Rohm, Robert
Rose, Wendy
Ruby, Carl
Samuel, David
Schwartz, Deborah
Sjoquist, Douglas
Skillman, Jon
Skillman, Katy
Smith, Benjamin
Smith, Beverly
Smith, John R.
Smith, Michele
Spencer, Dorothy
Spradlin, Claudia
Spradlin, Patrick
St. Clair, Ida
Street, Joan
Stutes, Patty
Taylor, Eleanor
Taylor, Rae
Taylor, Virginia
Thompson, Steven
Tocknell, John
Troyer, Leslie
Veldt, Joel
Vickman, Bonnie
Vickman, Jeffrey
Vine, Allan
Vine, Kitty
Walker, Richard
Ware, Paul
Watson, Sherri
Wetzel, Phyllis
Womack, Glenda
Womack, Jay
Womack, Mark
Wood, Sherrie
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Teresa Carter
Student Life Editor
Teresa Carter is a Junior Busi-
ness Administration major and
has designed all of the pages in
the Student Life and Fine Arts
sections.
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Becky Davis
Senior Attendant
Kim Sweet
Senior Attendant
Homecoming Royalty Banquet
"Continuing the Tradition
What an unforgettable evening!
The 1988 Homecoming celebra-
tion kicked off with the annual roy-
alty banquet. The theme was
"Continuing the Tradition," Keep-
ing with the Olympic games, the
cafeteria was transported back in
time to ancient Athens where ath-
letic traditions began. Chairper-
sons Dave Mooney and Jamie
Brown created the atmosphere of
elegance through white lights, pil-
lars and greenery. The attendants
were escorted down the center
steps and aisle to the stage of pil-
i
lars and ivy where the queen was
announced.
The food was delicious! Pioneer
Food Service provided the cultural
Grecian meal. The menu consisted
of lemon chicken, Greek salad,
rice pilaf, spinach pastry, pita
bread, and baklava.
Singer-storyteller Mark Lowry
brought the evening's entertain-
ment. He sang old favorites from
cartoons and family films to humor
the group. Later, he combined hu-
mor and gospel truth to challenge
each guest. --Sue Moyer
76
Kristine Watson
Senior Attcidant
Sue Moyer, 1988 Homecoming Queen
Sharon VanDommelen
Junior Attendant
Stephanie Wilkinson
Sophomore Attendant
Mark Lowry provides entertainment by telling
stories and singing.
Joel Campbell and Tina Dempsey enjoy the
evening together.
1987 Homecoming Queen returns to Cedarville
to crown the new queen.
Dr. Murdoch was the Master of Ceremonies
during the homecoming week.
Kelly Scott
Freshman Attendant
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Sophomore attendant Stephanie Wilkinson
flashes a smile over the hood of the shiny red Corvette
she rode on as part of the Homecoming Court.
In the afterglow of the Olympics, the senior float Neil Hayes, son of Bill and Nancy Hayes, reflects the
sports the Olympic rings and displays the Homecoming promise of the future on the Li'l Jackets float.
Theme, "The Victors Come Home."
?eflecting the
iomecoming Tradition
pint! Friendship! Loyalty! Pride!
omecoming certainly culminates
elings and attitudes unique from
ny other event in the college. This
eekend unites all of the college
amily: students, faculty, staff, par-
nts and, of course, alumni. The cel-
bratory attitude erases any differ-
nces that exist and magnifies the
ve that each individual has to
hare.
The 1988 Homecoming day was
icked off on Saturday, October 15.
t Cedar Park, parade entries were
eing finalized. The parade started at
0:00, as is tradition. The Phipps/
eaton and Ruby/Keller, presiden-
al teams for "Cedar What?",
/ere well accepted in the parade.
'Cedar What?' was big! They really
/ere the most exciting part of the
arade," stated Lisa Davison. The
old traditions, such as CZ's giant mu-
sic box and the homecoming court's
corvette procession, were well re-
ceived. The Grand Marshall, Dr. J.
Murray Murdoch and his wife, as well
as the Dixons, rode in beautiful car-
riages drawn by handsome horses.
Though every entry deserved a prize,
the Junior class triumphed in this
parade.
Another triumph of the day was
the Yellow Jackets' victory over Sien-
na Heights, 2-1, in the annual home-
coming soccer game. Though con-
sidered the underdog, "We would
not be defeated," claimed senior Kirt
Wilson.
And that is what Cedarville Home-
coming is all about . . . tradition. The
tradition of unity, started 102 years
ago, still gathers the college family
once a year to revitalize
relationships.
--Dannah Barker
Matt Culbertson andMark Warnshuis wind down af-
ter the parade. The pep band annually rides in an old
trolley car.
The Sophomore float was a takeoff of the"Whea-
ties" theme. The day of the parade was a gorgeous day
for the "Victors to Come Home."
The first-place float was built by the Junior class. The
"SS Victor" came home in all its glory to back the
Jackets.
The"Cedar What?" candidates were an integral part
of the parade. "Secret Service men, "Mark Murdoch
and "Guido" lead the Radical party entourage down
the parade route.
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CHAPEL
Many different types of minis-
tries take place in the James T.
Jeremiah Chapel. Among those
are the many different musical
teams that are a part of Cedar-
ville College. Often the amount
of time and effort put into giving
a performance that is pleasing
to God is forgotten, and we only
see the final product. The Sym-
phonic Band, the Brass Choir,
the Concert Chorale, the many
traveling teams, the recitalists,
and all of our guest artists use
the Chapel to present a program
that is honoring to God. Before
that program much practice
time is given. In appreciation for
all of the effort and the time giv-
en to give God glory, this maga-
zine presents the Chapel Minis-
tries.
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Symphonic Band
The Symphonic Band has sever-
al opportunities to present con-
certs each year. Under the capa-
ble leadership of Associate
Professor Mike DiCuirci, the band
presents selections of spiritual ori-
gins, as well as "pop" music. The
annual "Prism" concert is the first
each year, and a guest artist/con-
ductor is always a highlight of the
fall quarter concert schedule. The
guest artist this year was Ray
Cramer who presented a concert
with the band and with the Brass
Choir.
Although many concerts and re-
citals are included in the annual
scheduling of the Symphonic
Band, the highlight of the year
would have to be the days spent
on tour each spring. This year was
no different as the band traveled to
New York City, presenting con-
certs on the way there and on their
return. Several things stand out in
that week for sophomore Carla
Johnson. "It was really neat to be
able to go to Ossining High School
where Mr. DiCuirci attended as a
high schooler. He was able to give
a very clear testimony of Christ."
She also added, "The day that we
spent on the beach in Ocean City
was a highlight for me because I
had never seen the ocean before."
Sheri King, Linda Frye, Debbie Wolf, Cheryl Warren,
Charisse Wolf, Leigh Anne Rogge, Beth Kinne, Jill
Prichard
Wendy Miller, Sheri Larkin, Michele Carlyss, Lisa
Rogge, Jacquie Leshan, Meredith Clements, Caro-
lyn Frisbie, Michelle Bendt, Cheryl Ortloff
Mark Biddinger, Deborah Howard, John Shirley, Becky Orton, Debbie Polsdorfer, David Cook,
Carla Johnson, Brad Gregory, Lara Wilt Becky MacDonald, Leah Robbins, Susan Lancaster,
Eric Johnson
Jerry Ebner, Jeff Barber, Penni Bresson, Mark Mike Wittmer, Mike Wood, Andy Bidlen, Dwight Jonathan Montgomery, Aaron Welch, Joelle Swartz,
George, Theresa Burns Schulz, Mike Sturgis, Wayne Ortloff Kathy Jones, Cindy Wolf, Eileen Thompson, Kristine
Watson, Lisa Smith
Bill Rodebaugh, Michelle Gaffner, David Burkley,
Matt Culbertson, Keith Watson, Mark Warnshuis,
Paul Carlson
Matt Biddinger, Bill Lang, Sandy Weaver, Chad Da- Craig Terrell, Scott Hayden, Phil Rice, Tim Wagner
vis
Artists Series
One of the objectives of the col-
lege states: "The College seeks to
foster the student's appreciation
of, and participation in, whole-
some avocational and cultural ac-
tivities." In light of this, the Cam-
pus Activities Office plans several
events each year to make up the
Artists Series schedule. The first
event of the 1988-89 school year
was a concert by violinist Steve
Majeske on November 4, 1988.
Winter Quarter, concert goers en-
joyed the Mantovani Orchestra on
February 21 and the annual ap-
pearance of the Ohio State Men's
Glee Club on March 3, 1989. Dur-
ing Spring Quarter, Greg Buchan-
an entertained and encouraged
Christians through playing his harp
in daily Chapel on April 17. Two
other Artist Series performances
took place in Chapel as well. The
Talleys presented special music in
Chapel on Monday through Thurs-
day before giving a concert in the
evening of Thursday, April 6. The
A.D. Players spent May 3-4 in
Chapel presenting stories from the
Bible in brief dramatical produc-
tions. They also performed in
Campus Fellowship on Wednes-
day evening, May 3, 1989. Al-
though it was not included on the
Artist Series schedule, the music
presented by the Collins family is
always enjoyed by the college
family.

Concert
Row 1: Kristi Walborn, Jodi Wilson, Wendy Miller, Mara Blackburn, Stephanie Panther, Michelle Dalton, Melissa Bethel, Sue
Shaull, Jolene Merck, Rebecca Smith; Row 2: Andrea Gerstner, Shelly Brooker, Andrea Unger, Stephanie Grass, Amy
Chandler, Lori Brovont, Christine Wenger, Karen Haynes, Lisa Davidson; Row 3: Eric Adnams, Cliff Roop, Darin Struble,
Dwight McGuire, Brian Lane, David Hoecke, John Beach; Row 4: Dr. Lyle Anderson, Tim Alexander, David Henry, Brent
Bower, Quentin Eshleman, Greg Gibbs, Rob Passwaters, Steve Panther, Matt Benefiel.
The Concert Chorale, under the
leadership of Dr. Lyle Anderson,
has the opportunity to perform on
several occasions throughout the
school year. From Charter Day to
the Pops Concert and Graduation,
the Concert Chorale's ministry is
always enjoyed by those listening.
This spring the Chorale had the
opportunity to travel to the city of
Chicago and minister in several
area churches.
Chorale
Brass Choir
The Brass Choir, under the di-
rection of Assistant Professor
Charles Pagnard, is a group of mu-
sicians playing brass instruments.
Many times each year, the Brass
Choir has the opportunity to per-
form in concert either alone or with
the Symphonic Band, as in the
case of the concert with Ray
Cramer. Although they usually go
on tour like the band and the cho-
rale, the Brass Choir stayed home
this year after a month long trip to
the Holy Land last school year.
Front: Jerry Ebner, Charles Pagnard, Phil Rice, Bill Lang, JoeIle Swartz, Kathy Jones, Scott Hayden. Back: Wayne
Ortloff, Jay Williams, Mike Sturgis, Craig Terrell, Mr. Pagnard, Paul Carlson, Aaron Welch, Keith Watson, Mark
George, David Burkley, Andy Bidlen, Eileen Thompson.

SPRING SWORDBEARERS: (front) Jeff Pence, Cheryl Zippee,
Steve, Murphy; (middle) Keitha Voorheis, Joy Sissom, Kezia
McNeal; (back) Tim Wingert, Jamia McKinley, Mike Wittmer,
Heather Rinehart, Todd Gathany.
The Spring Swordbearers is a group of singers that travel during spring
break each year. This year they spent their spring break in Chicago.
ABUNDANT LIFE: (front) Dan Snider, John Eckstein; (middle)
Robin Davis, Melissa Yeakey, Lisa Hughes; (back) Mark Luce,
Stephanie Wilkinson, Jeff Halsted, Kim PieII, Kevin Carpenter.
The Abundant Life Singers spent the first week of their summer tour
singing at the national conference of the General Association of Regular
Baptist Churches in Columbus. When that week was finished, they spent
several weeks traveling through the eastern United States including New
York and Pennsylvania.
Traveling
MASTER'S PUPPETS I: (front) Becky Young, Jennifer
Chon, Anna Kuhn; (back) Eric Schroll, Laura Whaley, Tim
Wagner.
Master's Puppets I spent their spring break in Virginia present-
ing puppet programs in several churches and schools.
LIFELINE PLAYERS: (front) Jeannie Erneston, Lori
Lindner, Melanie Harty; (middle) Kevin Tupps, Keith Wie-
derwax, Greg Hopwood; (back) Tim Felt, Molly Williams,
Sue Rogers, Scott Stout.
The Lifeline Players is an improvisational drama group which
presents real life topics in the form of drama and then uses the
drama as a base to present Biblical truths. The Lifeline players
traveled during spring break in the Philadelphia area.
Teams
MASTER'S PUPPETS II: (front) Craig Winsor; Middle:
Amy Reer, Kelly Lotz, Stacy Mueller; (back) Bret
Lewis, Jim Pope.
Like Master's Puppets I, Master's Puppets II traveled dur-
ing spring break presenting puppet programs in schools
and churches. The center of their programs was the Tr -
City area around St.Louis.
SUMMER MASTER'S PUPPETS: (front) Susan Wil-
liams, Eric Schroll, Kim Duzen; (back) Curtis Carr,
Larry Nocella.
The Summer Master's Puppets toured the Midwestern
states presenting programs in churches and for Vacation
Bible Schools.
SUMMER SWORDBEARERS: (front) Larissa Berry, Lisa Davidson;
(middle) Cynthia Adolf, David Ulmer, Todd Fogle, Mike Eckstein, Jodi
Burtis; (back) Linda Gagnebin, Steve Gerhardt, Lori Brovont, Mike
Phillips, Twana Dillard.
Like Abundant Life, the Summer Swordbearers spent the first week of their
summer tour singing at the national GARBC conference in Columbus. They
moved on, traveling in the mid-west, though most of their tour was concentrat-
ed in the state of Iowa.
KINGSMEN QUARTET: (front) Phil Rice, Shaun Spangler, Todd Ander-
son; (back) John Browning, Roger Foreman, Steve Averitt.
The Kingsmen Quartet didn't waste any time in starting their summer tour.
They left on Saturday after graduation to spend most of their summer in the
sunny state of California.
C.A.B. Presents
The Cultural Activities Board is
responsible for the scheduling of
several concerts each year. The
first of the 1988-89 academic year
was a concert by Michael Card on
October 6, 1988. Card had per-
formed at Cedarville before, the
last time being in Fall Quarter,
1986. There were two events
scheduled for Winter Quarter by
the C.A.B. The first of which was a
concert by Cynthia Clawson on
January 27. The other was on Feb-
ruary 17, 1989. Buddy Green pre-
sented a concert on his harmonica
after a basketball game and then
again in Student Government Cha-
pel on the following day. Spring
Quarter saw the return of the Jere-
miah People on April 20. The Jere-
miah People present real life issues
through dramatizations and then
use Biblical principles to provide
answers to these critical issues.
The highlight of the year for the
C.A.B. events occurred on May
25. LarneIle Harris presented a
concert to a full house in the Cha-
pel and many were touched by
the challenge to spend time in
prayer every day. Harris was well
received on his first visit to
Cedarville.

Andrew Victor Snider
Speech
Beth Hughes Yeager
Vocal
Donna Marie Payne
Speech
Stephanie Manning
Halverson
Vocal
Senior
Not pictured:
Matthew Creamer
Voice
Bradley Goodrich Gregory
Saxophone
Karen Lynn Haynes
Vocal
Stephen Mark Panther
Piano
Kirtley H. Wilson
Speech
ecitalists
Each year several seniors
graduate with a degree in music.
What many may not realize is
that before a person is allowed
to graduate with that degree, he
or she must give a musical recit-
al using the talent that God has
given to them in music. Several
times each quarter the student
body is given the opportunity to
participate in one of these recit-
als by listening to some very tal-
ented musicians. Much time and
effort is given by these students
so that their performance will
bring honor and glory to the
Lord who has given them their
talents. As well, there are many
communications arts majors
who choose rather to give a
speech recital rather than to
write a paper. These also give
many hours in preparation so
that they can give a perfor-
mance which will honor the
Lord.
Linda R. Leshan
Piano
Cheryl Ortloff
Flute
Mark Edward George
Trumpet
Brenda K. Hollopeter
Violin
Linda Jean Frye
Clarinet
Philip Rice
Tuba
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"The kind of decisions you make in college will help you to make a
difference in life." --Dr. David Jeremiah
The Loftis brothers provided music during Winter Enrichment Week.
Dr. David Jeremiah, son of James T. Jeremiah, spoke
during the Fall Bible Conference.
Dr. Loftis presented ABWE's church planting ministry.
Everyone enjoyed the music ministry of Tyrone Lacy
and Amy Roth during the Fall Bible Conference.
Dr. Mary Rosenthal, Winter Enrichment Week speaker, spoke on "The Lamb of God.'
98 Conferences
Jr. Sam Logan (above) and his wife (below) shared the ministry to which
hey have been appointed in Bangladesh.
Conference Themes:
Making A Difference
The Fall Bible Conference's theme focused on the college's
motto of the year: "Making a Difference." Dr. Jeremiah, senior
pastor of Scott Memorial Baptist Church and president of
Christian Heritage College in El Cajon, CA, challenged the
college family to "make obedience and obsession not an op-
tion." Dr. Marvin Rosenthal, Executive Director of Friends of
Israel Gospel Ministry, provided spiritual food and edification
for the Winter Enrichment Week in March.
"Where in the World?" was the theme of spring quarter's
Missionary Conference. Over fifty missionaries representing
several, varied mission agencies made themselves available for
student interaction during the week. Feature missionary speak-
ers were Dr. Dale Loftis, Director of Evangelism and Church
Planting of Baptist Mid-Mission, and his sons Dale and Mike;
Dr. and Mrs. Sam Logan, ABWE missionary appointees to
Bangladesh, shared their vision for their field and told of their
unique meeting on the mission field: "For His own reason the
Lord chose to write a unique and beautiful love story."
Woven among the special conferences, Dr. Dixon continually
reminded the college family that "Making a difference means
being different in your love for the Word of God, your obedience
to it, and your spreading its Gospel message throughout the
world."
Every year Cedarville provides some
special music for the conferences with its
own musicians.
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CHAPEL
The heartbeat of every Christian College:
Daily chapel services are scheduled for each
student of Cedarville College. In these services
the school tries to bring a variety of program-
ming. Each Monday, Dr. Dixon presented a
message on "Making a Difference as a Chris-
tian"; throughout the week, pastors, faculty, or
staff members are given the opportunity to chal-
lenge the student body; and on Friday, the stu-
dents plan and participate in their own chapel.
Many times throughout the year, special
chapels are planned. Every year many musi-
cians come and present concerts. At other
times faculty and staff members present a dis-
cussion on key topics. Professional sports fig-
ures are also brought in to share their testimony
and the challenges that they face as a Christian
in their profession. Special speakers such as
Paul Tassel!, the national representative of the
General Association of Regular Baptist
Churches, are also given the opportunity to
challenge the student body.
Special speakers come from far and near such as Pastor Tom Mahairas from New York City (left) and Pastor Paul Jackson from Cedarville (middle).
Special music is a part of each day's chapel service (right). Anthony Munoz spent a day in chapel talking with Dr. Dixon (top).
100 Chapels
Sam Rutigliano discusses his
book, Pressure, with Dr.
Caflan one day in chapel
(left).
Special speakers Pastor Larry Harris
and Paul Tassell (above left and
above). Central State University
brings their choir to chapel each
year (left).
Chapels 101
DAYS OF
PRAYER
Each year, Cedarville College sets aside two
days for a special time of prayer. Needs of the
college family are shared and then much time is
given in prayer. The day begins as each Resident
Assistant meets with the students in his or her
halls. After sharing requests, roommates and
unit mates unite hearts and lift burdens and
praises to God. Each student meets with his or
her academic advisor in a second meeting on
that day and requests are shared again. A two
hour chapel service devoted to prayer and giving
testimony closes the Day of Prayer before class-
es resume in the afternoon. Cedarville College
truly does place a high priority on the need and
result of prayer. Watching the administration of
the college devote an entire day to prayer is an
encouragement and a positive testimony to the
student body and to the community.
102 Days of Prayer
Days Of Prayer 103
ADVISORY 7
Tim Armstrong, Dick Dray, Brent Lydic, Trenton Stokes Scott
Kratche, Greg Hopwood, Mike Roberts (not pictured).
DULT LITERACY
' uth Myers, Amber Whited, Jenny Haupt, Julie Hess.
Glen Bowman, Vinod John, Stephen Stalter.
BABYSITTING
COUCH: Susan Lancaster, Kristin Cooper, Mary Bishop.
BACK: Susan Nicholson, Sean Hicks, Yolanda Moser,
CHRISTIAN
104 Christian Ministry Teams
BURNOUTS PREACHING AND
PRAYING FOR ROCKERS
1ST ROW: Brian Humphreys, Heather Hidalgo, Brian Popen
foose. 2ND ROW: Dave Seibel, Ken Oster
CHUMS AND CHOICES
Dan Gonzalez, Marti Murphy, Katrina Plourde, Kathi
Kenney.
COUCH: Mary Benjamin, Annora Gross, Cindy Hoover, Amy
Richards, Jill Cunningham. BACK: Mark Latorella, Joe Ma-
son, Ruth Carlson, Brad Hood, John Southwick.
Mark Sallee, Dan Meeder, Tony Dirr.
INISTRIES
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Ken Thompson, Kim Hahnenstein, Michael Knoerzer.
COLLEGE PARTNER
1ST ROW: Michelle Dalton, Kendra Herrold, Teresa Engelmann, Dianne Ead
Michele Hogerwerf, Julie Box. 2ND ROW: Kim Hahnenstein, Dave Nichols, Jill Ernst,
Jennifer Brandt, Mindy Boone, LeAnn Barenscheer, Kimberly Pierce, Theresa
Rockenbaugh, Carol Wiggins. 3RD ROW: Dan Osterhout, Dave Hyde, Gre Hu,ghes,
Tim Miskimen, Greg Wafford, David McEwen, Garry Wafford.
Tammy Fausnight, Gary Koontz.
CHRISTIAN
106 Christian Ministry Teams
DAYTON DETENTION
1ST ROW: Michelle Pope, Bethany Williams, Jamie Boice, Deb-
bie Wolf, Debby Leonard. 2ND ROW: Nichole Bouchard, Kathy
Reed, Beth Breene, Jill Corners, Tracey Bowersox, Lynette Rice.
3RD ROW: Frank Klanduch, Jim Gerakinis, Steve Hackenberry,
Bob Koch, Marc Donowa, Eric Ghere, Richard Wells.
GREEN COUNTY JAIL
1ST ROW: Dennis McMichael, Christina Weaver, Tammy Echlin,
Susan Seibert, Tricia Cummings, Kathy Fetterman, 2ND ROW.
Mark Farmer, Dave Ryan, Chris Hottel, P. J. Kitchen, Scott Pot
ing Mark McMurtry.
VIINISTRIES
DAYTON GOSPEL MISSION
COUCH: Kristen Jensen, Lori Wright. BACK: Liz Miller, Monica
Coleman, Karen Young, Anthony McPeters, Brenda Gard, Lyn-
ette Rice.
GREENE MEMORIAL HOSPITA
1ST ROW: Beth Hartman, Melissa Coffey, Susan Bradway, Pen-
ny Riedman, Danielle Kirkpatrick. 2ND ROW: Kathryn Priddy,
Lisa Herroon, Kevin Geiss, Bruce Upchurch, Cheryl Ortloff,
Heather Mood Janet Stauffer.
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GREENWOOD MANOR
1ST ROW: Cinda Green, Julie Bowling, Allyson Gra-
ham, Ann Powers, Carol Ehrman, Leslie Bice. 2ND
ROW: Bob Smith, Mark Russell, Timothy Lewis, Dan
Walsh, Scott Miller.
HOSPITALITY HOME
1ST ROW: Joanne Ferro, Kathy Bavec, Esther Wood-
bridge. 2ND ROW: Paul Dillon, Matthew Biddinger, Curtiss
Stuenkel. 
,
HEATHERGREENE I
1ST ROW: Jennifer Libby, Janice Ballentine, Leigh Ann
Rogge, Holly Leadbeater, Nikki Ref/or, Trudy Rabbit t, Karen
Fuller. 2ND ROW: Clinton Rice, Dan Rambow, Russ Todd,
Mark Precise, Daniel Watkins.
HEATHERGREENE II
COUCH: Eric Johnson, Heidi Mackenzie, Penney Stack-
 Allbr 
- house, Jeff Morton BACK. Matt Moore, Kevin Hammond.
CHRISTIA
108 Christian Ministry Teams
JOYOUS JESTERS
Phillip Gill, Paolo Gonzalez, Kristen Nast,
Sarah Barnes.
MERCY HOSPITAL
FRONT Jennifer Everson, Michele Stitchman, Judy Yost. BACK: Tabitha
Sheen, Heidi Gerber, Dana Love, Leann Lund, Paula Weber.
KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS
FRONT: Linda Leshan, Heather Guthrie, Tara Rhodes,
Michele Carlyss, Meredith Clements. BACK: Jeff Niten-
gale, Andy Bid/en, Brenda Taylor, Jerry Ebner, Dave
Conner.
1.0.0.F. NURSING HOME
FRONT: Richard Kester, Shawna Van Scoyk, Debbie
Polsdorfer, Melinda Brandenburg, Trent Kaufman.
BACK: Drew Brandon, Barry Sherrick, Greg O'Dell,
Kimberly Bailey, Phil Baab, David Lam, Mike Koenig.
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1ST ROW: Heather Hidalgo, Valerie Feliciano,
Jennifer Stephens. 2ND ROW: Melissa Niuman,
Rojean Paddock, Niki Shelton, Mia More/I, Melissa
Mott 3RD ROW: Debbie Casto, Stephen Shroyer,
Andy White, Brian Guinther.
OPEN AIRS
1ST ROW: Kathy Reed, Donna Moyer, Kathy
Hawley, Kathleen Low, Jill Ernst. 2ND ROW:
Lynne Chase, Tricia Kellogg, Nichole Bouchard,
Karen Weeks. 3RD ROW: Pam Oswald, Tammy
Gaspar, Deb Greulach, Ann Edwards. 4TH ROW:
Cindy Commons, Brenda Taylor, LeAnn Barens-
cheer, Mary Benjamin, June Louise Hynes, An-
drew Rhind, Todd Halsey, Janson Condren, Tim
Steiner. 5TH ROW: Steve Ross, Kevin Rains, Greg
Wafford, Greg Hopwood.
1ST ROW: Dave Weaver, Mike Thomas, Jon
McDugle, Brian Gaines, Cliff Roop. 2ND ROW:
Tammy Leach, Tonya Short, Diane Davison, Fer-
rol Snyder, Angela Willett, Joy Jarvis, Wendy
Boice, Staci lnskeep, Tricia Niccum, Penny
Zeigler.
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OVCH P.M.
1ST ROW. Linda Gamgan, Sondra Sweet,
Sharon Senay, Sherie Grove, Kim Seljan. 2ND
ROW: Renee Randall, Jody Hutchinson, Sandy
Davis, Lori Daniels, Michelle Hinnergardt, Angie
Mouser, Kimberly Trimble. 3RD ROW. Peter
Casaletto, Jeff Czyzyk, Dawn Smith, Julie
Johnson, Michelle Maners, Kathy Hanson, Alan
Swartz, Tim Erlandson. 4TH ROW: John Yoder,
Tim Birch, Dan Scott, Mark Lamb, Steve Ross,
Curtis Cline, Neal Wallace.
RONALD MCDONALD HOUS
FRONT: Tamara Taylor, Susan Wilhelm. BACK: Jill Williams,
Annette Peters, Dawn Hicks.
PRESCOTT AWANA
1ST ROW: Mark Stanton, Linda Thompson, Doug
Pierson. 2ND ROW: Sondra Harriman, John
Creekmur, Holly Patterson
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SOUTHGATE AWANA
Patricia Allen, Scott Joiner, Bryan Schroll, Nikki Refior. FRONT' Sally Compton, Lori McCallister, Melanie Wolf, Jodi
Jensen, Kathie Kennedy. BACK: Tim Fischer, Calvin Burke,
Shaun Spangler.
SWORDBEARERS
EXTENSION
ROW 1: Jim Breuler, Mary Beth Plunkitt, Marjo-
rie Breuler, Michelle McFadden, Monica Bolet,
Jill Gerhardt, Larissa Berry, Heidi Mackenzie,
Kathy Duda, Amy Cooper, Keitha Voorhies,
Heather Rinehart. ROW 2: Cynthia Adolph, Ja-
mia McKinley, Kate Rockey, Lynne Chase,
Bette Barber, Linda Thompson, Kezia McNeal,
Kim Ebner, Joy Warman, Tressa Park, Sara
Thomas, Janell Weaver, Christy Blackburn,
Sondra Herr/man, Jim Cato. ROW 3: Mike
Wittmer, David Ulmer, Rebekah Scott, Linda
Gagnebin, Jill Johnson, Lisa Davidson, Su-
zanne Vickers, Joel Wallenbeck, Rodman Ha-
seltine, Matt Stockham, Daniel Kyper, Tim
Young, Jody Bfrartis, Lon Brovont, Cheryl Zippe.
ROW 4: David Hoffeditz, Todd Gathany,
Michael Eckstein, Twana Dillard, Mark Miller,
Larry Gross, Steve Murphy, Mike Phillips, Mark
Biddinger, Stephen Gerhardt, Timothy Wingert,
John Law, Jonathan Jenks, Rick Murphy, Jef
Pence, Todd Fogle, George Gibbs.
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1ST ROW: Kippy Adsit, Beth Ann Davis, Mario Fuller,
CristaIlan, Brad Schmidt. 2ND ROW: Russell Todd,
Craig Hamilton, Amy Houck, Mark Keller, Zella
Sheen, Jacquie Leshan.
WRIGHT STATE
UNIVERSITY
Christine Stanchi, Kirk Lockwood.
YOUTH CENTER
1ST ROW: Beth Britt, Becky Reed, Jody Souza,
Jill Prichard. 2ND ROW: Sondra Herr/man, Kathy
Garmatter, Suzanne Vickers, Jay Gantz. 3RD
ROW. Michael Andrews, Andrew Rhind, Greg
O'Dell, Brent Williams, John Brewer.
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The Christian Ministries programs at Cedarville
College offer a variety of opportunities to serve the
Lord in different capacities. Many students are in-
volved in AWANA programs in churches in Spring-
field, Xenia, Dayton and in other areas. Other youth
ministries include College Partners, a Big Brother/
Big Sister-type program helping out children in the
Cedarville area and OVCH, a place for children who
have been abused or are unwanted. There are
I`
opportunities to work with the elderly as well. There
are numerous nursing homes in the area that enjoy
having college young people come in and show
love to the elderly. Not to be forgotten are the
programs that deal with witnessing to college age
people. There are several teams that go out weekly
to the different area campuses to talk with other
college students about the Lord.
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ORGANI
Alpha Chi
1st Row: Todd Hudnall, Greg Ho-
baugh, Jeff Sanders, Steve Gaglio,
Brent Brendle, Mr. Fawcett (Advisor)
2nd Row: Garry Wafford, Chris Ayars,
Sue Moyer, Jonathan Jenks, John
Kohlmeyer 3rd Row: John Law, Matt
Perrigo, Steve Shroyer, P.J. Kitchen,
Richard Ernst, Mark Murdoch, Michael
Andrews 4th Row: Paul Smoot, Trent
Stokes, Mark Biddinger, Dan Oster-
hout, Loren Johnson, Greg Wafford,
William Barghorn
1st Row: Jenny Haupt, Connie Cline, Wendy Miller, Laurie
Cooper, Marti Murphy, Julie Box, Jody Souza, Stephanie
Stevens 2nd Row: Chris Drew, Kimberly Austin, Katrina
Plourde, Kathie Kenney, Lauren Larsen, Michelle Hinner-
gardt, Sally Compton 3rd Row: Sue Nash, Dan Gonzalez,
Steve Elkins, David Rumberger, Don Drozd, Jim Gerakinis,
Jim Breuler
1st Row: Jennifer Whittaker, Kim Harker, Sharon
VanDommelen, Jodi Lach, Debby Ager, Gloria
Parr, Debbie Elliott 2nd Row: Kathy Webber,
Pamela Commons, Kristine Watson, Brenda
Baird, Cheryl Gilbert, Amy Royer
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1st Row: Janet Stauffer, Brenda Weber,
Donna Moyer, Elisabeth Smith, Kristen
Jensen, Jennifer McCreary, Karen Burhoe
2nd Row: Dawn Hicks, Kimberly Cox,
Holly Patterson, Tammy Fausnight, Re-
nee' Winters, Kim Bailey, Lisa RineIla, Re-
becca Dence 3rd Row: Kathy Hanson,
Dawn Smith, Lisa Marks, Kimberley
Pierce, Karen Young, Tami Taylor, Kathy
Bavec, Michelle Maners
Beta Chi
1st Row: Brian Bush, Cynthia Frenkiel, Ruth Yuen, Lau-
ra Potter, Anna Kulin, Deb Robinson 2nd Row: Glenn
Carpenter, Becky Batey, Donna Payne, Jennifer Leney,
Lara McGovern, Norm Russell, Norman Byers 3rd Row:
Curtis Carr, Jimbo Houser, Scott Boyer, Troy VanLiere,
Jim Leightenheimer, Bobby Hile, Michael Wood
Front Row: Cathy Anderson, Elisabeth Smith, Susan
Nicholson, Doug Filter, Pama-Lynn Oswald, Kristi Hash-
berger Back Row: Melissa Bethel, Jim Gerakinis, Terri
Huber, Arnold Lovin, Katie Pontius, Scott Boyer, Mar-
garet Alexander
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Couch: Heather Fowler, Cheryl Ortloff,
Heather Moody, Jill Gerhardt, Gwendolyn
Cook Back: Tara Rhodes, Marc Donawa,
George Goodwin, Christina Ash, Penney
Stackhouse, Eric Fillinger
Coll e Republicians
1st Row: Melynda Moody, Carrie Quinn,
Susan Nicholson 2nd Row: Lynn Costley,
Angie Mouser, Nikki Refior 3rd Row: Mick
Martin, Wendell Strutz, Stephen Alexan-
der, Scott Blomquist, Peter Emigh, Tim
Fischer _
1st Row: Cindy Huber, Melinda Branden
burg, Melissa Byrom, Susanne McMi'
chael, Beth Breene, Janell Kelley 2nd
Row: Nancy Gillingham, Susan Francisco,
Paula Howard, Courtenay Aldrich, Jodi
Sprunger, Sheila Murdoch, Denise Holly,
Allyson Graham, Mrs. Martha Johnson
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EMS
Sitting: Mark Brown, Heather Moody, Gwen Cook,
John Willer, Cheryl Ortloff, Mark Seher. Standing:
Pete Savard, Steve Elkins, Mike Stoltzfus, Jack
Smith, Betty Bertschinger.
1st Row: Rodman Haseltine, Doran Veith, Gary Clem
mer, John Neill, Rodney Latham, Jay Hidalgo 2nd Ro
Steve Elkins, Jeff Joiner, Brendon Gearley, Butch Davis,
Greg Gibbs, Clinton Rice 3rd Row: Joe Stowell, Shaun
Hannay, Gary Hoag, Dan Fields, Eric Bletzinger, Randy
Oswald, Scott Beattie
Forensics
Wendy Widder, Carrie Quinn, Donna Payne, Lisa Anderson, Parna-
Lynn Oswald, Chrisa Clark, James Breuler, Tom Carroll, Matthew
Moore, Dr. David Robey, Greg Gibbs, Andrew Rudd, Gary
Clemmer
FORENSICS (inter-collegiate speech compe-
tition) is a scholastic area foreign to most Ce-
darville students. This year, 14 students com-
prised the team that finished second in the
state of Ohio. Members of the team earned 2
novice and 4 varsity state championships; the
best record in Cedarville history. Novice state
champion in the Extemporaneous and Im-
promptu categories was Jeff Joiner. The state
varsity winner in After-Dinner speaking was
Gary Clemmer and in Prose, Poetry, and Dra-
matic Duo, it was Donna Payne. Jeff Joiner was
Donna's duo partner. The team is coached by
Dr. David Robey who is in his 8th year at Cedar-
ville. This year Dr. Robey completed his doctor-
al work in Organizational Development and Or-
ganizational Communication.
While many may think of forensics as a per-
formance of literature, Dr. Robey stresses,
"Public speaking skills developed through fo-
rensics training are very valuable for those who
wish to have careers in business, education, or
the ministry. Christians need to be good com-
municators in every arena of life." Dr. Robey
believes that the forensics program demon-
strates the mission of the college. "We want to
field a team that consistently demonstrates
what the college stands for: a commitment to
Biblical truth, social consciousness, and per-
sonal development."
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Couch: Cheryl Ortloff, Kim Stilwell, Beth Breeder-
land, Mary Benjamin Back: Heather Moody, Brenda
Gard, Julie Carter
z Nikki Refior, Elisabeth Smith, Karen Weeks, Liz Miller,
Kevin Rains, Kristen Nast,Grecj Hopwood
Couch: Jill Williams, Kelly Scott, Monica
Coleman, Kelleen Kennedy Back Row: Da-
vid Burk, Anthony McPeters, Mike Minto,
Marc Donawa, Dan McArthur
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1st Row: Debbie Ingalls, Gina Ray, Terri Webster, Rebec-
ca Clifford, Kim Bradley 2nd Row: Cliff Roop, Dawn Phil-
lips, Heidi Laub, Mayna Bragdon, Linda Bean, Rodman
Haseltine 3rd Row: Peter Casaletto, Dave Hyde, Kris Wil-
liams, Alastair Wright, Dr. Pam Diehl, Advisor, Rachel
Morgret
1st Row: Misti Gerwolds, Joanne Strock,
Lori Garrigan, Tamara Schauer, Cindy Hoo-
ver, Renee Maxwell 2nd Row: Ronda Alt-
man, Tonya Swackhamer, Canssa Rog, Ken
Fleetwood, Kim Eimers, Barbara Paxson,
Chen Hayes 3rd Row: Beth Hartman, Vinod
John, Robert Zender, Ron Hayes, Todd
Hudnall, Ed English, Steve Severance, Rob
Blents, Jennifer Williams 4th Row: Tim Fi-
scher, Wendell Strutz, Kevin Hammond,
Duane Priddy, Steve Alexander, Dennis
Johnson, Joel Campbell, Raymond Sand,
Scott Beattie, Randy Oswald.
Yearbook
1st Row: Mike Ayres, Dave Holt, Jeff Joiner 2nd Row:
LeAnn Barenscheer, Teresa Carter, Cary Under-
wood, Jodi Lach, Lori Garrigan 3rd Row: Jodi Wil-
son, Ann Nicholson, Jean Green, Linda Garrigan
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1st Row: Valerie Vanderwest, Dawn Hicks, Susan Rogers, Wendy Boice, Laurie
Cooper, Ann Heers 2nd Row: Jodi Lach, Katie Pontius, Susan Moyer, Tim
Miskimen, Kelly Fath, Donna Payne, Julie Titus 3rd Row: John Law, Jimbo
Houser, Duane Priddy, Jeff Beste, Bob Koch, Scott Miller, Dan Gonzalez
"The cream of the
crop!" is what adviser
Jeff Beste says of the
members of Pi Delta. Pi
Delta has 23 members:
all are voluntary and all
have a grade point aver-
age of 3.0 or better. It is
this organization that
takes care of the guests
on campus -sometimes
100 daily- by giving them
a tour of the campus and
answering any questions
that they might have;
each member gives one
tour each week. Their
positive attitude toward
Cedarville is reflected as
each member interacts
with those who visit.
i Sigma Nu
1st Row: Dave Ormsbee, Sheps, Joe Hanssen,
Scott Miller, John Krueger, Phil Cruz, Roger Sm.
gart, Kurt Dowden, Craig Libby, BO, Rob Pas-
waters, Dave Driskill, Arlie Brandmeyer 2nd Row:
Woody, Rascal, Tim Lewis, Andy Lewis, Joe
Walsh, Cheese, Robert Dylan
Sitting: Wendell Struts, Dennis McMichael Standing:
Mark Russell, Tonya Swackhamer, Ed English
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1st Row: Christine Renberg, Kim Gilmoui , Re-
bekah Tucker, Jolene Merck, Melissa Graham,
Kara Yant 2nd Row: Donna Diem, Kimberly
Lash, Sharon Senay, Debbie Warnshuis, Melis-
sa Martin, Lynn Costley
TDK
1st Row: Christina Ash, Nikki Refior, Leigh Ann
Rogge, Kim Dietrich, Jennifer Libby, Gwendolyn
Cook 2nd Row: Rodney Latham, Kara Miller, Toni
Isaacson, Angie Mouser, Aileen Willsie, Heidi Kel-
logg, David Hoffeditz 3rd Row: Kelly Fath, Jona-
than Bird, Samantha Doering, Trudy Rabbitt, Lara
McGovern, Katie Pontius, S. Eric Schroll 4th Row:
Raul Mosley, Dwight Davidson, Glen Bowman,
Scott Blomquist, Dan Fields, Alan Ashley, Bob
Rodebaugh
1ST Row: Stephanie Stevens, Bea Moraes,
Beth Drobinski, Pama-Lynn Oswald 2nd Row:
Katie Pontuis, Jennifer VeStrand, Guy Mar-
gotta, Dana Weld, isa Owens
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Above: Pam Oswald enjoys the forensics Christmas party at
the home of faculty member Dr. David Robey.
Right: Dave Ostlund and Susan Hock enjoy skating at one
of the many organization sponsored skating parties.
Didn't your mom ever tell you not to ride a blind horse? Now that's a party! How about that off campus action? Aren't you glad you use Dial!--Don't you
Watch out! You might get run over! wish everyone did?
126 Parties
Weekends Are For
Pa riles
Exams, quizzes, and homework
keep the week of the college stu-
dent filled with studying, but every-
one knows that the week is not
complete without a weekend full of
parties! Throughout the year, the
Campus Activities Office provides
many activities for the students of
Cedarville College, and when
these are not enough, classes, or-
ganizations, friends off campus, or
even faculty and staff make up the
difference. Campus Activities
plans annual parties such as the
Class Clash and one time events
like Donkey Basketball; classes
provide outings like the annual
JAMS party sponsored by the Ju-
niors, or Christmas get togethers;
organizations offer numerous skat-
ing and bowling parties; and
friends just give an all out fun time.
Left bottom: Effervescent Forensics! Jim
Breuler, Lisa Anderson, and Julie Kurtz share
the spirit of Christmas at the home of Dr.
Robey.
Left top: It's senior class charades: What do
you think it is? The Statue of Liberty maybe,
or the leaning Tower of Pisa. It's your choice.
Hey! Where's the seatbelt for this thing? Ellen
Smith proudly mounts her donkey to represent
the class of 1991 in this year's donkey
basketball game.
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Grandparents' Day Extends Recognition of
FAMILY DAYS
Senior Mark George's grandparents summed up their
impressions of November's first annual "Grandparents'
Day": "Since this was our grandson's last year in the
college, we can only say it would have been nice to have
enjoyed this day for all four years. It was perfect." The
college extended its recognition of the students' families
beyond the already successful Parents' and Little Sibs'
weekends to their grandparents. Dick Walker, Director of
Campus Activities, was overwhelmed by the number of
grandparents who attended and by their positive com-
ments about their experiences. They not only ate with
their grandchildren and went to classes, but also grandma
and grandpa were honored in a special chapel program.
Each quarter now has its own special recognition of the
students' families. During February, little brothers and sis-
ters come and enjoy a weekend of basketball, participate
in other activities, and stay in the dorm, Parents' Weekend
in May has continued to grow and has almost surpassed
Homecoming in attendance and excitement. Students in-
troduce their parents to President and Mrs. Dixon at a
special reception, enjoy the spring play, and attend the
popular Pop's Concert. One freshman expressed, "I can't
believe all the college does for our families."
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Grandparents enjoyed attending classes and eating with their grandchildren, as well as the special chapel service that was devoted to
them (top and above right). Parents are given a weekend including a picnic, the "Pops Concert," and Sunday Brunch (above left).
"Since this was our grandson's last year in the college...it would have
been nice to have enjoyed this day for all four years."
Little Sibs enjoy a weekend of
living in the dorm, going to
activities, and attending
basketball games (top).
Cedarville's traveling music
teams provide special music
during the Saturday afternoon
picnic of Parents' Weekend (left).
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Kidnapped and Crazy at
Cedar What?
Alpha Chi "Cedar What?" has
been a part of Cedarville College
since 1968. This mock election,
occurring once every 4 years in
conjunction with the national
election, was conceived by Dr.
Murray Murdoch.
The campaign trail began with
platform speeches by the Radical
and Conservative parties in SGA
chapel. The Radical party candi-
dates were Mr. Carl Ruby and Mr.
Kirk Keller. The main issues of
their campaign were the destruc-
tion of the cabbage and the ur-
gent need for more PDA.
The Conservative party candi-
dates were Dr. Jim Phipps and
Mr. Tim Heaton. The main planks
to their platform were a climate
controlled domed campus with
moving sidewalks and the resto-
ration of Bethel dorm.
During the final week of the
campaign, the Materialist part
was formed. Their candidate
were Mrs. Deborah Haffey an
Miss Angela Cooke. Their plat
form included a Cedargate Mal
and a teller machine on campu
so students could access thei
parents' accounts.
By convention night Novembe
5, 1988, the Presidency of "Ceda
What?" hung in the balance. A
the students selected thei
states, interviews were made
speeches were delivered, an
banners were waved. After eac
candidate had spoken, the state
cast their votes. When the vote
were tallied, there was muc
chaos and displayed affection
for the Radical party of Ruby
/Keller had won the election an
will reign until "Cedar What?'
1992.
--Brent Brendl
Dr. J. Murray Murdoch, the master of ceremonies for the
evening, was the originator of Alpha Chi's "Cedar What?"
Brent Brendle, current Alpha Chi president, assisted Dr.
Murdoch.
Radical Vice Presidential candidate Kirk Keller listens
as Presidential candidate Carl Ruby gives his kindest re-
gards to the Army ROTC of neighboring Central State
University for finding him and personally escorting him
back to campus after his mysterious disappearance that
was labeled by him as a kidnapping.
The Materialists' candidates Deborah Haffey and Ange-
la Cooke came on the scene late in the campaign. Kirt
Wilson seeks their views on the election.
The campaign floor of the Alpha Chi "Cedar What?"
convention roared with chatter among the "states" such as
"Confusion, Ovlivion and Insanity" as the Radicals, Materi-
alists and Conservatives presented their nomination accep-
tance speeches.
Kirt Wilson interviewed a variety of voters.
One of the most "radical" was . . Brent
Lydic?!?
Conservative Candidates Jim Phipps and
Tim Heaton "livened up" the "Cedar What?"
campaign. Their campaign slogan was, "Was it
me or was it mandatory?"
Justin Keller stands to the side, the rejected "WI
Quayle." When Ruby came up missing, Justin was cho-
sen as Keller's running mate, but in the end he was
simply tossed aside! Cedar What? 131
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Fall Drama:The Servant of
Iwo Masters
Pam Oswald and Gary Gorsline play a pair of
young lovers thwarted by fate in the fall drama
production.
November 17, 1988, Alford Auditorium
was "all of a tremble" as we, the cast, pre-
pared for the premiere performance of The
Servant of Two Masters. We were filled with
anticipation and all had great expectations
for opening night.
The Servant of Two Masters, by Edward J.
Dent, translated from the original Italian ver-
sion by Carlo Goldoni, was directed by
Diane Conrad Merchant. The setting for the
play was 18th century Venice, when comme-
dia dell' arte was common. In these plays,
the actors and actresses poked fun at the
selfish, materialistic upper class and tried to
prove that the lower and middle classes
were morally and intellectually superior. Mrs.
Merchant and Don Jones blended the music
and costumes of the 1960's with the 18th
century setting to add to the humor.
"Being in the play was more than just fun;
it was a learning experience. I learned about
acting, friendship, myself, working hard, and
Kevin Tupps, Andrew Rudd, and Bruce Quick play a
pompous doctor of law, a greedy Venetian merchant and
an innkeeper, respectively. The play satirized nobility and
the wealthy class.
the strong support a cast and crew c
have," said a fellow cast member. His wor
sum up the experience for all of us.
Behind the scenes we as a cast and cr
worked hard. There were new faces und
the lights and a special bond grew amo
us. We developed skills that were dorma
within us and encouraged, each other to
our best. Mrs. Merchant's famous wor
were, "That was good, but I know you c
do better."
Clarice became a real person who w
struggling just like me. She was my con'
relief during some rough days. When an a
tor or actress develops a character, he
she needs to befriend it and then the chara
ter comes alive.
The Lord was gracious to us for He help
us through sickness, death, and discourag
ment. God gave us victory over our fears a
He granted us success.
Julie Kurtz played a lady who disguised herself as her
brother. Matthew Stockham played her lover.
The cast: Andrew Rudd, Pam Oswald, Kevin Tupps,
Gary Gorsline, Bonnie Miller, Julie Kurtz, Kirt Wilson, Mat-
thew Stockham, Bruce Quick, Layne Turner, Norman
Byers, John Fountain, Kenneth Lorow, and Diane Conrad
Merchant, director.
-- Pam OSWE
rt Wilson tries to be the servant of two masters, and The body motions of the play were very melodramat-
while his intentions are noble, finds himself in a ic. In one scene, Matthew Stockham, Layne Turner,
predicament. Bruce Quick and Julie Kurtz over-emphasize each
action.
As Julie Kurtz attacks "his" victim, Pam Oswald
jumps in to save her lover, Gary Gorsline.
While being the servant of his two masters, Kirt Wil-
son and Bonnie Miller bring thwarted lovers together
and fall in love themselves.
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Cast: Dr. David Robey -director, Kirt Wilson -
student director, Diane Davidson, David Munger,
Bonnie Miller, Donna Payne, Carrie Quinn, Stacy
Muller, Andrew Rudd, Hollee Stover, Alicia Diller,
Greg Gibbs, Lyndell Rising, Todd Yonker, Gary
Clemmer, Robyn Graham, Tom Carroll, Brian
Brock, Scott Poling, Matthew Moore, and Jeff
Joiner.
Tituba names people she has seen with the devil
John Proctor embraces his wife moments before
being led away to his execution.
"Her claws, she's stretching her claws..."
below left: "You drank blood, Abby. You drank a
charm to kill John Proctor's wife."
below right: "Don't touch me! You are the devil's
man."
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firThe Importance of Truth:
I he Crucible
The Winter Drama Production pre-
sented by the Village Players was Ar-
thur Miller's "The Crucible." The play
ran five nights; one dress rehearsal
and four performances. The setting
for the drama was the transformed
College Center cafeteria. The seats
were set on risers around the stage.
There was limited seating, so the
guests were close to the stage and
experienced the emotion and intensi-
ty of the program to a greater de-
gree. The tickets were sold out and
extra seating was arranged. Some
stood stand-by hoping to get in the
see the play.
The drama, though partly ficti-
upper left: Abigail struggles to regain John Proctor's
love.
middle left: The "witches" confession.
bottom left: John Proctor argues with his wife
concerning Abigail.
cious, is based on actual records of
the famed Salem witch trials. The
play opened in 1953, when the term
"witchhunt" was nearly synonymous
in the public mind with congressional
investigations then being conducted
into allegedly subversive, communist
activities.
The plot of "The Crucible" centers
on one town's need to blame some-
one for their evils and ills. Years later,
the truth that one man tried to prove
surfaced and the trial was seen as
the sham it was. As Dr. Robey said,
"May we focus our minds again on
the need for personal integrity while
living in a society that holds alle-
gience to a false standard of truth."
above: "I've often wondered if the devil be in it."
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11% Spring Musical: The Pirates of
enzance
The Pirate King. After hundreds of hours of practice, the pre-
miere performance of The Pirates of Penzance,
an operetta written by Gilbert and Sullivan, took
place on Monday, May 1, 1989. The Village Play-
ers gave six performances that week under the
direction of Dr. David Robey. The cast was Ro-
bey's largest on the Alford Auditorium stage; it
consisted of 33 members, 4 of whom were
alumni.
The setting was the late 1800's. Frederick, cel-
ebrating his 21st birthday which was to release
him from his contract as a pirate apprentice,
planned to leave the pirates because he felt their
actions were wrong. Ruth, his nursemaid from
childhood, pleads to go along. Frederick thinks
that Ruth is beautiful because she is the only
woman that he has ever seen, but when he sees a
"bevy of beautiful maidens," he leaves Ruth and
falls in love with Mabel, the oldest daughter of the
Major-General.
While they are talking, the pirates appear and
capture the rest of the maidens. Posing as an
orphan, the Major-General appears and gets the
pirates, all of whom are orphans, to release his
daughters out of sympathy for himself. Later,
Frederick arranges for a band of policemen to
capture the pirates, but then Frederick finds him-
self still bound to the pirates because he was
born on leap year and was in all actuality only 5
and a quarter years old. Feeling a sense of duty to
his contract, Frederick tells Mabel he must leave
her. Rejoining the pirates, he tells them that the
Major-General is not really an orphan. The police-
men arrive, ready to capture the pirates, but they
A "bevy of beautiful maidens."
hide in fear when they hear the pirates corn
After the pirates capture the Major-General,
policemen jump out from their hiding places E
attempt to capture the pirates. Unfortunately,
policemen are overpowered by the pirates
the police seargent orders that the pirates surr
der in the name of Queen Victoria. Out of love
their queen, the pirates surrender. It is then
covered that the pirates are all "noble men
have gone wrong," and Major-General Sta
pardons them and gives them his daughter
marry.
One of the alumni parts was played by
Beste, who commented, "The cast worked
together, and it was neat to see the blend exp
ence: those who have been in plays befor
Cedarville and those who had not." Three pe
had key roles in the effectiveness of this mus
performance. Dr. Robey showed his dedica
as a director by being there whenever anyt
was going on. He was there to encourage an
motivate even when he was not directly involv
Penny DePhillips, a graduate of Wright State
versity, did an amazing job with the cast in tea
ing choreography. "She took a group of pe
with little or no experience in choreography
helped them do things with their feet and ha
that many did not think was possible." Don Jo
created and built the set. Practically living in
ford Auditorium in order to get the set read
time, Don created a set that prepared the mi
of the audience for the performance that wa
take place. The result of this hard work: "It w
lot of fun!"
Cast: Steve Alexander, Kim Averitt, Mark Averitt, Matt Benefiel, Jeff Beste, Matt Biddinger, Tim Carter, Su
Chitwood, Allicia Diller, Deborah Dunzweiler, Tim Entner, Greg Hobaugh, David Kohlmeyer, Dana Love, I
Mercaldo, Matthew Moore, William Muth, Randy Oswald, Bruce Quick, Marcia Robbins, Andrew Rudd, Ho
Stover, Kevin Tupps, Andrea Unger, James Unger, Sandy Weaver, Molly Williams, Kirtley Wilson, Jodi Wilson,
Wittmer, Mark Wolf
The Major-General.
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Bright and colorful, the dress of the Pirates of Penzance added to thejolly mood of this musical production (above and left).
osing as an orphan, the Major-General gets the pirates to
release his daughters (right).
uth the nursemaid attempts to convince Frederick that she
should be allowed to accompany him (above). In the name of Queen Victoria, the Pirates surrender themselves to the
policemen (above).
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The After Dinner Players present the Bible in the
form of drama tical productions (above). The
Lifeline Players present skits dealing with critical
issues in the life of each Christian to help teens
to make good Biblical decisions (right).
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Annual Drama
rod uctions
Drama is a very versatile tool in
presenting messages, and it is used
in many different ways during the
school year at Cedarville College.
Anything from short skits to make
an announcement in Chapel to the
quarterly drama production of the
Village Players is used frequently
for entertainment or for a more seri-
ous message. The Lifeline Players
is a traveling group which goes to
area churches and schools and
performs short dramatizations
which have a message for those
who see them. The After Dinner
Players is a group of professionals
that travels the nation presenting
Bible stories in present day terms.
This group made a stop at Cedar-
ville this year and took two days in
chapel and a Wednesday evening
service presenting the Bible
through drama. The Jeremiah Peo-
ple make a stop annually at Cedar-
ville presenting Biblical truths
through drama, given to encourage
and exhort Christians. Drama is be-
ing used by God to help bring the
message of the Gospel to the
world.
Skits are often used in chapel to make announcements (middle top).
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IN PURSUIT OF A CHAMPION
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HAGUE A
Jodi Lach
Sports Editor
Jodi Lach is a Sophomore Ele-
mentary Education major. She
has designed and written the arti-
cles for all of the sports pages.
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Champion Eric Fillinger accepts an award from
Coach King.
Cedarville fans greet freshman Troy Hahn.
Both men's and women's cross country
teams had very profitable seasons in spite
of the fact that neither team had many
returning runners. Christian unity was the
overriding theme of the season, and all
the runners did an exceptional job of en-
couraging each other and displaying their
theme of unity. The men's team, with only
three returning runners, wasn't too con-
sistent at the beginning of the season but
showed much improvement and ran very
well toward the end. One runner who had
a tremendous season was junior Eric Fil-
linger.
CROSS COUNTRY
Bottom row: Jeff Bolender, Neal Wallace, Eric Fil-
linger, Peter Casaletto, Troy Hahn, Corey Woods
Top row: Coach Elvin King, Allen McElroy, Andy
Schwaderer, JP Dawes, Rick Jenkins, Kris Williams,
and manager Kari Clark
"He was very consistent and competi-
tive against all competition," said Coach
King. Eric was the champion of every
meet except one. He won the NCCAA
national meet and placed sixth in the
NAIA national meet. This allowed him to
achieve all-American status for the third
consecutive year in the NCCAA and the
second consecutive year in the NAIA. Eric
also received the Wheeler Award which is
given to the outstanding Christian cross
country runner of the year.
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Bottom row: Cindy Polacios, Marti Day, Linda Whaley, Laura Whaley, Mindy Schwaderer Top row: Coach
Elvin King, Ruth Yuen, Sara Sweetland, Tammy Harvey, Brenda Paulhamus, Jayneen Gantz, and manager
Kari Clark
WOMEN
Wittenberg lnvt.
Wright State lnvt.
Manchester lnvt.
Rio Grande lnvt.
Indiana lnvt.
All-Ohio Championships
NAIA District 22
NCCAA Nationals
MEN
Wittenberg lnvt.
Wright State lnvt.
Manchester lnvt.
Rio Grande lnvt.
Indiana Invt.
All-Ohio Championships
NAIA District 22
NCCAA Nationals
1st out of 3
2nd out of 9
3rd out of 7
1st out of 5
11th out of 13
12th out of 32
2nd out of 6
3rd out of 11
1st out of 4
4th out of 11
1st out of 10
2nd out of 8
9th out of 10
14th out of 38
3rd out of 8
4th out of 15
Determined runner Brenda Paulhamus placed first
among Cedarville runners in all but two meets.
The women's team had an exciting
season this year with the majorty of the
team made up of new runners and only
three returning runners. Two of the fresh-
men, Brenda Paulhamus and Tammy
Harvey, were named all-district in the
NAIA and ran in the NAIA national meet--
quite an accomplishment for their first
year on a college team. As a team, the
Lady Jackets ran well, winning the all-
Ohio meet and placing third in the
NCCAA national meet.
Junior Laurel Yates tries to keep warm during a
chilly November meet.
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SOCCER
Go get 'em, Jackets!
If there were one word which could describe this year's soccer
team, it was POTENTIAL. With eight returning players and a great
deal of experience, the Yellow Jackets were ready to attack this
season. Throughout a season of victories as well as disappoint-
ments, the team remained committed and strove to keep their
focus on honoring the Lord above all else. Their commitment was
realized when they won the district championship and were able to
go to the nationals for the third time in five years. Although they
didn't win the national championship, they did place fourth; and
even more than that, they were given the Sportsmanship Award.
On any team there isn't one player who can singly make the team
succeed; and especially on this team, there were several players
who did extremely well. Returning senior Paul Norman had a tre-
mendous season with many accomplishments including being
named All-American in the NAIA and NSCAA (National Soccer
Coaches Association of America) for the second year and NCCAA
All-American for the third year. Dave Kohlmeyer was the leading
scorer with nine goals and eight assists, and Brent Davis was
named the Most Valuable Player.
First row: Roger Swigart, Thom Jones, Mike Thomas, John Neill, Brent Davis, Rod
Haseltine, Layne Turner, Craig Winsor, Kirt Wilson Second row: Dave Weaver,
Butch Davis, Andy Lewis, Paul Norman, Derek Whalen, Rob Paswaters, Loren
Tucker, Johnny Milligan Third row: Coach John McGillivray, Asst. Coach Paul
Savard, Phillip Brown, Mike Davis, Dan Walsh, Dave Kohlmeyer, Darin Struble,
Kevin Bloomfield, Jason Brown, Asst. Coach Brian Schroll, and manager Al Wright
Rod Haseltine focuses on the ball.
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Sandwiched between Paul Norman and Derek
Whalen, the opposition doesn't stand a chance!
There's no stopping Roger now!
OPPONENT CED. OPP.
Ohio Wesleyan 0 3
Ohio Dominican 3 0
Asbury 1 0
Tiffin 0 4
Malone 2 1
Rio Grande 4 0
Walsh 0 3
Capital 5 0
Denison 3 3
Mt. Vernon Nazarene 6 0
Siena Heights 2 1
Wilmington 0 6
IUPUI 1 3
Wittenberg 0 1
Manchester 3 1
Wilmington 0 6
Taylor 2 0
Grace 3 0
Eastern Mennonite 2 0
George Fox 0 2
Bryan 0 1
Rob Passwaters and Rod Haseltine make a tough
defense for a free kick.
Kirt Wilson battles for control.
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Coach Elaine Brown, who received the
"Coach of the Year" award for the West-
ern Buckeye Collegiate Conference, had
high expectations for the women's volley-
ball team this season. The Lady Jackets
pulled through for her and played tremen-
dously well, breaking Cedarville's past re-
cord of most number of wins with an over-
all record of 31 wins and 13 losses. With
nine returning players who were all previ-
ous letters winners, the team had much
experience on which they could build.
Three of the returning players were se-
niors who have each played all four years
and who will be greatly missed next year.
Lori Rogers shows her serving style that earns her
the best serving percentage on the Cedarville
team.
Jeri Hastman and Tammy Mascari jump for a
block.
VOLLEYBALL
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Capital W Central State
Ohio Dominican W DePauw
Muskingum L Tri-State
Denison W Taylor
Findlay W Findlay
Heidelberg L Tiffin
Heidelberg W Malone
Mt. Vernon Naz. L Central State
Earlham W Mount St. Joseph
Dayton W Shawnee State
Anderson W Wittenberg
Heidelberg W Bluffton
Indianapolis W Wilmington
Asbury W Urbana
Indianapolis W Defiance
Taylor L Bluffton
Thomas More W Ohio Dominican
Wittenberg L Earlham
Indiana
Wesleyan W Rio Grande
Walsh W Denison
Defiance W Mt. Vernon Naz. L
*
*
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*
*
*
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*
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Jeri Hastman takes a break--but not for long!
One senior, Jeri Hastman, had another
great season with several accomplish-
ments including first team in all-district
NCCAA, all-district NAIA, and all-confer-
ence. She was named Player of the Week
Sept. 12-17 in the NAIA district; and
among Cedarville players, she was
named most valuable hitter and most
valuable player. Senior Tammy Mascari
was named most valuable blocker for the
Jackets. The third senior, Janae Smart,
also had a great season making the all-
conference first team and earning the
most valuable defensive player award.
Not only did the Lady Jackets have the
best record ever, but they had a good
season together as a team. One of their
strong points was that they kept good
attitudes in every situation. Says Coach
Elaine Brown, they "represented Jesus
Christ, Cedarville College, and them-
selves in outstanding fashion."
First row: Lori Rogers, Jill Jacobs, Sandy Fletcher, Lori Hamilton, Connie Ziegler, Michelle Nakano Second
row: Asst. Coach Ron Schaffner, Asst. Coach Bonnie Vickman, Tammy Mascari, Julie Wilson, Jeri Hastman,
Janae Smart, Coach Elaine Brown, and manager Tonya Mascari
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INTRAMURALS
Join
The
Fun!
"Burnt Toast," the A-League flag football
champs, pose after their final victory.
Do you love volleyball, but your version
of the spike isn't quite what Coach Brown
is looking for? Are you a soccer nut, but
you just didn't have time to be on the
varsity team this year? Then Cedarville
intramurals are for you! The intramural
program is a program of organized sports
from men's flag football to women's soc-
cer for anyone who wants to play regard-
less of skill level. The only requirement for
playing intramural sports is interest, not
ability. People play intramurals for a num-
ber of reasons including meeting new
people, relieving stress, getting some
good exercise, or just simply having fun.
Fall Quarter intramural sports included
soccer, flag football, volleyball, tennis,
racquetball, three-men basketball, and
one-on-one basketball. Many of the
sports are divided into different leagues
which allow students to compete against
those students of similar ability. There's
something for everyone, so come out for
intramurals and join the fun!
Chris Adair tries to score against a tough
opponent.
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Greg Gibbs is just a little too fast for his
opponents.
Christa Umbaugh looks for a good spot to throw
the ball.
The all-school beach ball volleyball tournament
was won by the off-campus team.
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Does that crazy Bee ever slow down?
A few not-so-reserved fans show their
spirit.
What is it about a Cedarville basketball
game that is so exciting? What is it that
makes even non-basketball fans so eager
to attend? There's only one answer: it's
that never-dying Yellow Jacket spirit! Of
course, the fans are a major part of all the
excitement, but the cheerleaders, pep
band, and our own Yellow Jacket mascot
provide that extra flair that puts Cedarville
basketball games in a class all their own.
This year's cheerleading squad had no
returning members from last season, but
they didn't let this factor intimidate them.
They practiced for hours in preparation
for the season; and when the time came,
they faithfully cheered and provided a
great deal of pep and excitement at each
game. Another lively group at the games
was the pep band led by Michael DiCuirci.
Anyone who played an instrument was
welcomed to play in the band in an infor-
mal atmosphere dedicated to boosting
spirit and having fun. Of course, one can't
forget the mascot, the "Bee." All of his
crazy antics without the slightest sign of
exhaustion or boredom were enough to
make the quietest fans laugh and cheer.
Thanks to the hard work and dedication
of a few, the cheerleaders, the pep band,
the Bee; and the participation and spirit
of many, the fans, Cedarville can enjoy a
basketball season filled with fun and ex-
citement.
SPIRIT
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Mr. DiCuirci's ever-popular pep band
Cheerleaders included Amy McDonald, Kathy
Reed, Kelly Scott, Brian Bates, Mark Murphy, Tim
Holman, and Laura Fyffe (captain).
"Jackets go-or'
Laura Fyffe smiles her enthusiasm.
What's a pep band without those saxophones?
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First row: Jim Riggs, Dave Richey, Todd Varvel,
Mark Combs, Matt Hickman,Todd Pennington,
Gary Harrison, Doug Loescher, Chris Reese
Second row: Coach Don Callan, Asst. Coach
Mark Kempton, Manager John Taylor, Jeff Tague,
Randal Jarrett, Brad Baird, Mike Minto, Dan
Olive, Frank Back, Dominic McKinley, Manager
Jerry Keller, and J. V. Coach Pete Reese.
BASKETBALL
Coaches, players, and fans alike began
the 1988 - 1989 men's basketall season
with at least some amount of uncertainty.
With only two experienced players return-
ing to the team's starting line-up, every-
one was probably a little nervous about
what the season held in store. As the
season progressed, the enthusiasm and
determination of the Yellow Jackets were
evident as they began to develop and
improve much more quickly than anyone
had anticipated. Cedarville finished the
season with a better-than-average record
of 22 wins and 12 losses and a second-
place rating in the NAIA District 22.
Coach Callan felt that this was "even bet-
ter than we could have anticipated with
such a young team." Gary Harrison, a
returning sophomore, led the team with
an average of 16.2 points per game as
well as being named to the All NAIA Dis-
trict 22 team and the Mid-Ohio Confer-
ence (MOC) second team. The second
returning starter, Chris Reese, made 88%
of his free throws and received honorable
mention in the MOC. One of several new
faces on the Cedarville team was 6'8"
Mike Minto, a junior transfer from Central
State University. He had 74 blocked shots
for the season and was named to the All
NAIA District 22 team and the MOC sec-
ond team. Freshman Dominic McKinley
Chris Reese looks for the open man.
contributed a high average of 8.2 re-
bounds per game and received honorable
mention in the MOC. Several other play-
ers contributed a great deal to the team
as well, proving that no single player can
carry the team alone. The ability of the
basketball team to work together and ex-
emplify teamwork made it an exciting
season with many rewards for everyone.
Mark Combs tries for three points.
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Frank Back up high for the basket.
GED OPP CED OPP
97 73 Wilmington 74 78 Walsh
101 70 Brock, ONT 87 74 Rio Grande
76 67 Geneva 84 97 Malone
87 82 Lake Erie 67 52 Bluffton
105 87 Oberlin 97 88 Urbana
65 62 Wilmington 87 67 Ohio
Dominican
67 72 Shawnee State 67 79 Tiffin
76 80 Malone 77 98 Georgetown,
KY
58 69 Findlay 118 89 Lake Erie
85 77 Central State 84 81 Wilmington
62 64 Georgetown, KY 92 69 Walsh
89 97 Carson-
Newman 77 71 Mt. Vernon
Naz.
84 81 Charleston, WV 79 95 Rio Grande
108 87 Dyke 86 84 Defiance
91 102 Urbana 87 72 Shawnee
State
102 60 Ohio
Dominican 87 99 Mt. Vernon
Naz.
76 64 Tiffin 93 79 Grace
85 87 Mt. Vernon Naz. 82 89 Mt. Vernon
Naz.
Another awesome slam by Michael Minto!
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Chris Freisen heads for the basket. Joy Fagan eyes her target.
WOMEN'S
BASKETBALL
Front row: Linda Bean, Chris Freisen, Jill Blankenship, Lynn Strickland, Tami Mascari, Gina Ray, Joy Fagan,
Diane Rank, Shelly Smith; Back row: Coach Bob Fires, Surena Evans, Sherry Neal, Kathy Martin, Mayna
Bragdon. Dawn Phillips, Andrea Doctor, and Terri Webster
Undoubtedly, the Lady Jackets fin-
ished with their best season ever! New
records were set both as a team and as
individuals. Not only was this a great sea-
son in terms of the victories but also be-
cause the team experienced close unity
and strong friendship among the players
like they had never seen before. As
Coach Bob Fires puts it, "This was a
dream year. The way we played and the
way we enjoyed each other will always be
a blessing." After a very tough season
just two years ago, this was definitely a
"dream year!" In the NCCAA district
championship game, Cedarville faced
Taylor University, who had beaten Cedar-
ville the previous year in the same situa-
tion. In a very close and exciting game,
Cedarville defeated Taylor, giving Cedar-
ville the championship title and a trip to
Tennessee for the NCCAA national tour-
ney.
The Lady Jackets put forth their best
)ffort and were able to place second in
he nation in the NCCAA! Seniors Chris
rreisen and Joy Fagan both had reward-
ng seasons. Scoring a total of 509 points,
.;hris became the second all-time leading
;corer for Cedarville as well as being
lamed to the first team in all-conference,
ill-district NAIA, and all-district NCCAA
Ind to the NCCAA national all-tourney
eam. Chris also received the honor of
JCCAA Academic All American. Joy Fa-
]an led the team in assists and was
'lamed to the second team in all confer-
mce, the NCCAA national all-tourney
eam, and the Concordia Classic all-tour-
ley team. Lynn Strickland also received
>everal honors including first team in all-
iistrict NAIA and the Concordia Classic
ill-tourney team.
Lynn Strickland moves past the opposition.
CEO OPP CEO OFF
79 74 Transylvania 62 52 Tiffin
77 71 Wooster 81 66 Thomas More
62 70 Taylor 70 81 Bluffton
72 48 Concordia, NY 6066 Findlay
68 46 Concordia, MI 75 61 Urbana
65 69 Mt. St. Joseph 76 66 Defiance
83 56 Kenyon 69 71 Wilmington
64 76 WV Wesleyan 83 56 Tiffin
86 50 Thomas More 72 57 IN Wesleyan
65 54 Urbana 74 69 Huntington
82 56 Bluffton 6362 Taylor
62 58 Findlay 57 75 Defiance
35 51 Defiance 88 58 Houghton
69 57 Wilmington 67 66 Lee
54 78 Shawnee State 78 87 King
Tami Mascari jumps up for the shot!
Sport: 17
The Cedarville wrestling season began
in October with much uncertainty about
what was to come. Many of this year's
wrestlers were new; only 3 returned from
last year. Not only did the team have
many new wrestlers, but also they had a
new coach: Mr. Alan Bennett. Through-
out the season, the verse Mark 10:45 be-
came representative of the attitude
Coach Bennett and the wrestling team
wanted to develop--servanthood. With
many injuries and illnesses, the team nev-
er had all ten players at one meet. In fact,
at one meet Cedarville participated with
only three wrestlers. With this handicap
the team saw the most overall improve-
ment on an individual, rather than team,
level. Dale Kime and Brian Phipps each
received first place in their weight class in
the NCCAA district championship, and
Russ Kime received second place. In the
NAIA Area 7, Dale Kime placed third and
Brian Phipps placed second. As stated by
the manager, Tim Holmes, "As we look
back on the season, we see how we grew
closer to one another and to God." With
all the experiences and accomplishments
on which the team has to build from this
season, Coach Bennett along with the
rest of the team, is looking forward to a
great season next year.
Cedarville puts some pretty heavy pressure on the opposition!
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In deep concentration, Dale Kime gets set to face the challenge.
With what appears to be ease, Eric Johnson pins his opponent.
WRESTLING
CED OPP
10 38 Dayton
8 44 Muskingum
6 45 West Liberty State
22 32 Findlay
12 39 Indianapolis
15 40 Urbana
0 53 Case Western Reserve
18 33 Wilmington
12 42 Wittenberg
6 50 West Liberty State
30 22 Urbana
Front row: Mark McMurtry, Dan Weaver, Eric
Johnson, Dale Kime; Back row: Coach Alan
Bennett, Todd Smiley, Ralph Deshetsky, Brian
Phipps, John Fountain, Russ Kime, and Manager
Tim Holmes
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--the man behind the scenes
Mark Mathews
There is "something for everyone
because everybody needs some-
thing." This is the motto Mark Math-
ews uses for his extensive line up of
recreational activities. Mark strongly
feels that anyone should be able to
participate regardless of his or her ath-
letic ability. With this in mind, he has
organized a variety of activities reach-
ing from non-competitive to competi-
tive, from one-time-only to several
times a week, and from lowest to high-
est skill level. Although many in the
college family take advantage of Ce-
darville's exceptional intramural sports
program, few are aware of the vast
amount of planning and organizing
that goes on behind the scenes in the
Campus Activities Office. As Director
of Recreational Activities, Mark is not
only in charge of the planning, organiz-
ing, and administration of intramurals,
The winter intramural program provides
a much-needed stress release for many
students. During the winter months, it is
very easy to get in the habit of vegetating
in the dorm room every evening and giv-
ing up on all of those big exercise plans
because it is "much too cold" to do any-
thing outside. To solve this problem, there
is a long line-up of organized activities
that can be enjoyed indoors in the Athlet-
ic Center. A few of these activities include
basketball, indoor soccer, racquetball,
and bowling. Students can join any of
several teams which play throughout the
quarter.
but also he is in charge of the many
special events such as beachball vol-
leyball, class clash, residence hall
week, "The Beach" party, and many
other events throughout the year. His
responsibilities also include selection
and training of officials and the publici-
ty and promotion of all of these pro-
grams. Mark has been employed as
Director of Recreational Activities for
five years which followed his two years
as Cedarville's baseball coach. A 1982
graduate of Cedarville, Mark has his
teaching degree in Physical Education
and will finish his masters in Sports
Management this summer at Ohio Uni-
versity. As of now, the future is open
for Mark. He likes Cedarville and en-
joys his job--especially the variety it
offers!--but he is leaving his future
open to the Lord's leading.
INTRAMURALS
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Tournaments at the end of the quarter
determine the champions, and members
of these teams receive free t-shirts. One
activity which is popular all year long is
the aerobics program coordinated this
year by Lisa Bryant. Many students come
to the athletic center in the evenings to
take advantage of the hour-long workout.
The aerobics program is not set up as a
class, so there is no required attendance;
it is simply open to anyone.
Dave Anderson fights for position.
Nothing will get past Bruce Martin in this indoor
soccer game!
Michelle Brooker and Kendra Williams warm up for a Some appear more enthusiastic than others about
fast-paced aerobic workout, this game.
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The men's tennis team finished the
most exciting, most rewarding, and most
successful season in the history of Cedar-
ville tennis this year! For the 19th time in
the past 21 years, Cedarville earned the
NAIA distirct championship--but they
didn't stop there. They made the trip to
Kansas City for the NAIA Nationals and
finished better than any other Cedarville
team has in the past. They placed 8th in
the nation, and each varsity level team
member including Jeff Kohl, Steve Lesko,
Dino Tsibouris, Bruce Taranger, P. J.
Kitchen, and Steve Brumbaugh received
all-district honors. Also receiving honors
was Coach Murdoch who, for the 19th
time, was named "Coach of the Year."
Junior Dino Tsibouris says of this season,
"Our 88-89 season was where we saw
the fruit of two years of personal growth.
The team attitude was always competi-
tive, but this year we emphasized encour-
aging each other to perform our best. We
took opportunities to witness to other
players, to encourage each other, and to
study the Word with each other. This not
only brought our best season as a team
but also was our most enjoyable."
Steve Lesko makes a skillful return.
CEO OPP CED OPP
9 0 Franklin 9 0 Defiance
7 1 IUPUI 6 0 U. of Dayton
9 0 Huntington 8 1 Asbury
8 1 Thomas More 9 0 Otterbein
9 0 Butler Univ 3 6 E. Michigan
7 2 Bellarmlne 9 0 Walsh
3 6 Ferris St. Univ 9 0 Mt. Vernon
8 1 Eastern Kent Univ 6 3 U. of Toledo
8 1 Univ of Detroit 6 0 Earlham
8 1 Bluffton 6 0 Wright State
6 3 Malone 9 0 Hanover
3 6 U. of Cincinnati 9 0 Wittenberg
9 0 Findlay 8 1 Thomas More
First row: John Kelley, Gary Hoag, Scott Poling, Mark Murdoch, Dino Tsibouris, Spencer
Shaffer; second row: Steve Lesko, P. J. Kitchen, Steve Brumbaugh, Bruce Taranger, Jeff
Kohl, and Coach Murdoch.
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Stephanie Swift gracefully returns the ball.
Dino Tsibouris charges the net to make an
unexpected return.
CED OPP
9 0 Capital University
0 9 Wright State University
9 0 Wilmington College
1 8 Wittenberg University
6 3 Findlay College
9 0 Malone College
6 3 Findlay College
6 3 Ohio Northern University
9 0 Mt. Vernon Nazarene
6 3 Walsh College
First row: Amy Royer, Elaine Stroup; second row:
Julie Swift, Heidi Laub, JaneII Kelley, Stephanie
Swift; third row: Assistant Coach Eleanor Taylor,
Raquel Gorman, Manager Cathy Anderson,
Wendy Wigent, Becky Tucker, and Coach Pam
Diehl.
JaneII Kelley taps one over the net.
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Pre-season Bible studies and late-night
practices at Dayton Indoor Tennis Club
helped to prepare us both spiritually and
physically for our best season record of 8-
2. We made our way through an unusually
cold and wet season with high hopes of
winning the NAIA District 22 tournament.
God saw fit, however, to allow us to learn
through a tie-breaker loss to Walsh Col-
lege. This was a disappointing end to a
tremendous season. If I had to describe
this year's team in one word, it would be
"unity." There was a unity of spirit as we
lovingly encouraged each other even after
losing a tough match and a unity of pur-
pose as we sought to glorify God through
tennis. I have watched the team through
tremendous wins and disappointing
losses over the past four years as manag-
er. I have also watched Dr. Diehl and her
philosophy of the sport. Winning is her
desire for the team, but it is not her goal.
Her goal, rather, is that we glorify God
with the talents and abilities He has given
us.
-- Cathy Anderson, manager
Class of '89
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Philippians 4:13 took on a new mean-
ing for the Cedarville runners. With the
cold and wet weather, there were many
times that team members did not feel too
excited about running in an outdoor track
meet. This team, however, claimed this
promise for provided strength, and they
continued to go after their goals and to
keep from becoming discouraged. From
the men's track team, Eric Fillinger and
J.P. Dawes went to the NAIA national
meet, and both did very well. Eric placed
4th in the 10,000 meter, and J.P. placed
8th in the marathon. Eric also received all-
American status in the NAIA. In the
NCCAA, Eric Fillinger and Dave Weber
were all-American and Dave was the na-
tional champion in the 200 meter dash.
Shaun Hannay puts every ounce of strength into
the javelin throw.
Andy Schwaderer looks out for the water below.
First row: Dave Reid, Jeff Bolender; second row: Steve McGinnis, Alan Ashley, Kari Clark, Gina Ray, Mindy
Schwaderer, Tammy Harvey, Brenda Paulhamus, Denise Morris, Shannon Hill, J.P. Dawes, manager Penny
Stackhouse; third row: Dave Dykema, John Stagg, Tracy Sprague, Linda Rice, Donyal Carter, Jayneen
Gantz, Dana Daniels, Lynn Strickland, Eric Fillinger, manager Kim Harbaugh; fourth row: Shaun Hannay,
Peter Casaletto, Kris Williams, Dave Weber, Allen McElroy, Corey Woods, Andy Schwaderer, Bob Wilkinson,
Matt Moser, and Coach King. Dave Reid sprints ahead in an indoor track meet.
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TRACK
Tammy Harvey leads the way!
With few inches to spare, Lynn Strickland makes
her way over the high jump.
Winning the Western Buckeye Colle-
giate Conference was a highlight of the
women's track season. The Lady Jackets
gave their best effort throughout the en-
tire season, and their diligence paid off
when they won this victory. Three run-
ners, Lynn Strickland, Brenda Paulha-
mus, and Tammy Harvey, had especially
good seasons and qualified for the NAIA
national meet. In the NCCAA, Lynn
Strickland was named all-American. Ac-
cording to Coach King, one of the
strengths of the 1989 track team was that
they kept athletics in the proper perspec-
tive; and with their many accomplish-
ments, this was a good goal for which to
strive.
Women's Record
Findlay Invitational 3rd out of 9
Heidelberg Invitational 2nd out of 7
All-Ohio Meet 6th out of 9
Western Buckeye
Collegiate Conf. 1st out of 5
NAIA District 22 3rd out of 10
NCCAA Nationals 6th out of 15
Men's Record
Findlay Invitational
Mid-Ohio Conference
All-Ohio Meet
NAIA District 22
NCCAA Nationals
NAIA Nationals
2nd out of 9
4th out of 5
11th out of 14
3rd out of 10
5th out of 17
38th out of 66
Donyel Carter focuses all her energy on the race
before her.
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The baseball team was under the new
leadership of Pete Reese this season.
Reese has spent the last 23 years on the
west coast at Los Angeles Baptist Col-
lege and the Master's College. With 9
players returning from the last year, the
Yellow Jackets saw many improvements.
Shane Hardy, the team captain, had an-
other great season as a hitter with the
highest batting average of .382 and as a
pitcher with an earned run average of
2.87. Shane was also named to the
NCCAA all-conference team. With the
majority of the players returning next
year, Cedarville will provide some pretty
stiff competition.
A Cedarville slugger lets loose on the ball.
Todd Clemens gets set for a grounder.
First row: manager Dennis Popp, manager Dan Meeder, Dave Hyde, John Yoder, Rod Haseltine, Shane
Hardy, Ed Russell, Eric Ghere, Jeff Kendra, Adam Winters, Steve Young; Second row: Todd Clemens, David
Doyle, Dave Carrick, Greg Regier, Luis Cruz, Matt Heidorn, Gary Dankworth, Craig Sand, Doug Ward,
Coach Pete Reese, and Asst. Coach Dave Cremean.
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BASEBALL
A Cedarville fielder dives to
make the catch.
Adam Winters winds up for a fast pitch.
CED OPP CED OPP
1 2 Dayton 4 2 Urbana
6 5 Dayton 1 3 Urbana
9 3 Grace 1 8 Wittenberg
4 2 Grace 8 7 Wittenberg
0 3 Wilmington 0 9 Ohio Dominican
9 2 Wilmington 3 4 Ohio Dominican
7 0 Earlham 3 7 Ind. Wesleyan
16 2 Earlham 7 5 Grace
3 5 Rio Grande 15 13 Huntington
0 8 Rio Grande 4 19 Mt. Vernon Naz.
5 10 Tiffin 0 10 Defiance
2 5 Tiffin 2 1 Defiance
0 2 Malone 3 10 Walsh
12 3 Malone 6 0 Walsh
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The women's softball team may not
have had a winning season according to
the season record, but ask any team
member and she will give a very different
opinion. There were several highlights
during the '88-89 season that made this
season great. Early in the season, two
new pitching records were set by Chris
Jackson and Kristi Culp. In one game,
Chris pitched 13 strikeouts, and on the
next day, Kristi pitched the second no-
hitter in Cedarville history! Then, to end
the season, Cedarville placed second in
the conference tournament after defeat-
ing higher-ranked Findlay. For many of
the team members, this was a year to
learn and grow. The Lady Jackets were a
young team with seven players returning.
Three of these were seniors who each had
a fantastic season. Rebecca Clifford fin-
ished the year scoring a team-high 18
runs and was named to the all-confer-
ence team along with Kristi Lough. Kristi
also had the highest batting average of
.319. Not only did several individuals have
especially good seasons, but also the
team had a special season because of
their closeness. Unity was definitely a key
to making this season a success.
Rebecca Clifford swings hard for another hit.
First row: Rebecca Clifford, Surena Evans, Diane
Davison, Kristi Lough; second row: Sara Norder,
Sherri Neal, Chris Jackson, Sandy Fletcher,
Sharyn Norder; third row: manager Sue Baldis,
Dawn Smith, Kristi Culp, Diane Rank, Chris
Friesen, and Linda Bean
CED OPP CED OPP
6 7 Grace 0 11 Mt. Vernon
2 9 Grace 3 4 Mt. Vernon
1 11 Huntington 15 8 Mt. St. Joseph
2 10 Huntington 1 4 Mt. St. Joseph
12 2 Urbana 4 3 Capital
5 7 Wilmington 4 1 Capital
7 4 Wilmington 7 13 Shawnee State
7 3 Bluffton 3 4 Shawnee State
3 4 Bluffton 4 0 Tiffin
7 4 Tiffin 2 1 Findlay
6 1 Tiffin 0 6 Wilmington
3 0 Defiance 2 1 Defiance
8 2 Defiance 2 4 Wilmington
SOFTBALL
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UATHLETIC TRAINERS
First row: Kim Dietrich, Becca Clifford, Kevin Bloomfield; second row: Evan Hellwig, Kim Bradley, and
Doug Roberts
Athletic trainers are responsible for the health of our varsity athletes. Their
purpose is to prevent injuries from happening and when an injury does occur, to
help with the rehabilitation of that injury. The students in this program have a
minor in athletic training and plan to pursue a career in that field.
Kim Bradley, the team athletic trainer, busily
keeps the stats.
Kristi Culp tries for another no-hitter.
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Dan Schearer lines it up before he swings.
Todd Pennington sets up to tee off.
Glenville State Invitational 10th out of 19
Cedarville Invitational 6th out of 14
Tiffin Invitational 8th out of 12
Bluffton College Invitational 3rd out of 7
Capital City Classic 12th out of 19
Wilmington and Bluffton 1st out of 3
Clark State Invitational 2nd out of 11
Sinclair C. C. and Miami Univ. 1st out of 3
Walsh College Invitational 4th out of 6
Malone Invitational 9th out of 19
NAIA District 22 Tournament 4th out of 11
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Coach Monroe helps a puzzled golfer.
GOLF
With a small amount of experience but
a great deal of talent and determination,
the Yellow Jackets proved they could
hold their own in district 22 play. The
majority of the varsity players were
young, and the seson began with some
inconsistency; however, the players soon
"developed into a competitive and con-
sistent team" according to the coach, Dr.
Allen Monroe. Two sophomores, Dan
Schearer and Ryan Bowen, led the team
with overall stroke averages of 80 and
80.9, respectively. In the final district tour-
nament, Cedarville placed 4th out of 11
teams.
John Kohlmeyer lines up his ball before he tees
off.
First row: Mark Reehl, Dan Schearer, Todd
Roberts; second row: Greg Sever, Ryan Bowen,
Todd Pennington, Jim Ringer, and Coach Allen
Monroe.
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Spring quarter at Cedarville is filled with
exciting events and activities, but there is
one event that tops all others--OOZE-
BALL! What a fitting name for this popu-
lar volleyball game (played in the mud, of
course!) Oozeball was one of several ac-
tivities that took place during Residence
Hall Week toward the end of the quarter.
This week, planned by Mark Mathews,
consisted of activities in which the entire
campus could participate. Another fun
event was "Battle for the Sahara," a
campus-wide capture the flag game end-
ing with a huge water fight.
The weather was a little chilly for this fan.
Some were willing to get a little muddy. .
. .and some weren't!
Along with Residence Hall Week, there
is a full quarter of other activities in which
anyone can participate. Intramural sports
in the spring include softball, basketball,
volleyball, bowling, golf, aerobics, and the
very popular walleyball, which is similar to
volleyball but is played in a raquetball
court. All of these activities are open to
anyone, and most activities are divided
into A-league and B-league so that stu-
dents can play with those of similar skill
level. With such an extensive line-up, no
one has an excuse not to get involved.
Let's see some smiles--it's not raining!
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Covered with mud, Troy Hahn jumps for a hit.
Misti Gerwolds eyes her next target.
INTRAMURALS
Jodi Jensen turns around to make a play in an
exciting walleyball game.
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Underclass 175
JUNIORS
Acker, Karen L.
Adams, Eric
Aldrich, Courtenay
Alexander,
Margaret
Averitt, Steve
Bailey, Kim R.
Balaicuis, Robert
Barch, Kim
Barenscheer,
LeAnn
Barnes, Brett
Batey, Becky
Bavec, Kathy
Beaman, Katie
Belmont, Kirk
Bennett, Angie
Bergen, Lisa
Berner, Melissa
Beschler, Angela
Bethel, Melissa
Bidlen, Andrew
Bird, Julie
Bishop, Mark
Blackburn, Mara
Bobbett, Nathan
Bolender, Jeff
Bowers, Lynn
Bowman Jr., Glen
Bradway, Susan
Bragg, Mike
Brandt, Jennifer
Breederland, Beth
Brendle, Brent
Bresson, Penni
Brian, James
Brocious, Mindy
Brovont, Lori
Brown, Mark
Brown, Shelia
Browning, Shelby
Bruce, Amy
Brumbaugh, Steve
Buchanan, Dave
Bumgardner,
Michelle
Burns, Melanie
Burtis, Jody
Cahoon, Victoir
Calkins, Tina
Campbell, Joel L.
Campbell, Karen
Carlyss, Michele
Carroll, Tom
Carter, Teresa
Chamberlin, Carl
Chitwood, Susan
Chon, Jennifer
Clemmer, Gary
DREAMS OF PHY
First runner in Cedarville's his-
tory to be named an all-American
for two years of his college ca-
reer, Eric Fillinger has his ultimate
dream set on the 1992 or 1996
Olympics. He is a junior chemis-
try/pre-med major and believes
that everything he does now at
Cedarville is preparing him for
competition after college. Eric's
rigid training schedule pushes
him to 70-80 miles of running
each week. Not only is he com-
mended for his hard work but
also for his Christian attitude to-
ward his opponents. Eric is a
model example of Cedarville's
pursuit in motivation and
diligence.
Clifford, Rebecca
Cline, Curtis
Coffey, Melissa
Coleman, Monica
Conger, Elizabeth
Conner, David
Constable,
Elizabeth
Cox, Kimberly
Cruz, Phil
Curry, Cindy
Curtis, Robert
Czyzyk, Jeff
Dalton, Michelle
Daniels, Lori
Davis, Mike
Deetz, Scott
Derks, Tim
Detrick, Tamera
Diem, Donna
Dillard, Twana
Dillon, Melody
Dillon, Paul
Drew, Christine
Drobinski, Beth
Ebner, Kim
Ehren, Becky
Elliott, Debbie
Ellis, Janet
Erneston, Jeanie
Eshleman, Quentin
Faulkner, Mario
Feliciano, Mike
Feliciano, Valerie
Fillinger, Eric
Filter, Doug
Finch, Stacey
Fink, Jennifer
Fischer, Tim
Fletcher, Cheryl
Floyd, Darcey
Fowler, Heather
Francisco, Gail
Funk, Steve
Gall, Cyndi
Galvin, James
Garrigan, Linda
Gathany, Todd
Geiss, Kevin
Gerakins, James
Gerdes,Sherri
Gibbs, George
Gibbs, Greg
Gonzalez, Jamie
Gonzalez, Paolo
Graham, Robyn
Green, Jean
Greulach, Deb
Griffith, Michele
Grose, Beth
Guy, Dana
Hahnenstein, Kim
Hancock, Donna
Hannay, Shaun
Hanson, Kathy
Harrison, Michael
Haseltine, Rodman
Haskell, Jonathan
Hawkins, Raiceon
Hayes, Bryan
Hayes, Diane
Hayes, Henry
Hays, David
Dr. Dixon and Tim
Lewis back the
jackets.
Helmick, Shannon
Hess, Julie
Hess, Shawn
Hicks, Dawn
Hile, Bobby J.
Hill, Rebecca
Hitchcock, Sandra
Hoag, Gary
Hobaugh, Greg
Hoecke, David
Hoff, Dwayne
Holley, Lisa
Holt, David
Holtz, Carol
Hooley, Dawn
Hottle, Chris
Howells, Kevin
Huested, Angie
Hunt, Esther
Hutchison, Jody
Hyde, Tara
Ingalls, Deborah
Isaacson, Toni
Javis, Joy
Jester, Dan
Johnson, Julie
Johnson, Loren
Jordan, Jamie
Kain, Daniel
Keens, Dionne
Kelley, John
Kendrick, Kerry
Kersten, Lisa
Kime, Dale
King, Darrin
King, Sheryl
Kinsey, Valerie
Koch, Robert
Kohl, Jeff
Koontz, Gary
Kostura, Linda
Lacy, Beth Ann
Larkin, Sheri
These men salute
the new school
year.
Lash, Kimberly
Laub, Heidi
Lawrence, Janet
LeCroix, Patti
Lehe, David
Lemponen, Shelly
Lesko, Steve
Lethbridge, Timothy
Lethco, Tina
Lewis, Tracey
Lichty, Danna
Liming, Thomas
Low, Kathleen
Lowe, Char
Lowing, Tim
Lyle, Bob
Mackereth, Buff ie
Mackey, Rick
Maiers, Julie
Margiotta, Guy
Martin, Melissa
Mayers, Steve
McEwen, David
McFadden, Tom
McGuire, Dwight
Mercaldo, Lori
Merkh, Nancy
Mesnard, Bryan
Meyer, Roger
Miller, Ann
Miller, Bonnie
Miller, Wendy
Minto, Mike
Miskimen, Tim
Mleziva, Dan
Montford, Brenda
Moody, Heather
Moody, Melynda
Going for a swim?
Moody, Sally Jo
Moore, Doug
Moot, William
.•.•. .•.•.....•.....
Morgan, Rick
Morgan, William
Morris, Douglas
Morse, Paul
Morton, Jeff
Moser, Yolonda
Moyer, Donna
Myers, Ruth
Nash, Sue
Nicholson, Ann
Nocella, Larry
Northrup, Joel
Nunn, Leah
O'Brien, Liz
Optiz, Michele
Orser, Thomas
Orth, Susette
Orton, Rebecca
Oster, Ken
Oswald, Pam
Owens, Lisa
Parr, Gloria
Paxton, Barbara
Perkins, Roderick
Peters, Annette
Phillips, Vicki
Phipps, Greg
Piper, Mark
Poling, Scott
Pontius, Kathryn
Poppenhagen, Gina
Posey, Jill
Powers, Ann
Price, Mary H.
Priddy, Duane
Prill, Alvin
Prince, Beth
Pritts, Lei Lani
Rambow, Dan
Ream, Julie
DREAMS OF FAMILY
Reehl, Mark
Reeves, Molly
Reid, Dave
Reiter, Jeff
Rice, Lynette
Rice, Philip
Rinehart, Fred
Rinehart, TeKerro
Whether or not the students admit it, mar-
riage is a dream that comes to all of their
minds. Classes, seminars, and counselling
are provided for those who are already mak-
ing plans. "Pictionary" in the Science Cen-
ter, a picnic around the lake, or even a
luncheon at Chuck's cafeteria may be where
it all begins. Not everyone will leave here
engaged, but everyone will have the oppor-
tunity to develop godly traits and have social
interaction that will benefit them as they pur-
sue their future families.
Rizor, Sonja
Roark, Karen
Robenolt, Amy
Rober, Christine
Robinson, Debbie
Robison, Teresa
Rodebaugh, Lisa
Rogers, Lori
Rogge, Lisa
Ruble, Cheryl
Rum berger, David
Rusnell, Carol
Kim Eimers
becomes a Phipps-
Heaton body guard.
Rutt, Daryl
Ryan, David
Ryan, Tim
Sallee, Mark
Sand, Ray
Sauder, Kim
Savard, Paul
Savard, Peter
Schafer, Bonnie
Schwartz, Sandy
Scowcroft, Jill
Sechrist, Linda
Seibel, David
Senay, Sharon
Severance, Steve
Shagena, Dawn
Shaw, Cary
Short, Ronda
Simpson, Keith
Smiley, Todd
Smith, Brian
Smith, Dawn M.
Smith, Jack
Smith, Rebecca
Smith, Rebecca L.
Smith, Steven
Snook, Michelle
Snyder, Ferrol
Spangler, Shaun
Statler, Stephen
Stauffer, James
Stauffer, Janet
Stilwell, Kim
St. John, Jill
Stroup, Elaine
Stutzman, Treva
Swartz, JoeIle
Tarbell, Clay
Dino Tsibouris
cruises the 'Ville.
Taylor, Brenda
Taylor, Jonathan
Taylor, Melinda
Taylor, Tami
Terkelsen, Sandra
Thomas, Dotty
Tilla, Sara
Titus, Julie
Tuttle, Joseph
Ulmer, David
Umbaugh, Christa
Underwood, Cary
Unger, Andrea
Upchurch, Byron
Upchurch, Shari
Urban, John
Vanderwest, Valerie
Van Dommelen,
Sharon
Van Eaton, Susan
Vickman, Kenneth
Wakefield, Kim
Walborn, Jonathan
Wallace, Neal
Warden, Jacquelyn
Warman, Joy
Warren, Cheryl
Washburn, Steven
Watkins, Daniel
Weaver, Bradley
Webber, Kathleen
Weld, Dana
Wells, Carol
Weiner, Katie
Wemett, Tracy
West, Brenda
White, James
Widder, Wendy
Williams, Beth E.
Williams, Brent
Williams, Casey
Williams, Susan
Willis, Linda
Wilson, Derek
Wilson, Jodi
Wilson, Julie
Wilson, Teresa
Wisdom, Kim
Witt, Patti
Womack, Marcia
Wood, Mike
Wyand, David
Everyone loves CZ!
Yant, Kara
Yates, Laurel
Yonke, Patrick
Young, Karen
Young, Timothy J.
Yuen, Ruth
Zippe, Cheryl
Zorn, Debbie
...
SOPHOMORES
Abbott, Julie
Adair, Chris
Adsit, Kippy
Ager, Rachel
Ames, Denise
Anderson, David
Anderson, Lisa
Anderson, Todd
Ashley, Alan
Back, Frank
Bailey, Todd
Baird, Bradley
Barghorn, William
Barnhart, Susie
Baxter, LaDonna
Beach, Jonathan
Bean, Linda
Bell, Kenneth
Bendt, Michelle
Benefiel, Matt
Bergen, Cynthia
Berry, Larissa
Biddinger, Mark
Bingham, Melissa
Birch, Tim
Blenis, Robert
Bloomfield, Kevin
Boatner, Jennifer
Boice, Wendy
Bolden, Wendy
Bolet, Monica
Bowen, Ryan
Bower, Brent
Bowling, Julie
Bradds, Mendy
Bradley, Kim
Bragg, Tyler
Breuler, Jim
Breuler, Marjorie
Brewer, John
Brian, Miriam
Britsch, Julie
Brock, Brian
Brown, Jamie
Browning, John
Bruckner, Daniel
Burhoe, Karen
Burkholder, Jennifer
Burkley, Dave
Butcher, Paul
Butgereit, David
Cadle, Neil
Carr, Curtis
Carter, Maria
Carter, Tim
Chamberlain, Carol
Chase, Margaret
Clapper, Scott
Clark, Chrisa
Clark, Kari
Clemens, Todd
Colton, Ken
Commons, Cindy
Cook, Andrew
Cook, Gwendolyn
Cooper, Amy
Cooper, Gary
Copeland, Elizabeth
Corner, Kim
Costley, Mark
Crampton, Lisa
Creekmor, John
Crum, April
Cummings, Michele
Davidson, Dwight
Jim Houser helps in
"Getting started
'88."
Davidson, Janet
Davis, S. Brent
Davis, Sandra
Deckard, Troy
DeMint, Lori
Dempsey, Christina
DeYoung, Beth
Diller, Alicia
Dirr, Anthony
Doctor, Andrea
Donmoyer, Deborah
Doud, Michelle
Dowden, Kurt
Downing, Brent
Drury, Patrick
Duda, Kathy
Duhaime, Kathy
Duncan, Darren
Dykema, David
Echlin, Tamara
Eden, Dawn
Ehrman, Carol
Emigh, Peter
Englemann, Teresa
Engstrom, Kristin
Erlandson, Tim
Ernst, Jill
Fath, David
Fausnight, Tammy
Felt, Timothy
Fenimore, Laura
Fetterman, Kathy
Fleenor, Robin
Fletcher, Richard
Foster, James E.
Fox, Rhonda
Frenkiel, Cynthia
Frisbie, Carolyn
Fuller, Dennis
Fultz, Donald
OPH
Fyffe, Laura
Gagnebin, Linda
Gaines, Brian
Gallup, Michele
Gardiner, Scott
Gates, Donna
Gauer, Eric
George, Julie
Gerber, Heidi
Gerwolds, Misti
Graham, Coy
Greene, Tamara
Gromko, Christina
Gross, Annora
Hague, Andrea
Hagy, Charles
Hall, Susan
Halsey, Tamarah
Halsted, Jeffrey
Halverson, Randal
Harker, Kim
Harris, Shelley
Harty, Melanie
Hartzell, Neil
Hashberger, Kristi
Hayden, Dan
Heller, Chris
Helmuth, Joanie
Henry, Travis
Herr, Quentin
Hess, Steven
Hetherington, Scott
Hicks, Sean
Hill, Krista
Hinnergardt, David
Hobbs, Karen
REAMS OF SERVICE
Fulfilling the God-given role of servant-
hood is a dream worth pursuing whatever
the cost. Susan Bradway is finding this out
as she prepares to become a volunteer reg-
istered nurse. With the need of nurses and
the hospitals that are willing to pay, why
volunteer? To become the nurse she hopes
to be, volunteering is necessary. Susan
wants to meet not only the physical needs of
her patients but also the social needs of her
patients (particularly the elderly). Her satis-
faction lies in talking with them and being
readily available to them. Susan has a
unique calling, but it is one that exemplifies
true servanthood.
Holbrook, Melody
Holder, James
Holmes, Tim
Hoover, Don
Houck, Amy
Houser, Jim
Hudnall, Todd
Hughes, Greg
Hurlburt, David
Hyens, June
Illian, Crista
Inskeep, Staci
.•.•........•.•.......•.•..
Jackson, Christina
Jacobs, Jill
James, Reba
Jenks, Jonathan
Jennings, Scott
Jensen, Jodi
Johnson, Carla
Johnson, Eric F.
Johnson, Eric W.
Joiner, Jeff
Kadlecik, Kim
Kaufman, Trent
Keefer, Rob
Keller, Mark
Kelley, Jane!!
Kendra, Jeff
Kennedy, Kelleen
Kennedy, Rochelle
Kenyon, Julie
Kester, Dan
Kimble, Jerald
Kinne, Beth
Kitchen, Paul
Koenig, Mike
Kohlmeyer, David
Krater, Brad
Krimmer, Julie
Kurtz, Greg
Kurtz, Julie
Kuster, Karen
Lach, Jodi
Lancenese, Brian
Largent, Raquel
Latham, Rodney
Leach, Tammy
Leney, Jennifer
Leonard, Debby
Leshan, Jacquie
Levacy, Amy
Lewis, Timothy
Lough, Kristy
Love, Evette
Lund, Leann
Lykins, Bryan
Lynxwiler, Jeff
Lytle, Scott
Mackenzie, Heidi
Madding, Dawn
Mahon, Todd
Maiers, Julie
Maners, Michelle
Mankis, Stacey
Marks, Lisa
Marsh, Kelly
These good friends
enjoy their evening
at the AC.
Martin, Michael
Mason, Joe
Mathis, Chris
Maxson, Dan
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McArthur, Dan
McCreary, Jennifer
McDonald, Rebecca
McFadden, Michelle
McGraw, Elisa
McGuffey, Joseph
McKinley, Jamia
McMurtry, Mark
McNabney, Lara
Meeder, Dan
Meeker, Chad
Events at Cedarville
draw many
spectators.
Meng, Melinda
Meyer, Heather
Meyer, Jeff
Michael, Christine
Morrell, Mia
Motl, Melissa
Mulder, Elizabeth
Muller, Stacy
Munger, David
Murdoch, Mark
Murphy, Michelle
Murphy, Steve
Myers, Amanda
Myers, Carl
Neal, Sherry
Neiser, Amy
Nelson, Bev
Nelson, Penny
Neubert, Tim
Niccum, Trisha
Nitengale, Jeff
Nuciglio, Lisa
Osterhout, Dan
Oswald, Randy
Ottaway, Janna
Otten, Allan
Pack, Teresa
Pagnard, Charles
Pardi, Bill
Patrick, Jeanne
Pennington, Todd
Perelka, Greg
Perrigo, Matt
Petersen, Kim
Petruna, Matt
Phillips, Dawn
Pickering, Seth
PieII, Kim
Pierce, Kimberley
Pierson, Doug
Plunkitt, Mary Beth
Polsdorfer, Debbie
Powelson, Kimberly
Powers, Tracy
Quinn, Carrie
Rains, Kevin
Ratcliff, Rod
Ray, Gina Maria
Reed, Dan
Reese, Dan
Regenold, Barry
Reichert, Paul
Richey, David
Riedman, Penny
RineIla, Lisa
Rising, Lyndell
Robinson, Lynn
Rockenbaugh,
Theresa
Rockey, Kate
Rogers, Mike
Rogers, Susan
Rook, Catherine
Roop, Cliff
Rose, Jeanne
Rose, Nancy
Ross, Steve
Rubin, Tim
Russell, Mark
Sainato, Jennifer
Saucier, Joan
Schaffner, Ron
Schearer, Dan
Schill, Karen
Schmitke, Randy
Schulz, Dwight
Sechrist, Todd
Seidel, Cahn
Seljan, Kimberly
Semonian, Robin
Shade, Jeniffer
Shaull, Suzanne
Sheen, Tabitha
Sherrick, Barry
Sipe, Marcy
Sliglend, Lori
Smith, Elizabeth
Smith, Ellen
Smith, Janine
Snider, Daniel
Stagg, Jonathan
Stanchi, Christina
Stanton, Mark
Starr, Traci
Slayton, Jerry
DREAMS OF A CAREER
The practicality, experi-
ence, and Christian perspec-
tive of Cedarville's faculty pre-
pares junior Shaun Hannay for
his dream. With a major in ac-
counting and finance he hopes
to work for his family's busi-
ness in Westerlo, New York.
Shaun hopes to become a
Corporate Financial Officer
and eventually the Vice Presi-
dent of Financing. Shaun em-
phasizes, "The atmosphere at
Cedarville gives me a constant
challenge to serve the Lord
seven days a week, and I hope
that will continue when I go out
into the business world."
St 
Stevens, 
Stewart, 
e e 
Steiner,
 n  w  TimkRD,  oaMbmi kna er is
Strock, Joanne
Struble, Dann
Strutz, Wendell
Sutter, Christine
Swanson, Cindy
Swartz, Alan
Swensen, Brent
Swick, Richard
Swift, Julie 
Syson, Denise
Tague, Jeff
Terrill, Cindy
Thomas,
Sara Ml  
Mike
Thompson, Ken
k
Thompson, Penny
Upchurch, Bruce
Vanaman, Suzanne
Vandemark, Emily
Veisz, Alicia 
Voorheis, Keitha
Waddell, Janice
Wafford, Gregory
Walborn, Brent
Walsh, Dan 
Warnshuis, 
Mark
Watson, Aaron
Weaver, Christina
Weaver, Dave
Weaver, Janell
Webb, Dan
Webel, Ramona
Weimer, Tricia
Weiss, Christen
Wellmann, Bryan
Welman, Christine
Whalen, Amy
White, Andy
White, Lisa
Whited, Amber
Wieber, Kristin 
Wiederwax, Keith
Wilhelm, Susan
Wilkinson,
Stephanie
Williams, Bethany
Williams, Jay
Wilson, Joan
Wind, Susan
Wingate, Terri
Wolf, Cynthia
Wolf, Debbie
Wolf, Matthew
Woodbridge, Esther
Wright, Lori 
Yaworski, April Lyn
Yoder, John
Yonker, Todd
Young, Julie
Young, Rebecca
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Abbuhl, Tom
Abramowitz,
Michele
Adkins, Melissa
Adolph, Cynthia
Adsit, Christopher
Aho, Kim
Akers, Tatiayana
Alexander, Steve
Alexander, Tim
Allen, Angela
Allen, Patricia
Amstutz, David
Anderson, Heather
Anderson, Matthew
Anderson II,
Raymond
Ansel!, Janet
Ash, Christina
Aud, Rebecca
Averitt, Kim
Aughinbaugh,
Barbra
Ayars, Christopher
Baab, Phil
Bailey, Kim
Ballentine, Janice
Barber, Bette
Baremore, Tracy
Barenscheer, Tara
Barnes, Sarah
Barnett, Michael
Bates, Brian
Bauer, Marnie
Beardsley, Jeff
Beecher, Nicole
Belh, Brian
Belmont, Kathleen
Bender, Lisa
Bice, Leslie
Biddinger, Matthew
Bidlen, Kim
Bingham, Jennifer
Bird, Jenny
Bird, Jonathan
Birley, Mary
Bishop, Jason
Bishop, Lori
Bishop, Mary
Blackburn, Christy
Blankenship, Jill
Blasdel, Carl
Blaylock, Shawne
Bletzinger, Eric
Bobbitt, Amy
Boblitt, Randy
Boice, Jamie
Bond, Jennifer
Boone, Melinda
Born, Laurel
Botdorf, Beth
Bouchard, Nichole
Bowersox, Tracey
Boyes, Michael
Bragdon, Mayna
Brandon, Drew
Breene, Beth
Bricking, Kristin
Brinkerhoff, Larry
Britt, Beth
Brooker, Michelle
Brovont, Lisa
Brower, Carla
Brown, Marcy
Brown, Jason
Brown, Julie
Buell, Mark
Burns, Becky
Burns, Theresa
Burrell, Terry
Busch, Angela
Butterfield,
Adrienne
Byers, Norman
Byrom, Melissa
Cagwin, Mark
Campbell, Lori
Carlisle, Michael
Carlson, Paul
Carlson, Ruth
Carpenter, Carla
Carrick, David
Carroll, Melinda
Casaletto, Peter
Cheatwood, Debbie
Chilton, Denis
Clements, Meredith
Clingan, Lisa
Glower, Mike
Corners, Jill
Condren, Jason
Cooper, Kristin
Courlas, Tubitha
Crawford, David
Culp, Jodi
Cummings, Tricia
Cummins, Darla
Czerniak, Bob
Czerniak, Dawn
Dail, Greg
Dalton, Todd
Daniels, Dana
Daugherty, Matthew
Davies, Gwynne
Davis, Angela
Davis, Beth Ann
Davis, Chad
Davis, Robin
Davis, William
• Davison, Diane
Day, Persephone
Dence, Rebecca
Denson, Rebecca
2
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Deshetsky Jr.,
Ralph
Devine, James
Dietrich, Kim
Doering, Samantha
Donawa, Nicholas
Donley, Dallas
Dorsey, Brian
Downing, LeeAnn
Doyle, David
Duncan, Roger
Durr, Beth
Duvall, Alania
Fads, Dianne
Eaton, Troy
Ebert, Dave
Ebner, Jerry
Eckstein, John
Eckstein, Michael
Edwards, Ann
English, Edmond
Entenmann,
Michelle
Evans, Glen
Evans, Surena
Everson, Jennifer
Falconbury,
Kimberly
Faragalla, Sylvia
Farmer, Mark
Farnsworth, Laura
Feldman, Jocelyn
Fidger, Amy
Fields, Dan
Filer, Dana
Filter, Michele
Finazzo, Michael
Fletcher, Sandra
Fogle, Todd
Fountain, John
Franco, George
Fuller, Craig
Fuller, Karen
Fuller, Mario
Gaffner, Michelle
Gaglio, Stephen
Gantz, Jayneen
Garmatter, Kathy
Garn, Jamie
Garrigan, Lori
Gaspar, Nicole
Gelet II, Larry J.
Gerhardt, Jill
Gibney, Laura
Giles Jr., Robert G.
Gill, Phillip
Gittoes, Amy
Goodwin, George
Gorsline, Gary
Gosman, David
Graham, Allyson
Grass, Stephanie
Gray, Jeanne
Green, Cinda
Gross, Larry
Guinther, Brian
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DREAMS OF MINISTRY
Chuck Hagy, a sophomore
Bible Comprehensive major,
dreams of using his life as a
youth pastor in a local church
or as a director of his own
youth camp. The Christian
ministry department is full of
opportunities preparing stu-
dents for the future; but Chuck
Hagy claims, "My godly pro-
fessors and friends prepare
me for my future ministry." As
they care for him and pray for
him, he develops a deeper
concern for others. In Chuck's
unit anyone can call a prayer
meeting for anything and peo-
ple come to pray. He feels he develops a burden for others here at Cedarville
that he would not be able to develop anywhere else. Chuck concludes, "When
people are truly concerned for you, you have to get in on the action. Service
becomes a way of life."
•:•:,-:
Guthrie, Heather
Hackenberry, Steve
Hackney, Lauralyn
Hague, Ronald
Hahn, Troy
Haines, Michelle
Halsey, Todd
Hamilton, Craig
Hamilton, Lori
Hammond, Kevin
Hancock, Deborah
Hanks, Jeanne
Harbaugh, Kimberly
Harrell, Kelly
Harris, Rebecca
Hartman, Beth
Harvey, Tammy
Hassey, Lori
Hayden, R. Scott
Hayes, Eric A.
Hayes, Eric
Hazen, Joan
Heidorn, Matt
Hein, Karyn L.
Henry, David
Henry, Lee Ann
Henry, Matt
Heritage, Jennifer
Herriman, Sondra
Hibbs, Brian
Hidalgo, Heather
Higgins, Wendy
Hill, Shannon
Hill, Stephen
Hinman, Kathleen
Hiser, Kimberly
Hochstettler, John
Hoffeditz, David
Hoffman, John
Hofman, Beth
Hogerwerf, Michele
Hollander, Laura
Holman, Timothy
House, Kathy
Huber, Cynthia
Hudon, John
Hughes, Lisa
Hughey, Jenni
Hunsberger,
Heather
Hunter, Jeff
Hurst, Amy
Hyde, David
Inniger, Brian
Irwin, Peter
Jackson, Edward
Jacobson, John
James, Monica
Jarrett, Randy
Jenkins, Rick
Jensen, Kristen
Jerrunyon, Jeremy
John, Robyn
Johnston, Kelly
Jones, Thom
Kail, Adam
Kaiser, Robert
Karsh, Kellie
Kellogg, Heidi
Kellogg, Tricia
Kelly, Steve
Kennedy, Vickie
Kenyon, Carrie
Keul, Tim
Killian, Carolyn
Kingston, Kenneth
Kinley, Seth
Klanduch, Frank
Knoerzer, Michael
Kolb, Bret
Kopas Jr., William
Kraft, Bert
Kujawski, Sandy
Kuhn, Anna Mari
Kyper Jr., Daniel
Lam, David
Lancaster, Susan
Lane, Brian
Lane, Julie
Lassitter, Marc
Laughery, Dawn
Lavener, Matthew
Leadbeater, Holly
Leary, Karen
Leeds, Doug
Leh, Dennis
Leindecker, Lynn
Lewis, Brett
Libby, Jennifer
Liedkie, Jenny
Lightner, Tom
Lindner, Lori
Litsch, Amy
Lockwood, Kirk
Lombardo, Sheryl
Lorow, Kenneth
Lotz, Kelly
Love, Dana
Lowe, Tina
Lucas, Matthew
Lykins, Melissa
Lyon, Kirk
-MacPherson,
Tammi
Malesko, Chris
Mallison, Shawn
Malone, Dave
Manning, Michelle
Marihugh, John
Marshall, Christine
Martin, Carelyn
Martin, Dawn
Martin, Kathy
Martinez, Melanie
Mascari, Tonya
Matlack, Brad
Maxwell, Renee
McDonald, Amy
McElroy, J. Allen
McGillivray, Jennifer
McGinnis, Stephen
McGovern, Lara
McGuffey, Jason
McKinley, Dominic
McManaway,
Shanna
McNally, Jennifer
McNeil, Kezia
McNelly, Shane
Metcalfe, Christa
Meyer, Benjamin
Miller, Andrea
Miller, Charlene
Miller, Karen
Miller, Leslie
Miller, Mark
Miller, Ron
Miller, Victoria
Milligan, Johnny
Mills, Dave
Mills, Debra
Mitchell, David
Moerch, James
Montgomery, Jody
Montgomery,
Jonathan
Mooibroek, Steve
Mooney, Mark
Moore, Matt
Morris, Denise
Mosley, Raul
Moser, Matthew
Mouser, Angela
Murphy, Mark
Myers, Amy
Nast, Kristen
Nearmyer, Lisa
Nebroski, Byron
Nebroski, Myron
Neill, John
Nelson, Benita
Neumann, Celeste
Nichols, Tim
Nicholson, Eric
Nicholson, Susan
Niuman, Melissa
Norder, Sara
Norder, Sharyn
O'Bryon, Kristin
Oie, Carolyn
Ortloff, Wayne
Oswald, Anne
Paddock, Stephanie
Palacios, Cynthia
Panther, Stephanie
Pantzer, Paul
Park, Shaela
Park, Tressa
Parr, Robert
Paulhamus, Brenda
Peary Jr., Darryl
Pfahler, Heidi
Phillips, Michael
Phipps, Brian
Piper, Joan
Plott, Darcy
Plume, Valerie
Polito, Nicole
Pope, Jim
Pope, Michelle
Popp, Dennis
Porter, Susan
Pence, Jeff
Precise, Mark
Prichard, Jill
Priddy, Kathryn
Proctor, Shannon
Quick, Bruce
Rabbitt, Trudy
Randall, Renee
Rank, Diane
Record, Dana
Reed, Kathy
Reed, Rebecca
Reed, Tina
Reer, Amy
Reese, Cheryl
Reeves, Pat
Refior, Nikki
Regier, Gregory
Reich, Rebecca
Reid, Deborah
Repella, Heidi
Reynolds, Nathan
Rhind, Andrew
Rhodes, Tara
Strong, positive, and
encouraging are words
Laura Tuttle's friends
use to describe her. A
good friend Shelly Harris
notes, "Laura was real in
everything she did." In
spring of 1988, Laura
was diagnosed with can-
cer. She battled her disease without com-
plaint until January 5, 1989. Her time was
devoted to her studies: she wanted to use
her Behavioral Science major in helping oth-
ers. She may not have finished her college
dream, but she was true to her goal of en-
couraging others even through her illness.
The students of Ce-
darville will never forget
the inspiring diary of
Debbie Kettle. On the
first chapel of the 1988-
89 school year, Dr. Dix-
on read how Debbie
wanted her life to make a
difference at Cedarville.
Through her godly heart, others could see
wisdom and love. She always had a smile
and a kind word. In the summer of 1988,
Debbie went home to be with the Lord.
Those who attended her funeral knew that
the balloons exemplified the true inward
peace and joy that Debbie had and wished
for others.
Rice, Clinton
Richards, Amy
Riggs, James
Rinehart, Heather
Ringer, James
Riopell, Heidi
Roberts, Todd
Rodebaugh, Bob
Rogge, Leigh
Rohm, Jackie
Rome, Jeanette
Routh, Diane
Rudd, Andrew
Ruff, Yvonne
Russell, Ed
Rutherford, Michael
Sallee, Sherla
Salyer, Marcia
Salyer, Mary
The real kid comes
out in Brian Gaines
and Penni Bresson.
Sand, Craig
Series, Kristina
Scheyer, Tamara
Schroll, S. Eric
Schwaderer,
Andrew
Schwaderer, Mindy
Schwartz, Tammy
Scott, Kelly
Scott, Rebekah
Scroggin Jr.,
Donald
Scroggin, Elizabeth
Seely, Ann
Seitz, Adrienne
Selby, Sharon
Sevick, Jenny
Shade, Donald
Shaffer, Spencer
Sherwood, Anne
Sheen, Zella
Shelton, Nicole
Shipley, Rachel
Shively, Paul
Shobert Jr., Ron
Short, Tonya
Shull, Matt
Silvius, Bradley
Sissom, Joy
Sloan, Kathy
Slocum, Tracy
Sloderbeck, Dayna
Smelser, Lori
Smith, Angela
Smith, Douglas
Smith, Jennifer
Smith, Laura
Smith, Michelle
Smith, Rebekah J.
Smith, Shawna
Snow, Suzette
Solak, Janice
Solomon, Christine
Sommerfeld, Scott
Souza, Jody
Spears, Gretchen
Sprague, Tracy
Sprinkle, Tina
Spurr, Johnathan
Stephens, Jennifer
Stewart, John
Stuenfel, Curtis
Sturgis, Mike
Stitchman, Michele
Stockham, Matt
Stoltzfus, Michael
Stoner, Chad
Stover, Hollee
Stout, Scott
Straubel, Ann
Stutes, Alan
Swackhamer,
Tonya
Swann, Leann
Sweetland, Sara
Sweitzer, Scott
Swigart, Lora
Tarapchak,
Stephan
Taylor, Becky
Taylor, William
Teesdale, Kim
Tharp, Denise
Thompson, David
Thompson, Linda
Thompson, Philip
Todd, Russell
Trimble, Kimberly
Underwood, Kara
VanScoyk, Shawn
Van Winkle, Bruce
Vaughn, Shawna
Vickers, Suzanne
Wafford, Garry
Walborn, Kristi
Wallace, Melinda
Wallenbeck, Joel
Walling, Jennifer
Watson, Keith
Way, Matthew
Weaver, Dan
Webber, Kimberly
Weber, Brian
Weber, David
Weber, Paula
Webster, Terri
Weeks, Karen
Welch, Aaron
Wenger, Doug
Wessel, Terry
Wesselink, Jesse
Wetzel, Paul
White, Amy
White, Matthew
Whitehead, Marla
Wigent, Wendy
Winters, Renee'
Wilcox, Deanna
Willett, Angela
Williams, Kimberley
Williams, Kristian
Williams, Tad
Willsie, Aileen
Willsie, Rhonda
Wilson, Steven G.
Wingert, Timothy
Winsor, Craig
Winter, Mary
Wolf, Melanie
Woodard, Nanci
Woodring, Brian
Workman,
Gwendolyn
Wright, Michael
Wylie, Tim
Yates, Alan
Yeakey, Melissa
Yocum, Susan
Yoder, Sharon
Yooder, Treva
Yost, Judy
Young, Lori
Young, Steve
Zeigler, Penny
Freshman get their
year started with a
family picture.
Something creative
to do on your free
time
Winter Quarter
Students
Front row L to R:
Zhuang, Joan
Crowie, Sharon
Burke, Beth
Weaver, Gayle
Second row L to R:
Robinson, Dilyne
Ferro, Joanne
Kush, Laura L.
Haram, Tammy
Paddock, RoJean
Third row L to R:
Sommerfeld, Lisa
Williams, Heidi
Zitterbart, Rhonda
Williams, Kendra
Fourth row L to R:
Heinrich, Timothy
Bower, Dan
Anderson, Chad
Smith, Doug
The A.G. is the
place to keep warm
in the winter.
PATRONS
The MIRACLE annually provides
an opportunity to the parents and
churches of Cedarville's students
to make a contribution. In these
pages we seek to honor those par-
ents and churches by listing their
name and hometown as a witness
to others of the financial support
they have given to the yearbook.
Thank you for your contribution.
SPECIAL THANKS
This section is in special recog-
nition of those parents who gave
$30 or more. Your extra contribu-
tion is very much appreciated.
Joyce and Bill Barghorn
Albion, NJ
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Biddinger
Brighton, MI
Jack 0. Derks
Holland, MI
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Graham
Ridley Park, PA
Robert Latorella
Pittsfield, NH
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Mitchell
Huntington, NY
Jim and Phyllis Murphy
Burnsville, MN
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Oswald
Wooster, OH
Michael Phillips Sr.
Presque Isle, ME
CHURCH
PATRONS
Anthony Baptist Church
Jersey Shore, PA
Roger L. Wenger, Pastor
Berean Bible Church
Columbus, IN
Jerry Day, Pastor
Bethel Baptist Church
Fruitport, MI
Billie Anderson, Pastor
Bethel Baptist Church
St.Clair Shores, MI
Norm Vernon, Pastor
Calvary Baptist Church
Midland, MI
Dave Buckley, Pastor
Calvary Independent Baptist Church
Morton, PA
John Cartwright, Pastor
Canton Baptist Temple
Canton, OH
Dr. Harold Henninger, Pastor
Champion Baptist Church
Warren, OH
Lawrence Walter, Pastor
Congregation Christian Church
Argos, IN
Earl Lightfoot, Pastor
Emmanuel Baptist Church
Toledo, OH
Ed Fuller, Pastor
Faith Baptist Church
Elida, OH
Ronald Urban, Pastor
Faith Baptist Church
Greenville, OH
Joseph Godwin, Pastor
First Baptist Church
Norwalk, IA
Dennis Hakes, Pastor
First Baptist Church
Randolph, NY
Lee Einfeldt, Pastor
First Baptist Church
LaGrange, OH
Dennis Gilbert, Pastor
First Baptist Church
Niles, OH
G.Ben Reed, Pastor
First Baptist Church
Tacoma, WA
Dr. Phil Williams, Pastor
Grace Baptist Church
Cedarville, OH
Paul Jackson, Pastor
Grace Baptist Church
Lombard, IL
David Gower, Pastor
North Valley Baptist Church
Redding, CA
Dr. Royal Blue, Pastor
Northfield Baptist Church
Northfield, OH
Lynn Rogers, Pastor
Nottingham Baptist Church
Willoughby Hills, OH
Donald McClintick, Pastor
Pleasant View Bible Church
Warsaw, IN
Ivan French, Pastor
Shawnee Hills Baptist Church
Jamestown, OH
Dennis Henderson, Pastor
Southgate Baptist Church
Springfield, OH
John Greening, Pastor
Tabernacle Baptist Church
Ithaca, NY
John Chamberlain, Pastor
United Baptist Church
Mars Hill, ME
Gerry Dill, Pastor
Village Baptist Church
Buffalo Grove, IL
Tim Sherman, Pastor
Walnut Creek Baptist Church
Baltimore, OH
L.Michael Herbert, Pastor
200 Patrons
PARENT
PATRONS
Mr. and Mrs. Al Abramowitz
Freeport, IL
Dale and Joan Adsit
Conneaut Lake, PA
Rollin and Barbara Ager
Sun Prairie, WI
Ralph and Judith Alexander
Kansas City, MO
Brooks and Colette Anderson
Pittsburgh, PA
Dr. and Mrs. William Anderson
West Springfield, PA
Mr. and Mrs. David Bauer
Akron, OH
William and Joan Belh
Woodstown, NJ
Joseph and Marcia B. Bender
Rochester, NY
Eugene Bethel
Chandler, IN
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley M. Birley
Olathe, KS
Mr. and Mrs. Robert C.
Blumenstock
Paramus, NJ
Donald P. Bobbitt
Jeffersonville, OH
Kenneth Boone
Novelty, OH
Jim and Janet Botdorf
Westerville, OH
Mary L. Bousfield
Townsend, Ontario
Glen and Sharon Bowman
Telford, PA
Sharon Bradley
Randallstown, MD
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Brandon
Mansfield, OH
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Britt
Okemos, MI
Larry Brovont
Lawton, MI
Mr. and Mrs. David H. Brown
Sylvania, OH
Ray and Marilyn Burk
Fostoria, OH
Melvin and Joyce Burkley
Flushing, MI
Jerry Burns
Huron, OH
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Burns
East Rochester, OH
Mr. and Mrs. James Carr
Randolph, NY
Paul and Gerri Casaletto
Andover, MA
David and Karen Chilton
DesMoines, IA
Lois Clark
Anchorage, AK
Larry Clemens
Limerick, PA
Robert and MaryLou Cole
Townsend, Ontario
William and Sharon Commons
Cherry Hill, NJ
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Constable
Unity, ME
Bonnie Cook
Lake Orion, MI
Patrick V. Cook
Lake Orion, MI
Mr. and Mrs. Merl Cummings
Waynesville, OH
Dr. and Mrs. Joseph DeCook
Holland, MI
Drake Dingeman
Springfield, OH
Charles Drozd
Columbia, SC
Robert and Ruth Dunzweiler
Lansdale, PA
Mr. and Mrs. Donald F. Duzen
Orchard Park, NY
Waneta Dye
Ravenna, OH
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Dykes
Urbandale, IA
Bill and Sheila Echlin
GoodeIls, MI
Mr. and Mrs. Donald G. Elkins
Birmingham, MI
Mr. and Mrs. William Engstrom
Hightstown, NJ
Mr. and Mrs. J.D. Erneston
West Palm Beach, FL
Ramses I. Faragalla
Chambersburg, PA
Charles Feldman
Rochester, IN
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Filer
Xenia, OH
Mr. and Mrs. Donald L. Fountain
Elkhart, IN
Joyce and Tony Franco
Lebanon, IN
Ernest and Loretta Fuller
Elyria, OH
Joe and Fran Gaglio
Webster, NY
Stephen and Carol Gallup
Stratham, NY
Mr. and Mrs. Ned L. Garn
Chesterland, OH
Mr. and Mrs. Al Garrigan
Wappingers Falls, NY
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PARENT PATRONS
CONTINUED
John and Margaret George
Salem, OH
Anastasios and Lois Gerakinis
Grand Rapids, MI
Mr. and Mrs. Jan C. Gonzalez
Medford, NJ
Dave Gosman
Madison, IN
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Grafton
Troy, MI
Mr. and Mrs. Nathan L. Grass
Presque Isle, ME
Don and Carol Gray
Chardon, OH
Hans and Ann Hahnenstein
Canton, NY
Richard and Joyce Hamilton
Grand Rapids, MI
Mr. and Mrs. James Hartman
Freeport, IL
John Havens
Lewistown, IL
Rodney and Norma Haynes
Perry, NY
Mr. and Mrs. George Heidorn
Marietta, OH
James and Violet Harrold
Gilbertsville, PA
Kirbey and Jean Hill
Douglass, KS
Mike and Peggy Hiser
Pickerington, OH
Mr. and Mrs. John E. Hoag
Elyria, OH
Curtis and Carol Hoke
Reading, PA
William T. and JoAnn Holt
Omaha, NE
Charles and Susan Horr
Portsmouth, OH
Ray and Evelyn House
Solon, OH
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Hyde
Cincinnati, OH
Mr. and Mrs. LeRoy Hynes
Wheeler, MI
Jack and Nancy Jacobs
N.Olmsted, OH
Mr. and Mrs. Wm.J. Johnson
South Bend, IN
Dr. and Mrs. Wendell Kempton
Cherry Hill, NJ
Frank and Bonnie Klanduch
Streetsboro, OH
John Koenig
North Olmstead, OH
Mr. and Mrs. James Kohlmeyer
Wheaton, IL
Mr. and Mrs. R. Kratche
Willoughby Hills, OH
Mr. and Mrs. James Krueger
Franklin, WI
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Lach
Brownsburg, IN
Lyle F. Larsen
Holmdel, NJ
Kenneth Laub
Rock Hill, SC
Elizabeth N. Laughery
Linthicum, MR
Janice G. Laughery
Linthicum, MR
Mr. and Mrs. Arden E. Lemponen
Wickliffe, OH
Mr. and Mrs. George Leshan
Norwalk, IA
Gary and Wanda Llewellyn
Ocala, FL
Al and Donna Lombardo
Arlington Heights, IL
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold C. Lovin
Bloomington, IL
Ernest and Liliane Low
San Leandro, CA
Frank Malone
Buffalo Grove, IL
James and Grace Marihugh
Delphos, OH
Cort L. Marsh
Adams Basin, NY
Dr. Wm.J.H. Martinez
San Diego, CA
Marian and Wayne Meloche
Osseo, MN
Mr. and Mrs. F. Michonski
W.Simsbury, CT
Mr. and Mrs. Donald E. Miller
Lancaster, PA
Joel J. Miller
Freeport, IL
Mr. and Mrs. Russell A. Miller, Jr.
Laurel, MD
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Mills, Sr.
Erie, PA
Charles and Darlene F. Mitchell
Lorton, Virginia
Mr. and Mrs. William C.
Montgomery
Columbus, OH
Walter L. Moon
Haymarket, VA
Glenwood and Doris Morgan
Hardy, VA
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Moser
Ligonier, IN
Mr. and Mrs. James G. Nast
Farmington Heights, MI
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Nazarian
Wyckoff, NJ
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Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Neal
Sharonville, OH
Mr. and Mrs. David A. Orser
N.Syracuse, NY
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Orth
Waterloo, IA
James Otten
Jamestown, OH
Mr. and Mrs. James Paradiso
Hartford, CT
Cecil Paulhamus
Jersey Shore, PA
Levi and Barbara Pence
Newton, IA
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Phipps
Washington C.H., OH
Ronald Plooy
Waukesha, WI
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth R. Pope
Sayre, PA
Gail A. Popp
Brownsburg, IN
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Powers
Boonville, IN
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Reeves
Derry, PA
Paul and Pam Refior
Warsaw, IN
Karl and Jean Reiter
Winona, MN
Charles and Kirsten Rizor
Columbus, OH
Mr. and Mrs. Steven J.
Rockenbaugh
Goshen, IN
Carl Rook
San Jose, CA
Mr. and Mrs. William P. Schofield
Moose Pass, AK
James and Irene Scott
Ankeny, IA
James Senay
Kirtland, OH
Ralph Shaffer
Connellsville, PA
Mrs. Herbert L. Shroyer
Dunkirk, IN
John D. Sissom
Kokomo, IN
Charles and Wanda Smiley
Beavercreek, OH
Charles and Terry Smith
Westlake, OH
Rev. and Mrs. James R. Smith, Jr.
Birdsboro, PA
Lonny and Cindy Smith
Elkhart, IN
Dr. and Mrs. Bert Souryal
Falls Church, VA
Mr. and Mrs. Roger St.John
Xenia, OH
Mr. and Mrs. Robert J. Stewart
Downingtown, PA
Alice Stitchman
Waterloo, IA
Ann Stockham
Carroll, IA
Mr. and Mrs. H.G. Stone
Birmingham, AL
Yvonne and Ted Stough, Jr.
Hanover, PA
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Struble
Toledo, OH
Mr. and Mrs. James R. Swanson
Cuyahoga Falls, OH
Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Sweet
Cincinnati, OH
Dr. and Mrs. Paul Sweetland
Hastings, MI
Tom and Ann Ulmer
Seymour, IN
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Underwood
Whitehall, MI
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Vandemark
Grand Blanc, MI
Paul and Linda Varvel
Tipp City, OH
Allan Waddell
Pickering, Ontario
David Warman
Brunswick, ME
Benjamin and Teresa Weiss
W.Carrollton, OH
Mr. and Mrs. D.M. Wenger
Berne, IN
Dr. and Mrs. Richard A. Widder
Milwaukee, WI
Glenn R. Williams
Columbus, OH
Dr. and Mrs. Philip Williams
Gig Harbor, WA
Gerald and Lois Wilson
Boynton Beach, FL
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Wilson
Cincinnati, OH
Dave and Sylvia Wingert
Bucyrus, OH
Mr. and Mrs. H.Edward Wood
Audubon, NJ
Ron and Shari Wright
Littleton, CO
James and Barbara Yates
Muskegon, MI
Denis and Mary Ellen Yaworski
Canterbury, CT
Mr. and Mrs. James Zimmerle
Medina, IL
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AAAAAAAAA
Abbott, Julie 183
Abbuhl, Tom 190
Abramowitz, Michele 190
Abramowitz, Timothy
Wayne 29
Acker, Karen L. 176
Adair, Chris 150, 183
Adkins, Melissa 190
Adnams, Eric 86, 176
Adolph, Cynthia 91, 112,
190
Adsit, Christopher 190
Ads/f, Kippy 113, 183
Ager, Deborah Ann 45, 118
Ager, Rachel 183
Aho, Kim 190
Akers, Tatiayana 190
Aldrich, Courtenay 120,
176
Alexander, Margaret 119,
176
Alexander, Stephen 120,
123, 138, 190
Alexander, Tim 86, 190
Allen, Angela 190
Allen, Patricia 112, 190
Altman, Ronda L. 29, 123
Ames, Denise 183
Amstutz, David 190
Anderson II, Raymond 190
Anderson, Catherine L. 37,
119, 163
Anderson, Chad 199
Anderson, David 161, 183
Anderson, Heather 190
Anderson, Kristi Lyn 61
Anderson, Lisa 121, 127,
183
Anderson, Matthew 190
Anderson, Todd 91, 183
Andrews, Michael 113, 118
Anse//, Janet 190
Armstrong, Amy Lynn 39
Armstrong, Timothy Nelson
26, 104
Ash, Christina 120, 125,
190
Ashley, Alan 125, 164, 183
Aud, Rebecca 190
Aughinbaugh, Barbra 190
Austin, Kimberly 118
Auwarter, J. Scott 55
Averitt, Kim 138, 190
Averitt, Steve 91, 106, 176
Ayars, Christopher 118,
190
Ayers, Jeanette Lynne 29
Ayres, Michael Edward 29,
123, 208
BBBBBBBBBB
Baab, Phil 109, 190
Back, Frank 154, 155, 183
Bailey, Kim 119, 190
Bailey, Kim R. 109, 176
Bailey, Todd 183
Baird, Bradley 154, 183
Baird, Brenda Gwen 39,
118
Balaicuis, Robert 176
Baldis, Sue 168
Ballentine, Janice 108, 190
Barber, Bette 112, 190
Barber, Jeffrey Alan 55, 83
Barch, Kim 176
Baremore, Tracy 190
Barenscheer, LeAnn 18,
106, 110, 123, 176
Barenscheer, Tara 190
Barghom, William 118, 183
Barker, Dannah K. 37, 79
Barker, Joel B. 30
Barnes, Brett 176
Barnes, Sarah 109, 190
Barnett, Michael 190
Barnhart, Susie 183
Bates, Brian 153, 190
Baby, Becky 119, 176
Bauer, Mamie 190
Bauer, Sherri A. 45
Baumgartner, Kerry 51
Bavec, Kathy 108, 119,
176
Baxter, LaDonna 183
Beach, Dawn Leona 49
Beach, Jonathan 86, 183
Beaman, Katie 176
Bean, Linda 123, 156, 168,
183
Beardsley, Jeff 190
Beattie, Scott James 14,
24, 59, 121, 123
Beecher, Nicole 190
Beimly, Julia Michelle 45
Be/h, Brian 190
Bell, Kenneth 183
Bell, Nathan Dewey 59
Belmont, Kathleen 190
Belmont, Kirk 15, 176
Bender, Lisa 190
Bendt, Michelle 83, 183
Benefiel, Matt 86, 138, 183
Bengtson, Lisa Marie 59
Benjamin, Mary L. 55, 105,
110, 122
Bennett, Angie 176
Bennett, Byron L. 55
Bergen, Cynthia 183
Bergen, Lisa 176
Berner, Melissa 176
Berry, Larissa 91, 112, 183
Beschler, Angela 176
Beste, Jeff 138
Bethel, Melissa 86, 119,
176
Bice, Leslie 108, 190
Biddinger, Mark 83, 112,
118, 183
Biddinger, Matthew 83,
108, 138, 190, 209
Bid/en, Andrew 83, 88,
109, 176
Bid/en, Kim 190
Biggs, Carolyn Elaine 39
Bingham, Jennifer 190
Bingham, Melissa 183
Birch, Tim 111, 183
Bird, Jenny 190
Bird, Jonathan 125, 190
Bird, Julie 176
Birley, Mary 111, 190
Bishop, Jason 190
Bishop, Lori 190
Bishop, Mark 176
Bishop, Mary 104, 190
Blackburn, Christy 112,
190
Blackburn, Mara 86, 176
Blankenship, Jill 156, 190
Blasdel, Carl 190
Blaylock, Shawne 190
Blenis, Robert 123, 183
Bletzinger, Eric 121, 190
Blomguist, Scott 120, 125
Bloomfield, Kevin 146, 169,
183
Blumenstock, Donna Lynn
39
Boatner, Jennifer 183
Bobbett, Nathan 176
Bobbitt, Amy 190
Boblitt, Randy 190
Boice, Jamie 107, 190
Boice, Wendy 110, 124,
183
Bolden, Wendy 183
Bolender, Jeff 144, 164,
176
Bo/et, Monica 112, 183
Bond, Jennifer 190
Bonning, Michael James 30
Boone, Melinda 106, 190
Born, Laurel 191
Botdorf, Beth 191
Bouchard, Nichole 107,
110, 191
Bowen, Ryan 171, 183
Bower, Brent 86, 183
Bower, Dan 199
Bowers, Lynn 176
Bowersox, Tracey 107, 191
Bowling, Julie 108, 183
Bowman Jr., Glen 25, 104,
125, 176
Bowman, Brenda Jane 49
Box, Julie Beth 53, 106,
118
Boyer, Scott Andrew 37,
119
Boyes, Michael 191
Bradds, Mendy 183
Bradley, Kim 123, 169, 183
Bradway, Judith Lynn 30
Bradway, Susan 107, 176,
185
Bragdon, Mayna 123, 156,
191
Bragg, Mike 176
Bragg, Tyler 183
Brandenburg, Melinda Kay
61, 109, 120
Brandmeyer, Arlie 124
Brandon, Drew 109, 191
Brandt, Jennifer 106, 176
Breeder/and, Beth 122, 176
Breene, Beth 107, 120, 191
Brendle, Brent 118, 130,
176
Bresson, Janie Marlene 30
Bresson, Penni 83, 176
Breuler, James 112, 118,
121, 127, 183
Breuler, Marjorie 112, 183
Brewer, John 113, 183
Brian, James 176
Brian, Miriam 183
Bricking, Kristin 191
Brinkerhoff, Larry 191
Britsch, Julie 183
Britt, Beth 113, 191
Brocious, Mindy 176
Brock, Brian 136, 183
Brooker, Michelle 86, 161,
19/
Brovont, Lisa 191
Brovont, Lori 86, 91, 112,
176
Brower, Carla 191
Brown, Jamie 15, 183
Brown, Jason 146, /9/
Brown, Julie 191
Brown, Marcy 191
Brown, Mark 15, 121, 176
Brown, Phillip 146
Brown, Renee' Sharon 53
Brown, Shelia 176
Browning, John 91, 183
Browning, Shelby 176
Bruce, Amy 176
Bruckner, Daniel 183
Brumbaugh, Steve 162,
176
Brunner, Philip Nathan 30
Bryant, Lisa Marie 44
Buchanan, Dave 176
Buell, Mark 191
Bumgardner, Michelle 15,
176
Burhoe, Karen 119, 183
Burk, David 122
Burke, Beth 199
Burke, Calvin B. 30, 112
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Cary Underwood, Editor in Chi
A NOTE FROM THE EDITOR
I was given the opportunity to work with the college yearbook
as a freshman and although I knew some of the basics from high
school, the format of the college yearbook was completely differ-
ent from what I had experienced. I was given the opportunity to
take a sub-editor position as a sophomore. This gave me a
chance to design pages and put them together on my own. In
spring quarter of my sophomore year, I talked to Mrs. Dixon and
expressed my desire to be the editor of the Miracle, and in June
she told me that I had been appointed to that position. Planning
the book and choosing the theme began immediately, and in the
fall, I chose for my staff those people who I thought would help
me to produce a quality book. My goal for this book and for every
experience that I and my staff had through this year has been to
glorify God in everything that we have done. For everyone who
has helped me to accomplish that goal, I am truly thankful.
Mike Ayres
Darkroom Manager
208 Yearbook Staff
Ann Nicholson
People Sub-editor
Lynne Pitonyak
Student Life Sub-editor
Photographers: Misti Gerwolds, Linda Garrigan, Lori
Garrigan, Nancy Merkh, Matt Biddinger, Jeff Joiner,
Shawn Mallison.
A MIRACLE
1989
Jodi Wilson
Student Life Sub-editor
COLOPHON: The Miracle is an annual student
production of Cedarville College Volume 36 was
printed by the State College branch of Josten's
Printing and Publishing Division. Charles Miller is
the Josten's Field Representative stationed at
Springfield, OH, and he is assisted by Tillie Billheimer. Plant Representa-
tive is Janice Bigelow. The Craftline cover is leathertone Forest with
Mission grain and is silkscreened with Rich Gold and Pale Gold inks over
the artwork which was designed by the editor with the assistance of
AVTech Corporation of Dayton, OH. The endsheets are Gold Dust. The
216 pages are printed on 80# glossy paper. 66 are printed in clean color,
26 are printed in unlimited 4-process color, and 124 are printed in black
and white. The Helvetica family of copy has been used for body copy
throughout the book and the Lydian family has been used for headlines
and sub-headlines. Design for the book has been the responsibility of the
sectional editors with the consultation of the editor-in-chief. Student,
faculty, and staff portraits were contracted through Walt Fouch with
Directions in Photography, in Cincinnati, OH. Studio Photography was
done by David Lesko of Lesko Fine Photography in Beavercreek, OH and
by Lonnie Richards of Public Relations at Cedarville College.
Mrs. Pat Dixon
Adviser
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IN PURSUIT OF A
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IN PURSUIT OF
A PRODUCTIVE LIFE
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IN PURSUIT OF VITALITY
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